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Explanation of the Tables.

The statistical tables aim at giving a complete summary of the occur-
rences in the Rigveda and Atharvaveda. But where a complete verse
is repeated several times by way of refrain, only three occurrences are
reckoned. No statistics of Sandhi are given for the Atharvaveda : but

they are estimated at double the number found in d C 2 taken together.
In the Atharyaveda, and where the number of occurrences exceeds 500,

only approximate accuracy is claimed for the Tables. Grassmann's
W&rterouch (including the Appendix) has been found to be absolutely
trustworthy so far as it gives information: unfortunately its lists of
some of the most important forms are incomplete, and as a rule, where
there are two occurrences in one stanza, only one is recorded. Max
Muller's Index has been found a useful supplement in these particulars,
and has been consulted so far as has been practicable. For the AV.,
Whitney's Index has been relied upon : but emendations suggested in it

have not been incorporated : passages common to RV. and AV. are con-
sidered as belonging to the former only. Where the number of occur-
rences of any form is given without comment, the number in RV. is

referred to, and if there is one only, the figure is omitted.

INTRODUCTION.

1. For the successful study of the Rigveda no preliminary
is more urgently needed than a true grouping of its parts. In-

dian tradition has faithfully recorded for us the text of the hymns,
but not their mutual relations : the order of the hymns and
the mandalas is largely mechanical, and depends on the counting
of verses and the ordering of deities, and not upon the antiquity
or literary character of the poems. Yet all European students
are aware that there is an order of time to be found, though they
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differ greatly both as to the time-limits of the Rigveda as a

whole, and as to the arrangement of its parts within those limits.

Professor Pischel,
1

for instance, could write in 1 879,
" There is

iy scarcely room left for a doubt that many hymns are no
earlier than the period of the Sutras :" and the writers who agree
with him are constantly busy in connecting Vedic hymns with

Sanskrit writing. On the other hand, H. Brunnhofer,
1 who

asks 1000 years for the composition of the hymns, attributes them

roughly to" the period 2500-1500 B. C. To Pischel accordingly
tin hymns are a truly Indian product: to Brunnhofer they are

the work of the poets of North Iran, from the Caspian Sea to the

Punjab. To both writers, western and early, eastern and late are

on the whole synonymous.
1 On the general question the present

writer stands entirely on the side of Brunnbofer: and this article

will include constant references to the literary peculiarities which

separate even the latest hymns of the Rigveda by a broad gulf
from the period of the Brahmanas, and still more from the period
of the Sutras. On the other hand, the early dates suggested by
lirunnhofer, though novel, seem to me not unreasonable : and this

article will point to the long development of form and idiom in

the Rigveda, for which adequate room must somewhere be found
in a period wholly anterior to that of the Brahmanas and even of

th Atharvaveda taken as a whole.

2. It is not however of the same importance to fix the abso-

late of the Rigveda as to determine the relative date of its

parts. For this latter purpose we depend entirely upon internal

evidence; but this evidence exists in embarrassing abundance,
and every writer on the Rigveda has taken it into account. A
sketch of the principal theories so far put forward, largely by
way of obiter dicta, will I think show that there is general agree-
ment upon principles, and that the problem that remains is that
of the faithful application of those principles to the mass of

details which present themselves.
3. H. Grassmann (Uebersetzung, 1876) noticed that the six

mandalas, ii.-vii., were arranged according to one principle, an.l

that in each the hymns to Agni stand first, those to Indra next,
ami then others according to certain mechanical rules. This

arrangement is only broken occasionally by hymns or fragments
uliich clearly betray a late character. So far we have (i.) six

parallel family collections of hymns, (ii.) later additions to them
at a period subsequent not only to the composition of the hymn-,
hut also to their formal arrangement.

With :> nily books" Grassmann contrasted the "col-
lective books," i., ix., x., to which he assigned a-later date on

i i of their miscellaneous character. In viii. he found a

1 Gott. Gl. Anz., 1879, I., p. 168, quoted by Brunnhofer. p. \m
1 Uraeachichte der Arier in Vorder- und Centntl-Anien. Leipzig. 1898.

rent view on this point is taken by E. W. Hopkins, JAO8.
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principle of arrangement wanting, and so assigned viii. a place mid-

wav between ii.-vii. and the remaining three books.

.iftsmann's theory is sound as regards the books ii.-vii., where
he found positive evidence

;
but as regards the remaining books

it lias long been obsolete. The series of family collections has

been shewn to extend to mandala i. 51-191, which includes nine

collect ion > duly arranged and rightly placed before book ii.
1 As

to the remaining collections i. 1-50, viii., ix., x., it is sufficient

here to notice that no positive link is shewn to connect them.

Individual hymns and parts of hymns, believed by Grassmann
to be later in date than the collections in which they occur, were

placed by him in his Appendix. In many cases Grassmann also

alleges the vocabulary as an indication of late date : but in others

a hymn is relegated to the Appendix only because it is difficult

or prosaic, and therefore not suitable for metrical translation.

4. C. R. Lanraan (Noun-Inflection in the Veda, JAOS. x.,

1880) compared the date of the respective mandalas3

by a statis-

tical investigation of the occurrences of the respective noun-end-

ings -a -au (dual), -asah -ah (nom. masc. pi.), -a -ani (neut. pi.),

ebhih -aih (instr. m. n. pl.j. Of these pairs of forms only the

latter in each case is in use in classical Sanskrit. The statistics

shew very clearly that the Atharvaveda stands very much nearer

to classical Sanskrit in its use of these forms than does the Rig-
veda. The later date of the Atharvaveda has been universally

accepted by Sanskrit scholars on various grounds, but the credit

of demonstrating this date by statistics belongs to Lanman.
Lanman proceeds to apply the same tests to the respective maii-

dalas of the Rigveda, but without the necessary precaution of

separating from each book those hymns which are later addi-

tions. He confirms Grassmann's view that the collections ii.-vii.

are of much the same date, but he ranks viii. and ix. as earlier, x.

as later. As he does not fail to point out, his results may be

explained in two ways. Either the books as a whole belong to

the order of time suggested, or certain books appear to be later

because they contain a larger proportion of later hymns.
5. H. Zimmer (Altindisches Leben, p. 355, 1879) deems ii.-

viii. to be the oldest part of the RV.
;
and i., x. later. In the latter

books he finds an astronomical terminology which he holds to be
derived from Babylon. His argument however only applies to

the hymns in which these terms are found, viz. i. 162, x. 55, 85 :

but it is no doubt confirmed in his own mind by the general im-

pression that books i., x. have made upon it.

6. H. Brunnhofer (KZ. xxv., 1881) made a statistical inves-

tigation of the infinitive forms in the Rigveda, which he divided

according to the families to which the hymns are attributed.
This division has advantages over the division into mandalas, but

1 Of this correction of Grassmann's theory Professor Hopkins is aware
ccount.
JAOS. x.

(JAOS. xvii. 28, second note): but he has not taken it into account.
2 First published notice was in PAOS. for October 1877 =
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is in general agreement with it. As indications of early date he
tak. < the infinitives in -dhai (2) and -dhyai(Q\): of late date,
those in -f "//'-' (-14), -tyai (5), -turn (4), as notes of the Brahmana

period. Accordingly he places the family collections in the fol-

iMwiiiLT order: Gautama (iv.), Bhara-1 vfija (vi.), Vasistha (vii.),

Ativya (\j, Yaicvfimitra
(iii.), Bhargava (ii.), Angirasa (i., viii.),

I\ riva (i., viii.).

llrunnhofer's work is carried out in a critical spirit, and with
in detail : and it is to be regretted that the author himself

in his later writings minimizes the value of its method. But it

must be noted, first that the whole number of infinitives distin-

guished as old and late is not large, and forms an insecure basis

> detailed an arrangement; secondly, that the statement that

the infinitives in -taye, -tyai are notes of the Brahmanic period
seems destitute of foundation, whilst a form in -dhai cannot be
assumed on the strength of the single word vayodhai and also

that the forms -tyai, -turn hardly occur in RV. Brunnhofer has

therefore only shewn us that no one of the family collections

approximates to later literature in the use of infinitives: but
that the "

family books " use more often -dhyai, and the col-

lections in i., viii., the form -taye. The relative date of these

t'<rms respectively remains lor further investigation ;
see below,

27 :.5,358.
7. II. Oldenberg (

Die Hymnendes Rigveda: Prolegomena,
in, 1888) greatly advanced our knowledge. He was the first

after Grassmann to make a list of those hymns which he believed

to be later additions to the respective collections. . In this he relied

largely upon the arrangement, but he found still more distinct evi-

dence in the prevalence in the latest hymns of a particular rhythm,
which he names "the later Anustnbh." Further he traced in i.

1-50 and in viii. a common principle of arrangement, in so far as

each consists of a number of small collections in which no prece-
dence is given to the Agni hymns ;

in most of them the Indra

hymns, which are most in number, precede. Thus the "
family

books" L 51.-vii. are preceded and followed by the collections

i. 1-60 and viii., which are connected by arrangement as well

as by the metres prevalent in them, namely those in which the

verses of ei<;ht syllables preponderate.
This resemblance in

re is obvious, and yet has been neglected by the preceding
writers in their arrangement: we may conveniently describe it

by naming books i. 1-50 and viii. collections of .
s r "song,"

in contrast to i. 51 vii., which ar? in the main collections of Sik
or "recitation." Whether the "song" or " recitation

"
is on the

whole earlier, Oldenberg does not attempt to decide. As to book

I

'-I nt- out clearly the evidence that the Soma hymns belong
to th collections, although they are no

longer grouped
with them. On .ne point, he has no doubt : books i.-ix. formed a

complete whole, and were HO recognized before the poems of l.,,,,k

\. (in th. A ere written. His arrangement of the K
therefore as follows: lir-t. hooks i.-ix.; seconL hymns added
later to i.-i\.: an.l then x.
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Oldenberg's argument is as just in what it decides as in what
it leaves undecided, and the grouping i.-ix.; x. must on all

grounds
lu pn-ferred to Grassmann's unsupported grouping

ii.-vii. ; viii. : i., ix., x. The first is based upon a careful analysis
of tlu- character and form of the hymns: the latter merely on the

tidal observation that the books viii., i., ix., x., as finally

arranged, each contain more than one of the earlier collections

which are the basis of all. Further, the later date of book x. is

supported by a consensus of opinion : whilst the relatively later

late of viii., i., ix. has been constantly called in question.
: s Professor E. W. Hopkins (JAOS. xvi., 1894, and else-

where) first examines the question of the date of book viii. by
"t lie delicate test of sacrosanct numbers." Unfortunately he

begins by assuming that books i., ix., x. form a group later than

ii.-vii., whereas all that will be generally admitted is that x. is

later. He takes note from time to time of individual hymns that

are later than their surroundings, but apparently without binding
himself to any definite list. In the books i., viii., ix., x. he finds

a constant recurrence of the 'holy numbers' three ('three dawns',
'three far distances', etc.), seven ('seven hotars,' 'seven rivers'),

ten, twenty-one, thirty-three, and so forth. Of this investigation

Hopkins himself writes that "the range is so small that the

results can only be accepted tentatively ;

" and in this respect it

stands in the same position as Brunnhofer's study of the infinitive

forms. On the whole, I believe the argument to be sound, and
that the increasing emphasis laid on these figures indicates a later

date and a more technical school of theology. On the other

hand the invention of a Dmta to accompany Trita is only found
in a late addition to book viii. (47. 16); and in the numbers

10,000 and 60,000, whether applied to cattle or conquered foes, I

see no evidence at all of late date.

9. At about the same time (in Roth's Festgruss, 189o) I

investigated the occurrences of the letter I in the Rigveda. This
too is an enquiry of limited range. The letter occurs much more

frequently in Ay. than in RV.
;
in the later hymns of i.-ix. and

in x. more often than in the rest of the RV., but not so often as

in AV. On the other hand it is extremely rare in books iv., vi.,

vii., viii., ix. This result tends to support rather the conclusion

of Lanman than that of Brunnhofer or Hopkins, so far as con-

cerns the date of book viii.

10. The result of all these enquiries may be summed up as

follows. The AV. has been shewn to be later than the RV.
;
in

the RV. book x. has been shewn to be on the whole the latest

part. There is a general agreement that books i.-ix. contain a

number of hymns of much later date than the rest, but no precise

agreement as to which these hymns are. Within the group i.-ix.

it has been maintained that viii. is relatively early, and again
that it is relatively late : and arguments of rather small range
have been adduced on either side. As to the other books, there
has been no adequate investigation : but it may perhaps be said

that there is a rather wide consensus which places book vii. early,
and book i. late.
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j; 11. Thus if we compare the earlier parts of the Vedic col-

lections to the mountain-tops, and the later additions to the

plains below, we may say that the thick mist which has long
'.pell the whole is gradually lifting, and that observers have
able to agree in describing the lower levels, and in assigning

to each its appropriate vegetation. But the higher levels have
been dimly seen through the mists that overhang them,

ami their contour and relative heights are still matters of dispute.
\-l. It is necessary however to notice that besides the more
<s complete scientific researches referred to, we have a large

number of assertions to which the same writers have committed
themselves on comparatively slight grounds : assertions which
are often quoted as though they possessed authority, and some-
times even as though they were obviously true and univer-

sally allowed. It is, I believe, a true criticism which gives
high rank to the poetry of the Rigveda as a whole : but it is

another tiling to reckon as "late" every poem or phrase which in

any way offends the taste of the reader 1

. Faults of taste were

jxrhaps not wanting to the earliest hymn-writers: and poetical
ity still lived in the period of the Atharva-veda, and has

often revived amongst the Indians at later times.

In the following cases assertions as to the date of hymns seem
ill-founded.

The hymns of Parucchepa (i. 127-139) have often been
referred to as late: tirst perhaps by Kuhn (Beitrdge iv. 212,
213)*. Yet their complicated metre has no parallel in later times.
The hymns ii. 36

;
iii. 7

;
29

;
31

;
v. 44

;
61

; 73 ; 87
;

vi. 46; 47
are all referred to by Hopkins

as late hymns, some of them as
"
notoriously late

" or " of Brahmanical date." In most cases
Grassmann appears to be the authority, and his reason is that the

hymns are mystical, obscure, or exaggerated. There is however
no real similarity with the works of the epoch of the Brahmanas,
and only a few verses of vi. 47 shew an approximation to the

of the AN'.

The hymns vii. 15-17 are mentioned by Hopkins (JAOS. xvii.

u) as later than the first collection of Vasistha hymns, "as is

well known." But Grassmann, who states that the hymns are
out of order, still attributes to them an early date : and Olden-

berg has shewn (p. i>00) that the first two are in their order.
The date of vii. 17 is an interesting question : the hymn is cer-

tainly out of order, but not necessarily late.'

'So Hopkins. JAOS, \ vii. 79 "a tasteless late i>
* See Lanman, p. 424.

is a hymn closely resembling an Apriya hymn, but contain-
1 1 ly seven stanzas. It is worth noting thai \ii. 3, commonly recog-

i as the enrli- -t \ pi i\ n hymn. :ils> contains 7 stanzas only, as does
ix. 5. The stanzas vii. 2. 8-11 are :t. 8-11, as is sh. -\vn

by sni.ill.-r indications of metre: whilst ix. 5.8-11 are written in the

Lnuffabh metre, though appended to a Uiiyatrf hymn. Thus we
cs of a Later recension m these two cases. The seven

verses of the primitive Apriya hymn probably corresponded to the
ere* hot.-ir..
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The dtinastutis of book viii. have been often described as late

additions, apparently from an unwillingness to believe that the

poets of the Kigveda could accept reward for their work.

Of the ViUkhilya hymns, Hopkins states that "everyone
admits that they cannot be classed among the old hymns of the

Rigveda." Tln're is however no internal evidence of late date,

except for Val. 10 and 11.

Lastly a very important hymn, x. 61, in which the Iranian

hero Nabhanedistha appears, has received a bad character from

Lanman (p. 481), and has I think been described by him as "late

and wretched bombast."
1 But however much the crudities of

this hymn may jar, the evidence of vocabulary and forms points
it out as one of the few early hymns in book \.

These and a few other hymns are however exceptions : in a

greater number of cases even the chance criticisms of scholars

are confirmed by evidence, as sufficiently appears by the list pro-

posed in 15.

13. I am now obliged to refer with some fulness to my arti-

cle in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxxiv. (or Neue Folge xiv.), 1896,
which gives the basis upon which the body of this article is

founded, viz. the division of the RV. into five parts, which are

claimed to be the product of five successive epochs of literary

activity, all anterior to the period of the AV., which accordingly

represents a sixth period. For these results I am far from claim-

ing finality : but I suggest that the time is past for us to use the

vague words 'early', 'late',
*

very late', and that in their place
we need a definite arrangement, which may serve as an approxi-
mation and be corrected from time to time with the increase of

our knowledge. I also suggest that it is time that the evidence
of date, so abundant in quantity, should be measured. There is

hardly a hymn in the Veda which does not suggest to the reader

at one moment early date, and at the next late
2

: and it is only
the passionless indications of figures that will enable us to decide

what value should be attached to these suggestions. Further I

have attempted, in the article just cited, to include not merely
one kind of evidence, but all to which it is possible at present to

assign a tangible value : and though I have been far from suc-

ceeding completely in this attempt, yet the range of evidence I

have embraced is I hope fairly typical of the whole.

14. The later date of the Atharvan and a fortiori of clas-

sical Sanskrit is the fixed and proved fact upon which every
investigator must and does rely. To separate from books i.-ix.

those later hymns which approximate in character to the Athar-
vaveda is a first necessity : and the enquiry should be extended
to book x. as well : for though we know this book as a whole to be
later than the rest, it may well prove that it contains some pro-

portion of earlier hymns. To separate the later hymns from the

rest is on the whole no very difficult task : in vocabulary, gram-
matical forms, metre, subject-matter, and on the whole by posi-

1 Cf. Hopkins, p. 55. 2 Cf. Hopkins, p. 51.
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tion, they are sharply marked off from the rest. They seem to

me to belong to two successive periods, which I name respec-

tively C, and C
t

. The hymns in Cj are chiefly in a mixture of

Tristubh and Jagatl verse, such as is commonly found in the

Atharvan, and
they

are addressed to a great variety of deities,
not prominent in the rest of the Rigveda. The hymns in C, are

chiefly in the later Anustubh metre 1

. I give the list of hymns in

parallel columns, with some short description of each.

The appended letters G. L. O. H. denote that the hymns have
also been described as late by Grassmann, Lanman, Oldenberg,
and Hopkins respectively. The following symbols denote the
evidence I rely upon in each case :

a. mixed Tristubh-Jagati verse, or Tristubh with extra syllable*.

/8. later Anustubh verse.

v. late vocabulary and grammatical forms.
o. position in the collection.

c. subject-matter.
For a more exact statement of the argument I must refer

readers to the article in KZ. In this summary the evidence for
the periods C, C, is not distinguished.

|
15. List of the latest hymns in the Rigveda see next page.

| 16. Some reference may now be made to previous investiga-
in relation to these lists. Of the three hymns referred to

by Ximmer as implying a knowledge of technical astronomy, viz.,
i. 162, x. 55, 85, two are included. The reference in x. 55 is not
a certain one : yet it may be right to include the group x. 54-56

amongst the later hymns. Only the smaller half of book x. is

included : of book i. the three hymns 162-164 are of such unusual

length as to make the late matter quite an appreciable part of
the whole book. Without, therefore, accepting the theories either
that book x. or that books i. and x. are later than the rest, these
lists would by themselves go far to account for the general
impression that such is the case.

1 17, In a great number of hymns (especially in C,), the evi-
h in i is < um ulative and generally accepted as conclusive : but
there are not wanting hymns in which there is only a balance of
evidence and a difference of opinion : it is then necessary to
decide on the value of the different kinds of evidence respec-
tiv.-ly, as to which I come to the following conclusions :

(o) Tin mixture of Tristubh and Jagatl verse (as defined KX.
-om< tim.s contradicted by other evidence, and is there-

fore not a decisive sign. (/?)
The later Anustubh rhythm, where

well marked, is an unfailing sign of the latest date : but th.

beginnings of this rhythm may be found in (
,,
and even (vi\

y) in earlier hymns, (y) Late words and grammatical forms
ure

signs
of late date : see next section. (8) Position in the

collection is not a safe guide. Several hymns for which there is

good evidence of late date (at any rate as far as the period C, is

1 See Oldenberg, Prolegomena, pp. 86-81 : and KZ. xxxiv., pp. 802, 8.
* The type of such verses (e. g. V,,l 1 1 7<l) is
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15. Latest hymns in the Rigveda.

i.

ii.

"iii.
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has of late been depreciated in more than one quarter.
1

It is

indeed most necessary to keep in mind the drawbacks to the use

of this evi.Inirr. The occurrence of a word or form undoubtedly
late does not necessarily imply that the hymn in which it is found

is late : the word may have been introduced in a later recension,
<>r in an allcl verse: it may even be a premature creation, not

destined to be accepted as part of the current language till later

centuries. Nor does the occurrence of an early form prove early
date : it may be an archaism deliberately introduced for effect!

2

K-]>tvially with regard to the vocabulary do these doubts arise.

The hymns of books i.-ix., numerous as they are, keep within a

narrow range of ideas: and hundreds of words must certainly
h.ive been in common use at the time when these poets wrote,
which never gained admission into the sacred circle

;

3
it is there-

fore not impossible that some of them may appear once or twice

only, even in hymns of early date.

19. These difficulties, so serious in detail, disappear almost

completely when the vocabulary and forms are treated on a large
scale. I have noted4 about 125 words and groups of words each
of which occurs at least 50 times in the RV., being 20 times as

often as in the AV., or 25 times in the RV. and not at all in the

AV.: nor do these words recur in later Sanskrit:
6 and about 170

words which occur 15 times at least in the AV., being l times
as often as in the RV., and all of which occur regularly in later

Sanskrit : besides a large number of forms which fulfil similar

conditions. Of these words and forms as a whole but one expla-
nation is possible : the former represent an earlier, the latter a

later stratum of language.
6

Hymns in which the former prevail
are early hymns : those in which the latter prevail are relatively
later. We may indeed imagine the case of a scholar so thor-

oughly immersed in the literature of an earlier period as to pro-
duce a poem entirely of an earlier style: but this presupposes a

critical attitude which we have no reason as yet to assume to

have been possible to hymn-writers of any of the periods we are

now considering. The occasional introduction of a few archaisms

1 E. g. by Brunnhofer, who has practically abandoned the use of evi-
dence of this kind.

This is well brought out by Hopkins, who writes (JAOS. xvii. 24) :

"
It must not be supposed that the statistical results based on analysis of

forms must necessarily be interpreted quite as they have been." The
new interpretation suggested is that "

poets that desired to give archaic
effect to their productions could do so very cheaply by overcrowding
their verses with metrical or formal archaisms."

3 Cf. Hopkins, loc. cit., p. 57.
K Z. xxxiv. 305, etc.

6
Except now and then in the Brahmanas, possibly in their more

archaic part.
Of this evidence Prof. Hopkins writes :

" That this test is a futile
one is evident. The subject-matter, as the author grants, is the deter-

mining factor in manv cases. That the list of Mater words' includes
fixfn, varyd, ar, uddra, etc., is sufficient to shew the comparative
uselessness of this test." To the criticism (JAOS. xvii. 26, 27) of my
article from which this passage is taken I take exception, on the ground
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would not be likely to affect greatly results deduced from the

18,000 notes tabulated under the headings of Vocabulary and
Metre in my article.

1

o. Although the groups C, C, appear to be distinctly earlier

than the Atharvavcda, vet in vocabulary at least there appears a
still lifference between them and the remaining part of
the Higredft. Indeed in passing from the Rigveda proper to

later additions, the whole world of thought and expression
seems to be changed. The difference between the Rigveda
proper on the one hand, and these later hymns and those of the
Atharvaveda on the other, is the fundamental distinction main-
tained in this article

;
and it is quite different from the older dis-

tinction between RV. (without qualification) and AV. But the
evidence of grammatical forms and of metre does not point to a
difference quite so marked. Thus, of the forms considered by
Lanman,* the dual in -aw, which in the earlier Rigveda is only

of the inaccuracy of the statement of my own views, and the want of

proportion in the objections made to them. Hopkins first states that I

Arnold) "desire to shew" that the Kanva collection is of early date,
and that I endeavor " to support the proposition that it is older than

;ht r family books.
1 ' The conclusion at which I actually arrive is

rather different from this : for though I rank viii. as earlier in the main
that the collections L 74-16, 94-115, 116-126, 140-164, ii., iii.. v . yet lean
find no valid reason to place it before i. 58-63, 64-78, 127-189, 165-191,
iv., vi., or vii.

Of the three kinds of evidence on which I mainly rely, he puts out of
that of metre, by quoting an alleged admission of mine that

w..rds and forms are a safer guide." This however goes far beyond
my statement, which is that "in comparing this period (Ba ) with that
"I the later Rigveda, the words and forms are a safer guide than even
th. in- n. Where a marked change of metre is to be traced, that is

almo-t everywhere in the Rigveda except at this particular point. I

should be inclined to attach fully as much importance to it as to a
_;e in vocabulary or forms : and the more so, because we have
reason to suppose that the poets of the Veda were entirely

unconscious of the more subtle changes which the metre was under-
going in th.-ir hands. Hopkins's next statement is that "it is the

; i ient of the test of vocabulary which here calls for special n

.... T avoid a vicious circle, the only test here of early ami late niu-t

perforce be the number of times these words are founcl in AY." Thi-,

IB again incorrect : a further test, and one which in seven-eighths of
tli* instances confirms the first, is the occurrence or non-occurrence of
these words in classical San-Urit.
As to the words quoted by Hopkins from my list of "later words, it

may very well be that they belonged to the earlier language. Inn
certain I v wen- i\i admitted to tin- earlier I

'

h- -;im.' time

any special explanations which may be brought forward to qnaln
importance of single words will n ( I.|\ anYet th. the
whole body of evidence. That Prof. Hopkins's <-nii< i-m was somewhat

|
ut together I think I in i \ conclude from the fact that

the four words to which he takes exception in my IM of I at. i words is

uddrn. whiUt on p. 81 he himself lavs special stress on the sa

as an indication of the late date of book YiU. and <>f the Avesta alike.
I h;i\i- th.-refoie nothing to \\ith.ha\v in my original -t .ileim nt- : nor
<lo tin -v involve any such contradictions as P^rofessor Hopkins suni>oses.

1 KZ. xxxiv., p. 815. See above, 4.
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found in _ pt-r <-mt. of the occurrences, includes in C, and C, 25

JKT ci-nt., in A\'. 60 percent.: and the forms in
-<?//., -ani, -">'//

only shew :i modi-rati' increase of about 10 per cent, in C, and C,,
but a further increase averaging 25 per cent, in AV. The expla-
nation I suggest is that the change of taste tirst shewn in C, is

greater than the interval of time : and that then for the first time
tlu- poets addressed themselves to an entirely new range of sub-

jects, and began freely to use words belonging to a vocabulary
which thrir predecessors had excluded. Roughly speaking, we
may say that the poets of the later hymns brought the Veda
down from heaven to earth, from the gods enthroned on high to

the humbler spirits of the river and the wood, and from the great
deeds of tradition to the daily virtues or failings of kings and

bards, to the celebration of marriage and death, to the cure of

disease and the expulsion, by wisdom's aid, of the hated rival in

a husband's love.

21. A division of the hymns of the Rigveda proper cannot
be made with the same definiteness or certainty. But the same

principles which have led us to separate off the works of the

periods C, C, seem to me to lead further. And first hymns and

groups of hymns can be found which stand very distinctly nearer
to C, and C, than the remainder. All the hymns remaining of

the groups i. 31-35, 94-115, 116-126, almost all left in x., and the

majority of those in i. 51-57, 140-164, as well as numerous indi-

vidual hymns chiefly in ii., iii., iv., have a much greater proportion
of later words and forms than the rest : they employ the Tristubh
and Jagati metres in almost equal proportions : and in both they
affect the "cretic" rhythm -u- for the fifth, sixth, and seventh

syllables when immediately following the caesura. This rhythm
is rare in the other hymns of the Rigveda proper, but even more
common in C, and C a

. Further they shew occasionally a mixture
of Tristubh and Jagati, and other peculiarities characteristic of

the later hymns. In subject they do not differ so greatly : but a

special importance seems to be given to Agni under his special

titles, and to the Sun, the Dawn, the Waters, and other nature-

deities. This group I have denoted by B a
.

22. Even in the remaining hymns a marked difference in

metre may be observed. Some of the Tristubh hymns,
1

especially
those of book vii., shew frequently iambic rhythm throughout,
and not rarely are defective by one syllable in the middle: whilst
elsewhere the caesura is almost invariably followed by two suc-

cessive short syllables which break the rhythm, and the full num-
ber of 1 1 syllables is invariable. That the typical hymns of book
vii. are the earlier has been the general belief of modern scholars

(see above, lo) ;
and this supposition, which alone gives an

orderly development to the Tristubh-Jagati metre9

,
is confirmed

1

Jagati hymns are here comparatively rare.
* The cretic rhythm characteristic of B2 is even more strongly

opposed to a continuous iambic rhythm ;
see note 1 on the next page.
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by the evidences of vocabulary and metre.
1

In determining the
relative date of the hymns of the Sftnian type, there is greater
litliculty. That the Sfunun hymns which are included in the

family collections from i. 51 to vii. are early, admits of little

doubt: and not least the Parucchepa collection i. 127-139, in

which the rhythm of the twelve-syllable lines entirely corresponds
with tin- Tristubh rhythm of book vii. All the hymns at the
en.l of book ix. (98-111), and all other hvmns in the same metres

(principally Anustubh, BrhatI, and Usnih), have every sign of

early date : such verses as are of twelve syllables conform to the

early Tristubh rhythm, and the metres themselves are almost com-

pletely wanting in the later parts of the Rigveda. Only with

regard to the Gayatri metre does a doubt arise. The arrange-
ment of book ix. indicates that this metre was looked upon as

lyinij outside the group just described. It continued in use till

much later times, and yet no important distinction of rhythm
has been traced.' Further, many of the hymns consist of no
more than three stanzas, and therefore their date is not easily
tested. Yet the Gayatri hymns as a whole are almost entirely

from the notes of late date, whether in vocabulary or gram-
matical forms, to which reference has just been made : and no
solid reason at present appears why they should not be assigned

-
early a date as the hymns of the earlier iambic rhythm,

making with them an early period A : whilst the hymns which
follow the most strict, and perhaps the most perfect type of the
Tristubh metre, are assigned to an intermediate period B. 1

23. These results are entirely consistent with the statistics

brought forward by Lanman, and indicate that the proportion of
forms in each book corresponds to the amount of later mate-

rial it contains: but at the same time they do not claim for any
part of books i. 1-50, viii., or ix. that it is the earliest part of the

cda. They are opposed to those theories which postulate for

any of these books a date later than the average of books ii.-vii.

On this
point

we are therefore no nearer to a consensus of opin-
ion, and it becomes necessary to consider the evidence for the

: views.

t. For convenience of reference the hymns referred by
tin JM rin-ls A. l'v , l>

a respectively
will be tabulated here:

if 1>< -inir understood that the criteria of date allow a much greater
margin of doubt as to the position of individual hymns than
exists with regard to the periods C, C,.

1 The prevailing types are as follows :

\ H_lli_lloo|_v|_o and

A trochaic rhythm appears in a few of the older hymns, but is rare
even in them.
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8 25. The intricacies of this arrangement make it difficult to

follow, as compared with those in which the different books are

treated as homogeneous wholes. As however all general indi-

cations lead us to believe that books i.-ix. grew up simulta-

neously, and as within each collection the arrangement is purely
mechanical, it is impossible to arrive at the chronological order

except by a consideration of the individual hymns.
26. In order to aid the memory some general characteristics

of the successive periods may now be given.
\. The hymns of this period include almost one half of the

Rigveda, and almost the whole of the hymns in Anustubh and
tin- allied metres. The Tristubh hymns retain to a large extent a

continuous iambic rhythm: Jagati is rare. Hymns to Mitra and
Varuna are found almost exclusively in this period, but they are

far outnumbered by the hymns to Indra and (to a less extent) by
those to Agni. The Saman collections usually place the hymns
to Indra, as the most numerous, first in order. As a whole this

period may be shortly described as the period of iambic verse,
or the Indra period.

B,. The hymns are almost exclusively composed in strict

Tristubh metre, and the iambic rhythm is broken after the caesura

by a succession of two short syllables. The Agni hymns almost

equal in number those to Indra, and in the collections in which
most of the hymns occur have the precedence.

1 This period may
perhaps be described as the Tristubh or Agni period, and covers
about 20$ of the Rigveda.
B

a
. The hymns are composed in Tristubh and Jagati in about

equal proportions and frequently employ the " Cretic
"
variation.

8

Specially prominent are those addressed to Agni as Vai9vfmara
or Jatavedas, to the Sun, the Dawn, Earth and Heaven, and the

Waters. The hymns include about 30$ of the Rigveda, and the

period is one of Nature-Worship.
C,. Tristubh and Jagati begin to be confused and combined

in the same hymn : the hymns are addressed to the minor deities

of nature and tradition. This period may be known as that of

Myth or Folk-Lore.
C

9
The later Anustubh metre predominates, and the hymns

approximate to incantations. This is the perio'd of Charms.
27. Generally opposed to this arrangement is that advocated

by Brunnhofer in KZ. xxv. (see above, 6, p. 207). As we have

seen, the substantial part of his argument resolves itself into a

comparison of the number of occurrences of an " old "
infinitive

-dhyai, and a late infinitive -taye. The antiquity of -dhyai is

undisputed ;
it therefore deserves notice that of its 75 occur-

rences (see below, 358) no less than 16 are in book i. (including
two in the Parucchepa hymns), and two in x. 61 : and lest this or

1 It is not however shewn that this precedence was recognized at the
time at which the hymns were composed.

* See 21 and note to end of 22.
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any other evidence should be overrated, it should further be
noticed that there is an occurrence in one of the very latest

hymns, vi/. Viil. 10. 3. Of the 75 occurrences, 69 are at the end
of aTristubh verse : of these 2 are in hook viii. (Val. 9. 3

;
86. 14)

1

,

which i* a full proportion for the very small amount of Rik in

that book. Of the six occurrences in Saman all are in books i.,

viii., UL, x., vi/. i. 27. 1; 129. 8; 134. 2; viii. 39. 1
;

ix. 110. 1
;

_'. 5, although the other books include a not insignificant
amount of Saman. The occurrences therefore depend on the

metre, not on the book or family. Further of the 69 occurrences
:it the end of Tristubh verses, no less than 44 are in the compara-
tively small amount of Rik of iambic rhythm, included in period
A. This form therefore entirely confirms the arrangement already
made. No less does the form in -taye do so. This form is almost

equally old, for it occurs 264 times in RV., and only 4 times in

AV.: and of the 264 occurrences, 200 are in period A. This
form too almost always occurs at the end of the verse : and

though it is therefore not suited for the early Tristubh hymns, it

is quite frequently found in the Saman of all books. Jagati
hymns, for which this form is also suited, hardly occur before the

period Bt , by which time this form was practically extinct.
3

28. Professor Hopkins further discusses* the date of book
viii. of the Rigveda in vol. xvii. of this Journal. His position is

summed up as follows on page 71.

When a large body of words is found at the end of a certain liter-

ary period, when this body is found continuously employed from the
Raid end of a period to one that is much later, then in the first period
any one book that contains a vocabulary identical with that of the
books constituting such end of a period will probably belong to the
conclusion of the period rather than to its beginning.

If this be so, then the eighth book of the Rigveda, in its vocabulary,
!i agrees in so manv detail- with the vocabulary of the later books

of that work, with the later Atharvan. and with the still later Braluna-
na and Epic, probably stands nearer to the end of the period repre-
sented by the whole Rigveda than to the beginning of that period.'
it is probably later than books ii.-vii.

It will be seen at once that Professor Hopkins accepts the same
:i<m of late date as that used in this article : vi/.. the continu-
> mploymcnt of a word in a later period. By the "later

books" of the Kiirveda he mean- the "-''neral lM.ks." i., ix., X.:

whereas in my view a considerable part of books i. and ix., and a

small partofbook v. Hi- conelu-ion seems diamet rically

npj,.,s,.d t,, my own : for I assign a very murh larger proportion
OI book viii. than of books ii.-vii. to the earliest period.

29. I cannot therefore avoid di-cii--ii|._r IVot'e--or Ilopkins's

arguments bth with regard to what he limits forward ami t

what he passes over. In his article then- are examined 600 words
which occur in hook viii., of which :ti<> appear nowhere else in

Also of course V&l. 10. 8, already referred to.

,
:WM. B0*abo*tt*
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the Rigveda, and the remaining 260 only in books i., ix., x.

After examining these words individually he finds there are " a

few words which may be old : and a largo number, any one of

which mitrht indeed by ohanee have escaped repetition: but their

sum i- m.'im-ntous and indicative of a close relationship between
viii. and the later language."

30. This point I think Professor Hopkins fails to prove. Of
the 600 words, there are 150 which occur in viii. only, and for

which no parallels elsewhere are adduced : and further, 74 for

which the parallels are more or less remote. Next there are 63

which have parallels only in those parts of i. and ix. and (in 7

cases) of x., which are similar in character to book viii., and pre-

sumably of the same date. There are therefore almost 300 words
of which we must say not only that they "may be old" but that,
taken as a whole, they represent an older stratum of language.

xt I find 179 words which recur in the body of book x. or

in some later book, but so rarely or with such altered meaning
that this recurrence hardly shews late date : and lastly 133 (less
than a quarter of the whole) which recur at least 3 times in the

latest parts of the RV., the AV., or in later books.

I am unable to attribute any importance to any words except
these 133 as shewing late date 1

. Few of them occur more than
once in book viii.

;
1 8 occurrences are in the few fragments of book

viii. which are of periods C l
C

a ,
viz. 1. 33, 34

;
31. 1-4; 33. 16-19;

47. 14-18; Val. 10 and 11
;
80

;
89. 7-12

;
31 belong to the com-

paratively few hymns assigned to period B. There remain 112

occurrences which are indeed scattered over the bulk of the

book, but cannot be said to represent it.

31. I pass to the evidence which Professor Hopkins omits,
not however without reference to a typical example (p. 79): "If
Grassmann's assumption that dtha is a late form of ddha were

correct, then the facts about these words, so far as they go,
would make against the view that viii. is not early. But both
forms are used in book x., and both dtha and ddha are Avestan.

Probably one is as old as the other." The probability however
lies otherwise, according to Hopkins's own rule as quoted in 28.

Adha occurs 192 times in RV., 16 times in AV., and then disap-

pears : dtha occurs 133 times in RV., 164 times in AV., and con-

stantly later. Whenever and wherever these words had their

beginning, ddha undoubtedly was the first to perish, and dtha

replaced it. But book viii. uses ddha twice as often as dtha, that
is more frequently (in proportion) than the RV. as a whole, and

twenty times as often as the AV. This pair of words therefore
alone affords a strong argument for the early date of book viii.

2

32. If in place of examining words that occur so rarely that
we have no evidence of their date, we choose those which occur

1 Some of the others may recur as often, for there are no indices in
existence except for the AV. But the words can hardly be of import-
ance, considering the liberal scale of the references in the PW.
'See below, ^449, 451.
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with fair frequency, the argument will I think rest on surer

grounds. .Merely as an example, I have examined those words
of which itahti and atha may be considered types, viz. the
adverbs and pronouns. I find 17 words or groups, each of which

t least 40 times in the body of the Rigveda (AB), being
8 times as often, or, proportionately, 4 times as often, as in the

hymns of the RV. and the AV.
;
or 25 times in the former

and not at all in the latter. These are ddha (used with other

particles), '/////.s-'M- (with |, 7//i, gha, ttn<in>~i. </<//<?, nd
Mike,' //////, /<//;<////, /////, >>'"', sdcii, satrd (with its derivatives),

', and the adverbs in -vat. I find 23 words and

groups which occur at least 20 times in the late hymns of RV.
and in AV., being twice as often as in AB, that is, proportion-

ately four times as often: namely <////</ //, .nl'ih (pronoun and
adverb), nntm-.i and compounds, itdh, iti, ena (pronoun), evd,

. />< tr<(/t, pdrCty papcdt, punary pfthaky

't, va, va, sdrva 'all, sahd and compounds, svdha, svicl.

These words are representative of a much larger number that

might easily be collected from the whole vocabulary (see KZ.
xxxiv., pp. 330, 331).

33. In the margin are given
the number of occurrences of

-e words in books ii.-vii. and
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34. The Saman poetry of i. 1-50, viii., ix. has not evoked

any great interest amongst students of the Veda : many of whom
perhaps sympathize with Lanman when he writes " we can hardly

ay that book ix. is not antique, despite its wearisome character."
1

r.iit if it W, as most writers have assumed, a disgrace to a hymn
to belong to a late age, some little sympathy must be felt for

these poems (assigned in turn to the age of the Brahmanas, to

that of the Atharvaveda, and lastly to the end rather than to the

beginning of the Rigveda), if after all the only true complaint

against them is the incessant repetition in which earnestness is

not equalled by artistic sense, and the presence in their company
of some few intruders which after all speak with a younger son's

voice. And if we are but doing justice to these hymns in attrib-

uting to them an antiquity which may be their excuse if not
their pride, we are ourselves the gainers. The dictum of Bradke3

that " the majority of the hymns of the Rigveda do not belong
to the period of the rise, or even to that of the perfection of the

ancient Indian lyric art, but rather to that of its decay," an opin-
ion accepted by Brunnhofer as "

beyond question,"
3
will need to

be reconsidered : and the more attractive view which Bradke

rejects, that the oldest hymns belong to a period not far removed
from the time of the first separation of Indians and Iranians, may
again seem worthy of attention.

35. That a close relationship exists between book viii. and
the Avesta is the opinion of Professor Hopkins : and the evi-

dence by which he supports it extends not only to the Saman
hymns of i., ix., x. (see the notes on {istra^ kslrd, gdtha, mesd,
yahu, varahd), and to the danastutis of book viii. (see on rajatd),
but also to Rik hymns some of which belong in my view to the
earliest period (so prdbhartar i. 178. 3, yahti, vii. 15. 11). That
the hymns of the Avesta in which these or other words occur are
late can hardly be said to be ascertained : on the other hand
some stress may be laid upon the existence both -in the Avesta
and in the Saman and early Rik of the consecutive vowels a,

4

afterwards combined as a in accordance with one of the most

surely established general tendencies of the language. But
whether this special relation be attributed to the position of the

respective writers in respect of time or of place, it must be of

great importance, if its truth is established, to the understanding
of the Rigveda.

36. It remains for me to state the evidence upon which I

rest the arrangement of which I have sketched the general prin-

ciples, and which is based upon the triple argument of vocabu-

lary, flexion, and metre. Of these arguments those of vocabu-

lary and metre have proved the most useful in establishing the

1

Noun-Inflection, p. 580 : the italics are mine.
2 Dyaus Asura, etc., Halle, 1885, p. 2.
8
Urgeschichte der Arier, XIII.

4 See Hopkins, JAO8. xvii. 91.
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order : but that of flexion will I think be generally accepted as

most convincing by way of confirmation. To this argument
therefore I would now exclusively direct attention

1

, as proving
conclusively that, if the hymns included in the lists C

l C, and in

the Atliarvaveda are on the whole later than the rest of the Rig-
veda, then the six groups represent generally the product of six

successive epochs.
It is, I believe, desirable to use as criteria of date only

- forms which are used with reasonable frequency: this

WiniT provided for, it is impossible to use too many: for the
r the number of occurrences, the less is the possibility of

accidental differences in the relative frequency of old and late

forms. The precise standards to be adopted are of no import-
ance : but it is of great advantage that some standard should be
adhered to, and that the impressions of early and late date should
thus have objective confirmation.

38. The standards I have followed are as follows :

Ja)
Criteria of early date. At least 40 occurrences in A B, B,,

being 4 times those in C
t C, and AV.: or 75, being 3 times as

many.
(6)

( ritcria of late date. At least 20 occurrences in C
l C, and

AV., being equal in number to those in A, B, and B
3 ,
or at least

40, being three-quarters of the number in the earlier groups.
(c) These criteria to be so grouped that about 5000 occurrences

are in each case taken into account in reckoning the percentage
of later forms.
The amount of matter in A, B, and B, together is about twice

that in the later
hymns.

The figures and details correspond to
those described in the sections of this article named in the margin.
The first six groups include forms already made use of in estab-

lishing the order: the last three include the remainder of the
tl afforded by the body of this article.

On the left-hand side of the following pages are reckoned the
i rences of the criteria of early date : on the right-hand side

those of the criteria of late date. The percentages which the
r form of the whole in the respective sections and groups are

given on page 234

iclude however now under the heading of ' flexion
' a large num-

ber of words whirh in the article in K/.. I treated as isolated, but now
see to belong to old or late types respectively : and also the pronouns
and adverbs, which also belong to tin- formal part of language, and are
almost entm-ly Independent of the subject-matter.

is are however too few to have much importance in
'/"/" a comparison between the RV. simply and the

AV. would give substantially the same results.
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40. Of these nine groups the first six represent the criteria

u-i-d in establishing the arrangement :' they include over 30,000

occurrences, and the table that follows (41) indicates that the

same conclusions can be drawn from the whole or from any suf-

tirii-nt part: that is, the evidence is consistent. If we confine our

attention to single forms, or to small groups of them, this consis-

tency will not iii all cases be found : but the explanation of this

is to be found in the history of such individual forms, and not in

any different arrangement of the material of the Rigveda. Hav-

ing the evidence of the main current of linguistic change, the

eddies must be studied in subordination to it.

The three last groups
3

represent entirely new material. They
include over 20,000 occurrences, in which change is perhaps of a

less striking character than in those previously collected, and
which perhaps have a greater evidential value for that reason.

1

This evidence is not only absolutely in the same direction as that

of the other groups, but also fully as clear and distinct, and can-

not lightly be set aside.

41. The following table shews, first the number of occur-

rences of all the forms, early and late, included under each of the

nine groups just described : secondly, the number of late forms
in each section of the Rigveda in every hundred forms of both

kinds. Thus the figure 25 denotes that in every hundred forms

75 are early, 25 late.

GRAMMATICAL EVIDENCE OP DATE.
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other direction. I therefore give the full details as to the relative

growth of the later form in each of the four pairs.
1

Form -au. This is so rare'

in A B, B, that the precise num- period
ber of occurrences is of little

importance. 5 are found in B,,
A

U in I>
a ,

so that in proportion

-afy

[70] 86

7" 48
89 51

to the amount of matter these

forms are more common in B,. C, 23

44. Forms-//.,-////. These c
forms are practically about AV

equally common in B, and B,.
45. Form in -aih. This is least common in B,, and equally

"mmon in B, and C,. Its progress is clearly no indication of
date till we reach the period C,. In other words, both in B, and

C, the form -ebhih is found in almost half the occurrences, and
more often in B, than in A, and in C, as often as in B,. This
result is the more striking because -ebhih is favoured by the

Tristubh metre, which is almost exclusively used in B,.* Profes-
sor Hopkins (p. 26) suggests that " the strongly marked forms con-
t in ne to be used for show." This is in itself by no means im-

probable, but it is not easy to form a consistent theory upon this

basis. If the poets of C, desired archaic effect, why did they
admit the striking neoterism of the dual in -au so frequently, and

why does the neuter in -dni continue to spread ? The unaug-
mented past tenses are perhaps the most obvious of all archaisms :

yet the poets both of B, and C, leave them little used.
4 The facts

seem rather to point to another explanation. The decadent form
becomes for a time more common, if it is the longer form. The
lengthened forms -au, -am', and the augmented past tenses shew
an uninterrupted progress : the forms -dA, -aih which are shorter

than their rivals, suffer a temporary set-back. In short the gen-
eral tendency towards the lengthening of flexional forms, of which

ample evidence will be given in the body of this article, out-

weighed for a time the special tendencies of the cases in question.
46. All historical investigation of grammar sets up as its

Meal the ascertainment of the earliest forms. The words 'early'
ami Mate' are used by students of the Rigveda in a sense which

may easily lead to misapprehension. For instance, the fnns in

-au and -ant are, as we have every reason to suppose, lat

tions 11
|*oii .in earlier -a in each case : for in the earliest hymns

we fiii'l th< -late' form rare or comparatively rare, and its

growth is continuous. But as to the forms -<?A, -aih we have no
-m-h assurance. There is nowhere any body of hymns in which

forms are not more common than their rival- : ami it i

1 These are taken from KZ. xxxiv., pp. 804, 886.
* Occurrences of tlv before vowels, which are regular throughout the

not taken into account.
'This would lead us also to expect to find -<l*iA most often in B,,

\vhn-h again is not the case.
4 See below 887-840, 409-411.

VOL. XVIII 16
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fectly possible
and by no means unlikely that these forms are

.ti\vly as old as or older than the rivals which have failed

to destroy them. In the struggle for existence as found in lan-

Lr ua<_re it is not always the more youthful competitor that wins,
nor does every chance variation lead to a new development. In

Mich cases as these the term " late
" refers only to a limited period,

Means that towards the end of the period of the Rigveda the

rival form was yielding ground, and beginning to be regarded as

an archaism as compared with the other. It is a principal part of

tin- purpose of the main part of this article to fix the limits

within which such changes are at work.

.47. The
difficulty

of distinguishing permanent tendencies

from temporary variations has made necessary the extensive range
nf this article, arid has imposed upon it corresponding limitations

in accuracy and fulness of detail. It leaves the ground open for

>p-cial investigations into the separate phenomena that are

referred to : and in abstaining from any division according to

date of the whole earlier half of the Rigveda, it by no means

implies that such division may not yet be made : nor does it

exclude the hypothesis that in books ii.-vii. there may be a nucleus
of the most ancient verse of all.

1 Nor again, does the treatment
of the AV. as a whole exclude a distinction of earlier and later

hymns within its limits : but on the contrary the path is pointed
out along which such discrimination can be made. I seek to give
an outline map of the country which borders on either side the

straits that separate the Yedas of Rik and Atharvan, and I hope
to make the exploration of the regions beyond more easy to

those that follow. That this outline map will itself come to need
correction in many points goes without saying.

48. I reserve to the end of this article a short general review
of the linguistic development of the Rigveda, as brought to light

by this investigation.
49. Acknowledgment. It will be obvious throughout that I

have built upon the work of others. I have endeavoured not to

repeat information given elsewhere, unless it needed to be sup-
plemented or existed only in a scattered form.

50. Lastly, I wish to express my special sense of gratitude
to the American Oriental Society for undertaking the publication
of an article of a kind that cannot be of general interest. In so

doing it is pursuing a path it has chosen for many years past, and
one along which lies the hope of progress for the future.

See above,
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IMSTnlilCAI. VKHIC I, IIAMMAI;.

1. The principal developments of Sanskrit grammar are
A n to us through Vedic literature in the wider sense, the suc-

>n of Rigveda, Atharvaveda, Brahraanas, Sutras and Upnni-
sads, as leading up to epic and classical literature. They are

ed historically in Whitney's Grammar, ami with t|ie assist-

i' figures hy which change is numerically valued.

_'. The present article endeavours to carry back thia hi-:

some stages further. We have no absolute standard of date dis-

lishing the earlier and later part of the Rigveda : but it has

put forward in the Introduction to this Article that we have
a large body of harmonious evidence in favour of a certain

arrangement of those parts : and chiefly that such an arrange-
ment gives a history of grammar which naturally leads up to the

history we know already. It remains to ascertain how far the
I* tailed consideration of grammatical points harmonizes with this

LT -iirral view.

The literary periods of the Rig and Atharvavedas men-
Mi in the Introduction will now be referred to shortly as A,

B,, B,, C,, C , AV. The symbol B will be used for the periods
B and B, taken together : and C for the periods C, C, and AV.
taken together. It would not yet be safe to say that there is a

greater
interval of time between the periods A and B, than there

is between B, and B , or between B, and C, than between the

periods. But for our present purpose a division into a

MuulliT number of periods than six is urgently necessary. In

many grammatical details the whole number of occurrences is so

small that it is impossible to attach any importance to the num-
ber found in one of the shorter periods. In all cases it is diffi-

cult to make numerical comparisons where the amounts of matter
IY"Mi which instances are drawn vary considerably. By fixing
our attention in the main upon three larger periods A-B-C, in

which the amount of matter is approximately equal, we shall in

most cases see at once from the number of occurrences in which
direction the trend of the language lies. The more detailed

information will be given in the tables.
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CHAPTER I. SOUNDS AND SANDHI. 54-144.

g 54. Under this heading are included all points in which there

is a difference of pronunciation between Vedic and classical

Sanskrit. Sometimes this difference is expressed by a change of

symbol : more often it is to be inferred from the metre.

.5. The question at once arises whether we have a sufficient

knowledge of the metre to say positively what pronunciation it

requires : whether the number of syllables in each verse is posi-

tively fixed, and how often the distinctions of quantity are of

importance. To this question only a provisional answer can be

given.
56. Catalectic verses of the Gfiyatri or Anustubh type, that is

to say, verses of seven syllables, are probably to be found in the

Rigveda. As, however, comparatively few rules of resolution

convert the great mass of those verses which at first sight seem
to have only seven syllables into complete lines of eight, we are

justified
in using such rules as far as they will carry us. In

isolated cases we are not justified in positing a pronunciation
which is contrary to that found elsewhere for the same word or

ending.
57. In verses of the Tristubh-Jagati type, and especially in

those included in A, there are many instances in which only ten

syllables appear : the missing syllable being one that immediately
precedes or follows the caesura. In these cases it is not usually

possible to restore the missing syllable by the use of general
rules : and the variation seems therefore to be metrical. In some

instances, however, restoration is sufficiently probable upon lines

suggested by verses of the Gayatri-Anustubh type.
58. All the Vedic metres shew a well-marked rhythm, or suc-

cession of short and long syllables, running through the whole
verse. Only in the case of the first and third syllable in each
verse is the quantity indifferent. There are two or three types
in each of the standard metres, and deviations from these types are

permitted to a limited extent : but on the whole the rhythm gives
us abundant evidence of the quantity of all syllables, and quite

independently of the record of the Pada and Sanhita texts,

though generally in agreement with the latter. For this reason
all references to the Rigveda are made to the Sanhita text only.

.
59. We proceed to consider first vowel-values, in which are

included the " resolutions " of the vowels a * u, and the vowel
values frequentty to be given to y v r n : and next the occurrences
of certain consonants, notably llhl and the linguals t th ddh ns.

A. i. Resolved vowel-values.

60. That the disyllabic values of a I u, etc., are not to any
appreciable extent due to metre is shewn by their appearance in
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in parts only of the word-system : for these resolutions,

parallels are often to be found in the Avestan Gatl:

1 . In the gen. pi. of all declensions a is frequently to be
as aa. This form, which we need not doubt to be the earlier

one, is favoured by a metre in which verses of 8 or 12 syllables
il. ami therefore might be expected more often in A than in

B or ( ', tin mgh not in so large a ratio as actually appears. It is

not rightly explained away by a theory of catalectic verses, and
there are a sufficient number of occurrences which are not at the

end of the verse at all. The decay of this form is most marked
in B

2 ,
in which period occurrences are much more favoured by

the metre than in B,, and yet are relatively much rarer.*

'->. The resolution of a elsewhere than in the gen. pi. is by
no means uncommon up to the end of period B. That of I or u
is less common. It is hard to trace phenomena of this type in

AY., owing to the prevalent disorder in the metre : but the occur-

rences, if any, must be very few. Resolutions at the end of the

first part of a compound are treated below : see ' internal Sandhi,'

g 135-140.
:. In the declension of nouns resolution of a occurs fre-

jiu-iitly in the case of stems in radical -a -a, in the nom. ace. m.
f. of all numbers. The antiquity of the formation is shewn by
tin absence of resolution in ace. fern. pi. of -a nouns. Instances
are collected from Grassmann by Lanman, pp. 443, 446, 449-452,

ilcli a<M /// (nom.) ix. 18. 1. I quote the stems only:
ksd 5, //>/////*./ : <fnd 7: ./<$,./''V" // '- <<bjd,navaj<~i : i-t<ijnd: dravinodd

'sudd 2 in AV.): gopd 3 (and AV. 1), indragopd, devdgopa,
sugopd 2, tanupd 2, papupd: kaksiaprd 2, rathapnt: evayd :

qiristhd 5, pathesthdy parisihd, rathesthd: in all, 43 exx.

V.; 3 in AV.'
\. Also in the conjugation of verbs in radical -7 : goat
go') : daam daul> _', '/"' 2 (da 'give'): dhaah (vi. 10. 10),

dhaama (dha 'put') : paanti 7, paat, paantu, padntnm 4 (1 pa
|.iot

< t
')

: paah, padntam (2 pa
*

drink'): pra<th: bhaasi,
bhaanti: tu&aat \ : ':< -\\., f wliich 25 are in period A.*

65. Also in radical syllables before 0, often perhaps from a

itive -".< sutlix: fefaftAd >'at 7, suddah 5: daasd 3,

ddasa 9, daivodaasa: dheuuA: ndmatyA ii. < lranaa*atya:
iv. 21. 6): bh<i>il> 5, />/"iasvat 3 : raaspind, raaspird: 101

. all in A or B.
a

'i. Many other possible resolutions are suggested or
red to by Lanman (passim), Grassmann, and Oldenberg

<!>)>. 163-190). Before accepting these as even probable it i-

-I
'

ially necessary to consider (i.) whether the metrical diffioulty
an le met by any other resolution ; (ii.) whether the irregularity

may not be due to the presence of decasyllabic Tristubh verses
or other metrical variants

; (iii.) whether the metre of the \\\\\\\\

in <|uestion is not generally disordered. The resolution of the

vowel can only be considered as a reasonable explanation where

1

Hopkins, p. 91. See Table g 78.
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such resolution is suggested in some fair proportion of the total

number of occurrences of the root or other element in question, or

is supported by analogy or other evidence : and for this reason

cannot be accepted as probable in the gen. sing, in -sya, instr.

sing, in -<?. in any part of the -a declension,
7
in the participial

suffix -///'/, <r in the particles d, md, vd. In the following cases

it seems to me probable : daapvah 3, dadaa$tih y daandoktth,
vdata 'wind' 10

1

,
vdar 'water' 3, vdar

*

protector'; gdam (or

gdvam) ace. s. 6, gdah (or fv'>W/) nom. pi.; dydam (or dydv<nn]

5, AV. 1 ?
; pdnthaam 8, pdnthaali: mddm 'me' 10, vddm

'

you'
9 : aksaah (aorist of ksar) 4 : in all, 58 exx., of which 39 are in

A. No examples are noted in AV. by Whitney to my knowledge,
but there is one doubtful case as above.

3

67. The abl. sing, in -at appears to be resolved in six cases,
all neuters (Lanman, pp. 337, 8). Two of these are from root-

nouns, antdriksa, sadhdstha. But in no other point do the neuter

root-nouns differ in declension from derivative nouns in -a. This

resolution is therefore not established. See also 166, 172.

68. Resolution of I appears only in kiistd *

poet
'
2 : siird

'stream' 2: it is possible also in vird 'man' 2 (vi. 21. 6, 8), vlrla

'heroic deed' (i. 61. 14). All the exx. are in A : those given by
Oldenberg, p. 187, for gih9 girbhih, g'trvdhah seem very doubtful.

3

69. Resolution of u in root-syllables is more common : we
note duurd (davard) 'distant' 2, iv. 20. 1

;
x. 108. 11

;
nfau (not

two words, as Grassmann) i. 64. 15
;

iv. 16. 21
;
v. 10. 6

;
v. 16. 5

;

v. 17. 5
;

v. 52. 15
;

v. 74. 6
;

vi. 68. 8
;

vii. 62. 6
;

vii. 93. 6;
vii. 100. 1, giving 11 certain examples

8
: nuutana: puuh 'strong-

hold' i. 189. 2; vii. 15. 14
; puurbhih^\. 58. 8

; puusan'z, piwsn :

I>/i>it 4, i. 77. 3
;

173. 8
;

iv. 43. 4; x. 48. 9
;
b/iuutd. bhuutu, i.

94. 12; p&ura 3 : $umd: stiura i. 71. 9
;

122. 15
;

149. 3; vi. 51.

2
; ix. 1 1 1. 1

;
in all, 35 exx., of which 28 are in A8

. In sCn-ia,

spurdhdn resolution is doubtful
4

: for suuktd, etc., see below under
internal Sandhi, 136.

70. The symbol e frequently represents two syllables in

superlatives : jyestha 21, destha, dhestha 3, prestha 13, yestha 3,

and prestha 9 : in these cases the combination ayi fairly suggests
the probable pronunciation. A similar resolution seems certain

in tredhdQ (and AV. 2), desnd5, preniG (always) and pr&nidan,

prenipdh 2 : and probable in the following cases : deydm (dd-

lydm^ devd v. 50. 2
;

vii. 46. 1
;
66. 2

; dfieydm 2, nesam x. 61.

4; nesi i. 129. 5
;
netdr 4, netft 2, dnetdr, pranetdr 3 (adding viii.

19. 37), mddemavi. 4. 8
;

10. 7 and frequently in refrains, reknah
vii. 40. 2; viii. 46. 15

6

;
veh i. 77. 2; 0&i/130. 3; vi. 48. 17.'

6

Two-thirds of the instances are in period A.

1 To Oldenberg's instances, p. 173, add i. 175. 4(?)
2 See Table 73.

1 Doubtful are i. 120. a ; vii. 7. 7. 4 See below 106.
6 But see below 109.

More doubtful are taret vi. 68. 5
;

te (tdva) i. 173. 12 ; dhiirleh i. 128.

7 bis ; sddhrefy v. 44. 10 ; huvema i. 127. 2.
7
See, however, 154.
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71. Resolution of o is probable in some cases, but is rare :
'

2, g6h 3, maghdnah gen. sing. 2, magMnoh gen.
clu., ii,<Kjhni<~Ji nora. pi. fern. vi. 65. 3.

1

72. Resolution of ae, au, f is probable as follows: asmai
iii. ;:*. 1

;
v. 33. 1

; viii. 2. 41
; 31. 2

; aupand x. 30. 9 : AffUMMM
2 : naiih v. 59. 2 : dstaut x. 105. 11 bis and staund vi. 66.

.' 2. See also 156.

73. Table shewing instances of resolution of a I ft, etc.

B
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76. Comparing Vedic with classical Sanskrit, it appears
that in the earlier language vocalic y v (z'y, ttv) were found in

many cases where the later language has the consonantal value.

We may reasonably suppose the vocalic value to be primitive
wluTi-MT it prevails in the earliest period. Where it is excep-
tional at all times, it is seldom possible to be sure of its origin :

but in certain cases we shall find strong reason to think the con-

sonantal value primitive, the vocalic secondary and either tran-

sit nt or passing to z'y,
uv in classical Sanskrit.

77. It is necessary for our present purpose to classify accord-

ing to the relative frequency of vocalic and consonantal values.

The following table will be useful for reference. The references

are to the following sections.

Radical y v.

dhvat, ahve...
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Declension of nouns with stems in -i, -I (-1 i. -I . -u, -u.

iiis : instrum. -yd after light !
-i stems : gen. loc. du. -yoh after

syll................ light syll....... I ..... 97
instrum. -yd at NT gen. loc. du. -yoh after

heavy syll............ 9S heavy syll............ 82
abl. gen. sing., n. v. a.

pi. -yah ............ 86

stems (Lanman's B class) -I (-f) stems : loc. in -yam ...... 97
in-truin. -;/; after light gen. loc. du. -yoh alt. r

syll.................. 97 lightsyll.......
'

..... 97
instrum. -yd after rodasloh ............ 97

heavy syll............ 82 gen. loc. du. -yoh after
dat. gen. abl. in -//<" heavy syll..... .'...... 82

98

-i' stems (Lanman's C class) .....

-terns: instrum. sing, -vd,
'

-u stems: fern, forms in -wot,
masc. and neut....... & 86 -nlh, -ram after heavy
instrum. sing, -vd,
fern. : after light syll. . 97
instrum. sing, -vd,
fern. : after heavy syll. 82
abl. gen. sing. n. v. a.

*. in -vafy 86
in. forms in -vat,

-vdh, -vam after light
syll 86

syll 82
dual papvd 86

gen. loc. du. in -voty
after light syll 97

gen. loc. du. in -vofy
after heavy syll 82

-u stems 81

sten. 86andnote paty- .... ..86,97
86 sakhy- 86,97

Noun and verb endings :

90 -vahi 90
90 -vahe 90
90 -sya 89

.. 90 -sydh 89
-Mufti, bhyam 89 -syai 89
-/'////"/.' ...89,99 -syaih .89

89 -sva 90

Refer throughout to Edgren, Semivowels, JAOS. xi. 67-88.

78. In the Rigveda y v regularly represent or include vocalic

sounds in root-syllables in kua, *whr *

long,' Iwi instr.,
'/r 'heaven,' and in t'.nns from 1 vl 'go,' e. g.

fi^vidnta: and in the
participles dtdiat, dtdidna : dtdhiat,

r : pipidna, plpidnd, memiat: memi&na.
The exceptions are kvd i. 38. 2; v. 61. 2 AM; and AV

vi. 28. 3' and AV. 2 : svdr AV., 12 times : svargd AV.. i
-

-
: syond AV., 29 times : avyan iii. 49. 1." For compounds

of tva, see 93.

g 79. Also y is regularly vocalic in the noun-suffix -to, -id.

1 Yet this is not certain : on the other hand jyok is a possible reading
in x. 59. 6. See Table, 102.
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In the following words this suffix follows a light syllable : adhixa-

vania, apasia, aria, aryamia, asuria, ahania, ucathia, udania, UKHIH-

#ia t kaniCt, JtarmoSpia, chandasia, tavasyd, tixia, dopanyd, dhvania,
nabhiint.t. namatia* naHufia, patlnfi, parvatia, pdtalyd, puru?ia, pua-
ria, pradhania. finl^tria, barMpta, mdmifia, i/amia, rathia, rdjania,

hik$manui. n/jwxm. rai/ia, rarnnia, vidathia, vi$ia, vrjania, vratia, $ata-

dhnniti'.riiiMitltui.vlniitrta. c~irx<tnyd, frarasia, sacathia, sadhania, sapa-
KMMNtla, stiimir'm, ttnhasia, sddania, sdmania, svaria, havisyd,

h riln t/i/a. Several of these are also found in AV., and also dyusia, enasia,

kulid.jaghania, tiria, tvacasyd, dhanvania, pajasia, pu?yd, barjahyd,
bhasadyd, matia, yaju$ia, ranici, vacasia, varcasia, qikyd, srotasia. Sim-
ilar words in -tin, -via, -sia etc. are pacatia (RV.): devatia (AV.): urja-
via, pa^avyd, vasavia, ^aravid (all RV.) : vdyavyd (RV. and AV.):
janitavia, mathavyd, hanavyd, hinsitavyd (AV.): bhujisyd (AV.).

1

Of these words vasmryd has y consonant 7 times (in A and B), y
vowel 8 times only. It is therefore an exception, and has perhaps suf-

fered change of accent. Otherwise there are 20 exx. only of y conso-
nant in RV., viz., tavasyd, dosanyd, pdtalyd, manu$yd 7, gir$anyd 2,

sahasyd 2, havi$yd. hrdayyd : kanyd\' pagavyd, vdyavyd, garavyd\ Of
these 20 exx. 14 are in period C. In the AV. the vocalic value (47 exx.)
is only slightly more common than the consonantal (41 exx. in verse

passages).
3

After a heavy syllable there is no example of y
1

consonant in

RV., but there are a few in AV.
80. The derivative suffixes -ya, -ya, including -ayya, etc., of

all categories, are usually vocalic after heavy syllables. We must
however except santya which has always y : daivya, surya^ sury8t

which shew a much larger proportion of y forms in the earlier

periods than other words apparently of the same type, are treated

separately below, 95. In almost all cases the proportion of

consonantal forms increases in the later periods ;
but daivya

(with y consonant) becomes again rare in AV. The gerundives
do not differ from other nouns in -ya : and we may also include

here the suffixes -tya, -nya (in dhisnyd), and the gerundives in

enya (-enya), and in -tva, which last ending always follows heavy
syllables. The gerundives in -itva (jdnitva, sdnitva) have v cons. :

but bhavltud shews again the vowel.
8

To the above rule out of about 1000 instances there are only 65

exceptions altogether noticed in RV., but a much greater number
in AV.

The exceptions in Rigveda belong to the following stems : agdstya,
aghnyd, d$vya 3 (and su-dgvya), djya, 1 drya, 2 drya 5, kdvyd, kdvya 2,

jyciiy{hya 2, tdtyd 2, tdrk$ya 2, tuchyd 2, tiroahnya, dak$dyya, nfsahya,
pdrya, paunsya, paurukutsyd, mdtsya 2, vdtdpya 2, vi$vadevya, v?tra-
ttLrya 6, vaigya, $atruttirya, suvtrya 3, saubhdgya, Iidstya, hotfvtirya.*
Gerundives in -ya : tdya 2, anindyd, anumddya, pravdcya, vdrya and
randya. In -tya, asajdtyd, dptyd. Gerundives in -enya: dbhuenya,
didrk?6nya 2, marmrjenya, saparynya :

6 in -tva, kdrtva 2.

1 In the above list -ia is written if there is any example of that value,
otherwise, as in the texts, -yd.

" See Table 102.
3 bhavltua ii. 24. 5, not as Grassmann bhavitvd.
4
saptd-dsya 3 is wrongly suggested by Grassmann, the true reading

being saptdsia. See Table 102.
5
paprlc?6nya is suggested unnecessarily by Grassmann.
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81. y, v have vocalic value in all forms of nouns of the -f

class (Lanman's C class, later radical class), and of the -# class.

man.
x.

and it is very doubtful whether such forms as appear in the text of the
KV. can be successfully removed by emendation.'

82. In the instrum. sing, and gen. loc. dual of -i, -i(-*) (Lan-
m ;ufs B class) and of -ft stems, if a heavy syllable precedes, y, v
have vocalic value.

There are however only feminine -# stems that shew such forms
in RV., and the number of examples is very small.

Exceptions: -I stems: instrum. sing., ilci'ifya x. 151. 4, Ej

x. 1;: ili'-itya x. 63. 11 ;' in AV., nine occurrences. -7

stems : instr. s. in AV., three times : sarrilcydh RV. x. 24. 5, and
once in AV. -ft stems : gen. loc. du. in -voh, three times in AV.

In the AV. the vowel forms still greatly preponderate: thus in

tin- instr. sing, there are 93 vowel forms, and only 12 consonan-

The same rule holds for the AV. for the feminine forms in

-vah
y
-vain after heavy syllables : pvapruai 26, urvtirtidh,

f
.-'fi/i, <;i'<i':rndh: but rdjjvarh. We cannot however trace this

rulr back to the RV., where there are two forms only, *w/-<7x/ >,?/,

and pvaprud, each occurring once.
A similar gen. sing. masc. in -uah has been conjectured by

Lanman in place of dhrsnoh \. 22. 3, and visnoh viii. 31. 10.

83. In root-syllables and verb-stems, y y, in whatever posi-
tinn they occur, have with but few exceptions consonantal value.

Thus from root i 'go', ydt, ydnti, ydntu, etc.: rt. 2. ci 'see'
/'"//. <//'////, ; Tt.ji

*

conquer "./V////////. So in the reduplicated
verb-stems ^ipy-, bibhy-, mvmy-,juhr- ; \\.dir 'shine' in <///''',

dyam^ dytin : rt. avad * taste sweet '
: and the pronoun tva-

*

thou,' so far as the forms tva (ace. enclitic), tvdya instr., tvdt

abl. are concerned.

There are however some exceptions : see 78 (kua
* where ', j\6k t tuA

in-t i ., fiiond, suar, suargd : rt. 1 vl 'go' : verb-stems citrft-, d'nlhi-, i)>i-,
m^mi-), 92(du4,ji4,;iafc4): 98 (//;///. /,/rtifo, M|,96(noiu. s. ,/ V""V
rt. si hind '. tva t many/ svd his own ').

Where tvdstar is trisyllabic, some such form as tviiiitar would
best suit the metre, and next to it Grassmann's suggestion t>-

tar ; not howevei (as Edgren). We have also to read

always svand from *n 'press', text suvand.
I" jye*t-h<i y if always consonantal, but see above 8 70 : and

where dydm is disyllabic, it is better to resolve a : see above 66.

The words rtvij, gdvyuti, svdha, and svid, though apparently

1 In ix. 9. 4 it is better to read tiadio 'jinvad. See Table 108.
*
afityA ii. 18. 6 is wrongly suggested by Qrassmann.
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compounds, have r consonant always, and must for practical pur-

poses be classified with words that have radical y r.

In vocalization is somewhat more common : but as the

whole stem dies out at an early period, we cannot trace its his-

tory.
In the instrumental triiya vocalization is rare : in the enclitic

tvd and abl. trdt it is progressive, and fairly common in AV.

To Grassmann's lists are to be added : tudt 448. 8. 454. 1, 521. 3, 537. 3,

844. 13, 924. 2 : tud 191. 10,
1 376. 3, 390. 5, 532. 4, 653. 8, 669. 16, 707. 7,

711. 18, 760. 8, 878. 8, 911. 22, 963. 7, 966. 6, 984. 5, 986. 5, 987. 5.

Written iy is to be read as y cons, in hiyand ix. 13. 6
;

98. 2,

and bhiydsam ii. 28. 6
; ix. 19. 6.

Isolated exceptions are rare and therefore doubtful : as such
are suggested idnti x. 26. ]

;
iantu viii. 60. 10; dmn v. 86. 5 ;

di6tanah viii. 29. 2
; sudititmanam ii. 4. 1

; pudn 'dog' x. 14.

10, 11
; 86. 4: suddanti Val. 2. 5, suadante ii. 1. 14: and from

jid
'

strength
'

jidyan iii. 38. 5; vi. 30. 4; x. 50. 5
; paramajid

viii. i. 30.*

84. The suffixes -ya, -ya, -tya, -nya, etc. following light

syllables have y consonant. There are however many excep-
tional words, for which see 94 : on the other hand santya has y
consonant.

Isolated instances to the contrary are few : ajurid, dtia 7, dditid 6,

arid, gdvia 3 (and sugdvia), dhdnia 2, 1 ndvia 2, bhdvia, mdria 4 : kulid,
pddid : anid 2, ninia 2. Besides these, AV. has two examples : vdnia,
vdtdparjanid .

2

85. Consonantal y v (especially the latter) is found in

numerous noun-suffixes : -tyu, -yas, -yu : -va, -va, -vi, -vi, -van,
-vant, -vafl, -vas (-vans), -tvana, -vana, -vani, -vara, -vari, -vala,
-vin: -tva substantival: and in the gerundive -itva.

There are a few cases of vocalization of v in dpva 'horse',
sometimes in the simple noun, more often in compounds of which
the first element ends in -a, which combines with the initial a of

d$va. In the latter case the hypothesis of internal hiatus, e. g.

rjrd-apva (as Grassmann) must be rejected in favour of vocaliza-
tion of v, e. g. rjrdpua, in almost every instance.

Examples : dftta i. 162. 19 ; 175. 4
; vi. 63. 7 ; viii. 5. 35 ; ix. 94. 5

;

4

x. 39. 10 :
4
aghdgua i. 116. 6; ajayua i. 138. 4bis ; rj(a)rdgua i. 100.

16 ; tfrdfua i. 100. 17; 116. 16 ; 117. 18
; jlra^ua i. 119. 1

; 157. 3 : $atd-
cua viii. 4. 19 : x. 62. 8 : ^ydvdyua v. 61. 5

;
viii. 35. 19, 20, 21 ;

36. 7 ;

87. 7
; 38. 8 : sdrhbhrtd^ua viii. 34. 12 ; and twice in AV.

Otherwise -ua, -tua are rare, and almost only after heavy sylla-
bles :

1 The accentless form still creates difficulty.
2 See Table 103.

3 But we may read vdatasya instead.
4 In these the external sandhi gives a preceding.
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apua x. 103. 12, and once in AV. : urud ix. 87. 8 ; 1 tanua iii. 31. 2 :

2 tanua x. 93. 15, 3 tanua ix. 14. 4 ; 78. 1 : ndvavastua vi. 20. 11 ; petua
vii. is. 17, and once in AV. : rak*a*tud viii. 18. 13.

Vocalization occurs also, but rarely, in perfects in -yoj, (-vans).

Exx. after heavy syllables da?uds i. 150. 1 ; iv. 2. 8 ; vii. 37. 4 ; 92.
:< : V..1. '.). 4 : viii. 60. 4 ; and once in AV. : mldhuds i. 114. 3 ; viii. 25.
1 1 : r,r> 7 : ix. 61. 28 ; 85. 4 ; 113 2 ; and x. 85. 25. After light syllables
*till more seldom : jnjurmis ii. 4. 5 ; viduds i. 190. 7 ; ii. 15. 7 ; x. 136. 6 ;

sdsahiids i. 100. 5.

From dhdnvan (where however -van is only apparently the

suffix) we have dhdnua. i. 35. 8
; dhdnua vi. 12. 5

; dlianuacyut
i. 168. 5 : compare the verb-stem dhanu 06.

None of these "resolutions" seem peculiar to anyone period
of the KV. How thoroughly established the consonantal values

are, even after heavy syllables, appears from their exclusive use
in such common words as urdhvd, piirva, in marked contrast to
the almost exclusive use of the vowel values in words of similar

form in -ya.
1

86. In the declension of -i -u stems we find y consonant in

all forms of the stems jany- paty- sakhy-, except the lustrum.

sing, for which see 97 : and in the abl. gen. sing, and the nom.
voc. ace. plural in -yah, -vah (e.g. aryd/i, // />v</A). Light sylla-
bles always precede.

Also, wherever a light syllable precedes (and this is usually
tii. cane in the instr. s. masc. and neut., and in the dual in -vd

(the latter only in the form papvd), and in the fern. dat. in -vat,
abl. gen. in -vah, loc. in ~vam.
Forms of this last group occur only rarely in RV. after heavy

syllables, for which see 82.

The exceptions are : sdkhiith viii. 58. 7 ; x. 8. 4 : aridh (gen. s.) iv. 48.

1 ;
l vi. 14. 8 ;* vii. 8. 1 : mddhuah (gen. s.) ix. 24. 7 ; 109. 20 : (nom. pi.)

ix. 89. 3. Conjectural is Hpudh iv. 3. 13 : see also *> tin. knitua iv.

28. 8 ; vii. 21. 6 : vadhuai once in AV. 1 Here perhaps we may refer to
the instrum. raid i. 129. 10 : see also note 2 below.

87. The infinitives -ityai, -dhyai and the gerunds -tya, -ya,

tvd, -tvdf/'t, -frj have regularly consonantal values. In five

cases we have -<////'//'. all after light syllables: viz. irddhiai i.

'lii'i! viii. :i'j. 1, r,i/mdhiai x. 22. 5, risayadhiai i.

129. 8, faydd/tfaf ii. 17. 6. As this infinitive hardly occurs after

period A, we cannot trace its history turtln r. <irnml> i

lo not seem to occur in ItV.," but are common in AV., with-
"Ut regard to the quantity of the |r-i-r.lin^ syllabi** : vi/.. krtud

15, /
>id, da'tt>

patif "i 2, baddhu<i, //<///. -,t 6, mrsturf,

1 See Table g 108.
1 In these passages we have to choose between raydh aridh and rdiVi/i

arvdh.
The form vrtfut v. 58. 14, is possible rather than probable. See j;
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vittuA 2, *tutu<1, hcUud. The forms in -tva are still more than
twice as common. This is perhaps the most striking example we
have of late secondary vocalization.

1

88. In -ya used as a verbal suffix of whatever kind, and in

-nw, -w as class-signs, vocalization is rare and presumably secon-

dary : it is comparatively common only in the stem dhanu- (see

96b) and the optative syam ( 96d).

xr'ptions are : k$e$idntah ii. 4. 8, fjiantahvi. 37. 2. 3 ; (Ixint

jj,
i:W. 4. Optatives : octitm v. 64. 3. afidma ii. 19. 7 ; iv.

4. 14 : I'dhnimt'i iv. 10. 1, ganiidh i. 187. 7, jbffflitdtofll vi. 50. 10, vidifttam

vavrtidm viii. 7. 33. vavi'tiuh x. 26. 8. Class-sign -?iw: tanu-

dntulj iv. 4.">. 2. 0, dliunnaim vi. 47. 17, ^riin<itn iii. 20. 1, v. 41. 12,
snnminti v. HO. 6. 1

89. We find ?/ consonant in the noun-endings -sya, -si/ai,

-.v//7/f, -si/fim : -bit;/", -l>hyan), -bhyam: -hya, -hyam: and in

-!>lii/<th after a light syllable. The analogy of these forms goes
to shew that -bhiah (for which see below 99) is of secondary
origin.

In these extremely common forms exceptions are so few as to be very
doubtful, and their value as evidence of the history of the forms seems
to be slight. For some alleged instances of -sia, see Lanman, p. 388.

Other suggested exceptions are tdsiah ii. 13. 1, viqvasidh x. 6. 3 : yuymd-
bhiam i. 88. 3, ndasatydbhidm i. 20. 3, prdpaddbhidm x. 163. 4, haryatfi.-
bhidm viii. 6. 36: ndribhiah i. 43. 6, nrbhiah i. 110. 63

: and in AV.
brahmdbhiafy, majjdbhiafy.

1

90. Similarly we find almost always v consonant in the verb-

endings -dhuam, -dhue, -sua : the exceptions, however, number
26

;
all that I have found (given by Grassmann) are in periods A

and B. Ending -dhva has always v consonant
;
for -dhvai, see 323.

The forms are : in -dhuam dcidhuam 3, amugdhuam, dyugdhuam 5,

drddhuam 3, astotfhuam, Irdhuam, vav^dhuam (from vart, v?t) : in
-'lime angdhut : in -sua mdtsua 5, vdnsua, vavftsua 3, hdr$asua.

1

The endings -vahi, -vahe are without exception consonantal.

91. From a comparison of the above sections 78-90, with the
tables below, 102, 103, it will be seen that occasional conso-

nantization, in words and forms in which the vowel value is reg-
ular, shews late date

;
but where the consonant value is regular,

the vowel value is no direct indication of date, and sometimes

belongs to a late period only. Similarly, in those cases in which
both consonant and vowel values are fairly common, we can now
infer that if vowel values preponderate, the consonantal values
are later in date : but if the consonant values preponderate, the
date of the vowel values still remains to be investigated.

92. In dud l two ' the vowel alone is found in A : whilst in

A V. the consonant is nearly as common. Similar change may be

1 See Table 103. l vidiat x. 85. 34 (Gr.) is not necessary.
8 Not x. 148. 4, where we can read daah
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noticed in jid,jiakd
f

bow-string,' and the compounds of jiti

'

: (l.

strength
'

83.*

18. In the forms tudm, tudm, tue the vowels are 3 times as

non in A and B,, and even 4 times as common in B,, as the

nants : whilst in the later periods consonantal forms are

much more common. As to tvci (enclitic) and see above
83. Comparing the two sets of forms we are led to a double

-triii. *///- or tin-- in the >trong cases including the locative), and
n the weak cases : a distinction obliterated in period C. The

special prevalence of vowel forms in B
a
remains unexplained.

1

The occurrences of tudm, tudm are too numerous to be quoted here :

for tin', fr,' a<M to thnsr tfiven by Grassmann : tue 169. 5, 1H7. 6, 192. 13,
196. 8, 219. 8, 232. 17, 24- :!. 298. 9, 328. 3. 4, 357. 1, 442. 3. r.17. 17.

. 521. '.. 16, 639. 8, 664. 28, 670. 6,

687. 8, 701. 14, 712. 5, 713. 5, 822. 7, 847. 3, 869. 2, 870. 4, 895. 8, 946. 3,

966. 8: tvt 887. 6, 442. 13, 446. 2, 453. 2, 517. 21, 534. 1, 639. 18, 675. 12,
924. 10, 931. 8, 968. 1.

The instrumental tud occurs only in a single phrase and with a

\M\vt-l value. But t'tit- in composition and derivation, apparently
without any distinction depending on any original case-meaning,
occurs in both forms in periods A and B, the consonantal form

being progressive. The words included are tv~i<!<ittii % tvdddta^
fi'<~n/,'/t, trTiiji'i, tvdvat, tv&HMU, tvdvrdha, tva-

hata, tvesita, tvota, t>-<

g 94. In many nouns with suffix -?/, -ya, etc., after a light

syllable, even though the y (i) bears no accent, the vowel value-

is more common or at least equally so. No principle distinguish-

ing these nouns from those which contain y cons, has yet been
established : Edgren's suggestion that those derived from nouns
in -a belong to this class is not true without exception. Most of

the gerundives are placed here, yet others, such as avadyd, 2 ndvya
praiseworthy,' have always y. Compare 84.

The following list will be a guide : the occurrences of y forms (if

more than one occur) are added in brackets, the forms of the AV.
being included on both sides : dpia 10(4 in cpds.), aucathid* I (1), iria 8

(2), kffimia 2 (0), </< in 6 (4), but the compounds have -janya.
jAmaria, ddmia 5 (0), dimd 72 (52) : duria 8 (2), ndria 49 (1), pupta, mddia
12 (1), ydina, Mia 23 (0), ranta 4 (4), rdthia 18 (4), <?/,//// 7-'. .::.. l,nlin.

t<> which may be added dnia 2 (1), though here the suffix is -a.

Also brahmanid. famiA 2 (0), hdvid, himia. Gerundives : gddhia 4 (0),

guhia 22 (7), tujia 2 (0), ddbhia 2 (0), d/cia, pdia, hdvia 80 (10), vihdvia :

carkf-tia 6 (8), gopaydtia, prutia 18 (1). Long i is found in ynvla 8 (O).
1

95. In the words surya etc., and da'ivya, the y form is fairly
common (including about 25 per cent, of the occurrences) from
the earliest

period.
It may be suggested that *ftrya has replaced

an early suaria, and that
aa'tvya

is influenced by the pronuncia-
tion of the cognate divyd. However thin may be, consonantiza-

in the RV. is markedly more common than in other words of

1 See Table 104. * In i. 158. 1. aucathydh suite the metre better.
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the same type : though in the use of dawya it again disappears
in period C.

1

96. Consonantal y v are regular, vocalic y v to a greater or

less degree exceptional, as follows :

(a) nom. sing, dyaiih
' heaven.' The vowel form is early. For

dyam see 66. See also below, 221.

(b) verb-stem dfwtnv when followed by a vowel. The -it value

belongs chiefly to period B,. Compare dhdnuan, dhdnvan, 85.

(c) verb-ste"m si in sya, syatam, etc. Here y is steadily pro-

gressive.

(d) in the optative sydm. The most noticeable form is the

first person pi., in which the *' form is almost alone in use in AV.
To the exx. given by Grassmann are to be added : sidma 313. 9,

408. 13, 493. 5, 517. 20, 520. 7, 530. 3, 533. 7, 553. 4, 557. 4, 576.

1, 608. 4, 1022. 7, 798. 38, 848. 12, 857. 1, 862. 12, 864. 2, 890. 11,

892. 12, 952. 4. sydma 358. 1,374. 4, 672. 10.

(e) tva '

many.'
(f )

svd ' own.' The vowel form is progressive.
2

(g) The imperfects dhuat, dhue seem to represent a purely

graphical variation, as dhuvanta, dhuve are also found.
97. Also in the instrumental singular -ya, -vd from stems in

-t, -I (i), and from fern, stems in -u after light syllables and from
the stems paty-, sakhy- consonantization is progressive: in the

earliest period the vowel is still the more common. The same is

true of the feminine locative forms generally in -yam.* The
duals -ioh -voh from the same stems as are named above are com-

paratively rare, and no certain rule can be laid down. From
r6daslj the gen. loc. du. is rddaswh (16 times) : but rddasyoh is

twice written, where the metre requires rddasoh (Grassmann).
2

98. On the other hand, in the case of the feminine datives

in -yai, abl. gen. in -yah, the y form is primitive, and is only grad-

ually encroached upon by the vowel forms in period C. a> 8

99. The history of the suffix -bhyah after a heavy syllable
is somewhat more difficult to follow. In the earliest period
-bhiah -bhyah are equally common : and it is unnecessary to

explain away the forms in -bhiah. This is not, however, sufficient

evidence that -bhiah is the primitive form. After the period A
the consonant form seems to advance steadily : but the special
favour in which it is found in period B, is perhaps due to the

prevalence there of the Tristubh metre. The occurrences of

-bhyah in RV. after a heavy syllable are stated by Edgren as 200,
but I have only succeeded in finding 158.

a

100. Thus in the great majority of forms the trend in the

Veda is towards consonantization. That a few groups should be

found in which the trend is for the time in an opposite direction

is quite in accordance with the general history of language, and

See Table 104. 2 See Table, 105. 8 See below, 198, 199.
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in particular cases "false analogy" or metrical convenience may
be contributory causes.

< loi. Ni. tnatment of the vocalization of y v can be really
U'te which does not take into account those similar words

ami forms in which the Veda writes and pronounces y, uv.

i>sion is, however, outside the scope of the present
ile.

102. Table shewing occasional instances of consonantal
values in words and forms which have regularly the vowel values
in the Rigveda.

Refer to
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O. Resolution of r and n.

106. This variation is by no means so well established as the

preceding. It is highly probable for the forms pit(a)r6h, mat(d)-
r6h: and suggests itself constantly in the vocative md(a)ra y

occurring in Tristubh-Jagati verse after the caesura. In the

latter case, however, it may be we have a special variety of the

verse, such as certainly exists. The combination ur seems also

occasionally to represent two short syllables. Anaptyxis, such

as we find represented graphically in nutana, sardjantam, sumdd,

may explain some cases. The list that follows is merely tenta-

tive : a special examination of the metrical probabilities of each

case is needed, and that in turn depends upon the more accurate

analysis of metre which we have not yet approached.
107. Probable examples of r resolved are :

(a) r radical : avri iv. 55. 5 : kran AV. 1 : dadhrt AV. 1 : prd i. 117. 22;
x. 79. 3 ; x. 95. 13

; AV. 3 : prdnd AV. 2 ; $ay6 AV. 2.
1

(b) r suffixal : indra 120 AV. 4 : indramadana, indravdta, indrdnt,
ugrd, rjrd 2, rjra$ua i. 100. 16, candrd i. 135. 4, and AV. 1, citrd, tdntra
AV. 1, tvajfrd 2, dasrd, ddtrd 2, namrd, pdtra 4 and AV. 1, pipru,
bhrdtrd, mantra x. 50. 4, 6, mandrd, mitra AV. 2, rostra iv. 42. 1 and
AV. 1, rudrd 169 and AV. 5, raudra 2, ydjra AV. 5, vajrin vi. 20. 7,

vd$rd, gukrd, gmdgru, sahdsra, sutrdtrd vi. 68. 7, 1 hotrd 4, AV. 2.

(c) r declensional: usrdm x. 6. 5, pitroh 20 AV. 1, mdtrofy 3, svasroh.

108. Examples of disyllabic ur are :

urjam x. 76. 1, firjddah x. 53. 4, spurdhdn vi. 67. 9.

109. Examples of n resolved are :

(a) n radical : dnjan (read andjari) vi. 63. 3, anjdte ix. 86. 43 : gna 7,

gndspdti, snubhih.

(b) n suffixal : cyautnd vi. 47. 2
; x. 50. 4 ; yajnd 6, rtknah i. 121. 5 :

158. 1 ; vi. 20. 7 ;
x. 61. 11 ; 132. 3

;

3
^u?na i. 175. 4 : dstabhridtii. 17. 5.

(c) n flexional. The instances are collected by Lanman, pp. 524, 525.

As the vowel d appears in some cases in the text, the forms can be
more fully considered under the heading of flexion. 4

110. Table shewing resolutions of r and n.

Refer to
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D. The Vedic Linguals.

$111. Vedic /, Ifi appear to occur only as the finals of roots,

iiMially after 7 : they are somewhat less common in period C.
The instances are i7, 7/, A-r7/, ;7(, marl

(//*//), </, h\l: to which

may probably be added kul viii. 26. 10, pll iv. 22. 8, and AV.
once, and miljt (very possibly connected with >/<//<), in the word
///7///. probably also in mldhwis and (in AV.) medhra. Perhaps
too we should write jdlhu, seeing that dh proper occurs in no
other word in RV. or AV. 1

^112. Vedic n (for nd see below, 116) occurs in a very few
established word^, viz., Ic-mva 85, gand 74, ninyd 10, pant 53,

32, 2 vdni 20 (including in each case AV.): and in the late

w.-i-ds kalydna 4 AV. 9. p&nya 2 AV. 22, mam 2 AV. 81.

It also occurs in a comparatively large number of words rarely
used, and in these somewhat more frequently in period 0.

These are a'ni AV. 1, aniyaskd AV. 1, dnu 5 AV. 1, anulbatid 2, dnva
.",. <<,,< 3. ,-/i*' AV. i. oi/j 4 AV. 1, kdna AV. 2, y ka^ukay, kdnd 1 AV. i.

l
HI AV. 4. kunt'tru, giuui AV. 1, drughana, dht
i.tik. y phan 2, 6dd 1 AV. 1, Mpa AV. 2, vanij 2 AV. 1,

J. : n//MJ J. 1 r,u<f 2, vdnict, ve/m, cawd AV. 1, cfaia 6,

AV. 8, ****** 1 AV. 4, lfiM%d 5 AV. 2.>

113. Vedic * (for st, 8th see below, 117) occurs in all

periods in the numeral s</, and its derivatives. As a variation

of * in composition after a, a it occurs in a few words (asadha,
///, j,ui''~ix'ih. j>i't<in'~is/th) and most commonly in the earlier

Rigveda. Otherwise it is more common in period C.

The words are da, 6$a AV. 1, kalmd$a AV. 2, kavdya* V ka$ AV. 1,

kdfkata AV. 2, ca&la 2, cdsa, jdld?a 4 AV. 8, jafd AV. 1, pdyyd 2,

baxkdya, maymayd AV. 1, mo#a and compounds AV. 3, yva$a AV. 2,

wi^a^ 11, AV. 14.'

114. t is late in the Veda, and occurs only in words ran-ly
used : it seems probable that they were mainly borrowed from

non-Aryan languages.

Examples are : aragdr&ta AV. 1, arafvd , (ighd{d AV. 1, i^a AV. 2,

<ka{ik& AV. l. '-/hi. ptpi/ifcawrfrf AV. 1,

MM AV. 1, fcffcato, vifcafa, fcitd AV. 1, / AV. 1. frftfa 1

and AV. 1, fcuW AV. 1. parfcofa AV. 1, tfrkota AV. l. fc/*dfa AV. l

,A^va(a, ri^in AV. 1. patard AV. 1. ixifiMrJ AV. 1. ixifrt \\ . l

2, Mrifa, befcan^/''. mafMoM AV. 2, raghd\ AV. 1, Ealdfa
AV. 2, wfurin 2. txi{)af 11 AV. 14, fraufat- Of the 86 words quoted,

arc 19 in which k precedes t, being separated
from it at least by a

vowel. M$ occurs once in AV.. i
*

: 15. th only occurs in the words p*Y
'Ifi* : <lk (except as treated above, gill) only perhaps in /

f liese words jathdra alone shews m-.n- than a single
rencr : it i- most common in period B. nth occurs once in A \

in sahdkanthika. 1

116. Por d dh (or /
//t) radical, see above, 111. Otherwise

\vr tii i.l // in v Rigveda in padbtuh 6 times, and in pad-

1 See Table g 110. * Also in prffftarwm, pi
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grbhi: this d presumably originates in the instrum. pi. of a noun

pdp, which has then become confused with pdd in the instrum.

pL and in the compound.
1 The exclamations bdd 9, badd also

seem to be early. Other occurrences in the ifcV. proper are

. -./, t.'i.i'.t _>. ,/,,//; _>.

Otherwise d is much commoner in the period C : and the combi-

nation ml is almost entirely confined to that period. The most

important words (with the number of occurrences
f

in RV.) are

///A :*, jiiTujidA (in AV.), pddMpa, puroddf, puroddpa
(AV.): antlii 4 (and in martandd 3), fafnda (AV.), kundd (AV.),

''/ (AV.), il<tn<t<i (AV.), jnnda 2, inand&ka 8, $ikhandin
(AV.):

1

in RV. occur also nadd, nadi, punddrlka 1, mandiira-
illt.'inika 1, fdndika, pcindd.

117. The numeral aWc/ only occurs commonly in period C,
but we can hardly deny its existence in the early language :

/< a is also early. Otherwise the combinations st, sth are late.

Examples in RV. are astri (

hearth,' upastut, jarddasti 2, apdsthd

(in ap&fthdvat), asthivdt 2.

118. The linguals that are not phonetic, play on the whole a

small part in the Veda, but the Rigveda proper shews us the use

established of Z Ih radical, and of n s in a limited number of

words
; th, dh occur only sporadically. But t, d, nd, st, sth

hardly occur before the period C, and then rapidly increase in

frequency, whilst many new words in n s appear in the same

period. We may therefore infer that the first linguals in

Sanskrit were continuous sounds : that later they were supple-
mented by a complete series, borrowed from surrounding non-

Aryan languages : and that finally Vedic Z Ih were supplanted by
the later d dh. Whether Ih represents one sound or two can

hardly be decided : the graphic representation points to a double
sound and we have perhaps no example of a syllable ending with
Ih reckoned as light : the first syllables in trlhd, drlhd, jdlhu (if

this is not rather jddhu) being heavy.
119. Table of linguals.

Refer to
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more striking instance of development. Words occurring less

often than 5 times in RV. shew just the same growth, but give
nearly three times as many occurrences.

The following are the words and word-groups noted as contain-

ing /, but occurring in the Rigveda less than five times: those

occurring in the Atharvaveda are too numerous to quote :

(a) Proper names : apdld, dlina, illb'ipa, kaldpa, kali 3, kulifi,

fchefd, palastijamadagni, plati, pldyogi, balbuthd, bhala/"tx,

tndtafi, mt'idgala 2, mudgaldnl 2, I6pamudrd, vibdft, sinled/i 4.

(b) Generic names of animal and vegetable substances, etc. :

dla '

poison
'
in dldkta ; ulapa

*

undergrowth
'

; palapd, a kind of

tree, in apaldpd, supaldpd ; pippala, a berry 3, and sup'tppala,

bdlbaja in balbajastukd, a kind of grass; libujd, an ivy 2
; vialkap&i

a plant ; palmal'i, a tree 2
; pimbald-, a fruit

; ftpdla, a water-

plant ;
uluka ' owl ', and in tilukaydtu, pupulakaydtu ; piplld

'ant', plusi, a gnat, lodhd 'fox'(?j, lopdpd 'jackal', sdldvrkd

'jackal'(?/2.

(c) Other words, in which I seems to belong to the radical ele-

ment, but which do not belong to any recognized word-group :

akhkhallkftya,
f

having shouted
',
dlakam ' in vain '

2, alaldbhdvat

'rustling', of water, aldtrnd (?) 2, aldyia (?), udumbald (?), ulba
1

placenta ', and perhaps also in anulband 2, auldnd (?) ; kalmali

'glimmer' (?) in kalmallkm (2), kapaplakd, klldla, 'drink,' in

klldlapd, kala ' nest
'
in kulapd, kuldyaydt, kuldy'tn, mahdkuld,

fctilipa 'axe' 2 : kulphd 'knuckle', kulyd 'stream' 3, kfela 'prec-

ipice', kaulitard (?), khdlu 'truly', khilyd 'barren land' 2,

gdldd {?), jdldsa
'

healing
'

2, and in jdldsabhesaja 2, jdlpi
' whis-

pering' 2, tdlpa 'bed' in talpaftvan, tilvila 'fruitful', and in

^/tilvildy, pldpi
e

'

spleen' (?), phaligd 'basin' 4, phalgtia 'stam-

mering' (?), phdla 'ploughshare' 2, bhala 'indeed', mala (?),

laldma '

spotted
'

(?) idngala
'

plough ', logd
' clod '

2, pilpd in

supilpd
'

patterned
'

2, pulkd
'

purchase money
'

2, salalfika (?) 2,

vilika (?) in s'dikamadhyama, sidld 'brother-in-law', hlfidika
' cool ', and in hlddikdvat.

(d) Verb-roots shewing -forms only are few : gld
' be weary';

mil ' wink '

;
mid ' soften

',
and in dnabhimldtavarna ; lubh

'be lustful'; parallel to r forms are ulkd 'glare' 2, kala 'frac-

tion' and prakalamd, kola 'time', klopa 'cry', caldcald 'stag-

gering ', pulu
'

many
'
in pulukdma, pulvaghd ; plu

' swim
',
and

in plavd
' boat'

;
mtila ' root' and in sahdmula ; mluc 'hide', labh

'
seize

'

3, and in suldbhika, lip
' anoint '

3, ll
' shoot '

(?) and in

idya, I6man 'hair' 2, I6hita 'red' in rilla-lohitd, vdlpa in $atd-

valpa, sahdsravalya 3, vispulingakd 'spark-throwing,' ^v
'

pursue
'

2, and aohivlanga, palyd
' arrow ', ptila

'

point ', slid n
slldntdwff.

(e) Suffixal I is not common : -la kapila, madhuld, stauld : -ala

in achandala, 'Cupola (in upalapraksin), khargdld, khfcjala,

jdthala, trpdla 2, idngala^ vrsald, pabdla : in -ala klldla casdla 2 :

in -ila tttvila 2, trdild (and in dtrdila) : in -ala anguld in dapdii-

guld: in -ula piptda : in -vala dkrswala, vidvald: \n-lydpdtalyd,
mdrjdlyd pdmulyd : in -It kalmali and palmali 2. Of the above

only anguld, tipala, jdthala shew parallel forms with r.
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Of the 116 words and groups roughly arranged as above only
40 occur more than once in Rv. : and as we have seen, there are

only 25 other words and groups, each occurring at least ti\

times. Nearly half therefore of the words containing / in RV.
are U7ra Aeyo/tcra.

< L28. In period A then, I had almost disappeared, presumably
under Iranian influence. Its use then rapidly advances, much
more so than is the case with all the new linguals put together.
Amongst the new words many were probably non-Aryan : but
the li>t irivi'ii supports the general view of the comparative gram-
marians, that the true tradition of the Indo-European I was not
lost. For amongst the first words to reappear in the poetic
vocabulary are pl6ka (icXwu), "/"/

>), root v<tl>j

palitd (TroAtos), in all of which Indo-European / can be plausibly
suggested : and three shew suffixal -la. ulokd may be a half-way
form between rokd (cf. roc<tnd with a similar meaning) and loka.
But in most words original / had been irrevocably changed to r

re the reaction set in.
1

124. Letter /, Table of occurrences.

Kefer to
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F. Sandhi.

125. Sandhi combination of vowels is everywhere progres-
i) the Rigveda. Under this heading we include here only

external Sandhi, and internal Sandhi in compounds. Flexional

Siuulhi is more conveniently treated under the heading of flexion,

luit has boon partly discussed already.
The frequency of Sandhi appears to depend entirely upon the

first of the two vowels concerned, that is, upon the final vowel of

the prior word or prior member of a compound, except in those

cases in which t, *, w, w, are followed respectively by similar

vowels : for instance a r combine just as freely as a a.

(a) External Sandhi.

126. After final a a Sandhi combination is regular in RV.
and AV. The proportion of occurrences of hiatus (except at the

caesura) declines regularly from 20 per cent, in period A to 5 per
cent, in periods C,, C 3

.
1>3

127. At the caesura hiatus after a a is relatively more com-
mon: I have noted there 210 instances, elsewhere 447. In period
A those metres which employ the caesura are rare as compared
with period B, but the instances of hiatus there are almost equal.
Hiatus apart from the caesura is almost twice as common in

period A. 2

128. Where i, i, u, u, are followed by similar vowels respec-

tively (of which the instances are not very numerous), combina-

tion is regular. Hiatus is, however, not uncommon, nor confined

to any special period : the instances are about 1 5 per cent.
3

129. After h'naU & hiatus is the rule. But when the first word
is a pyrrhic, as pdri, dnu, uru, combination is rapidly progressive
in RV., the proportion of combined forms being in the respective

periods 18, 25, 33, 50, 63. In the great majority of instances we
have prepositions followed by their nouns or verbs : and we can

readily believe that this relationship favoured combination : but

other words of the same metrical type seem to give the same
results.

3

130. Otherwise combination after i it u is quite rare,

though somewhat more common in the periods Cp C 3
.

3

131. Where final ah is followed by the initial vowel a, hiatus

is the rule in RV.: but combination is progressive.
3

132. There are several instances in RV. of combination in

positions in which it is not permitted in classical Sanskrit.

Where the second word is iva, it is simplest to suppose that va is

to be read, even though it is not so written : see below under

Particles, 457.

133. Combination of e ai with following vowel is rare and
late. Examples will be found i. 59. 3

;
79. II

;
85. 7

; 118.7(?);
162. 7; iii. 29. 3; v. 30.3; 61.9; vi. 9. 2

; 48.18; vii. 1. 19; 72.

3; Val. 10. 3
;

x. 75. 2
;

79. 6
;

85. 40
;

145. 0; 161. 5
;
166. 5.

3

1 For the AV. no complete collections have been made : see p. 204.
* See Table 142.
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.^ 1 34. Combination of tinal ah with initial vowels other than

O, ;md of final </A, is occasional, in the early hymns and the latest :

somewhat similarly am or some other vowel followed by m with
a following vowel, in which case it is often obscured in the text.

Examples: erA + erii. 20. 8; ah + i vii. 86. 4 : <it< + u x. 90. 4; aA+ r

x. 87. 1 : 't'h+ o v. 52. 14
;
'ah+ a i. 177. 4; ah + u iv. 84. 3*;

dm+a i. 14. *3
; iii. 59. 2; am'+M x. 93. 10; </m + <? vii. 19. 5;

7 x. 20. 2; tim + a x. 144. 5. The interesting combination
^-a seems required x. 158. 2.'

Instances also capable of other explanations are : ah + a vii. 41.

6
a

; x. 129.6'; ah + i (i) viii. 1. 26'; x. 86. 16, 17
4

;
ah + ,i iii.

30. 21*
; x. 51.9*; am + a vii. 66. 8'; x. 135. 7'; am+u i. 161.

8*; am + r vi. 17. 7.'

(b) Sandhi in composition.

.^ 135. In compounds of which the first element ends in

Sandhi is the rule : uncontracted forms being almost entirely
confined to period A, and to those words in which the second
element begins with a heavy syllable. In the following cases

only of compounds in -apva is resolution suggested by the metre :

,-r<i i. 1-J2. Wjlrd-apva i. 141. 12, ^/dvd-a^va v. 52. l
t saptd-

\. 45. 9. Similarly saptd-asia appears only in x. 40. 8. As
in classical Sanskrit, prdilga (for prd[y]uga) is always uncom-
bined.

Other examples of uncontracted compounds in RV. are dcha-ukti 4.

Ira-tidhan, indra-utd, uktha-arkd, urja-ad (f), kr$nd-adhvan 2, lest-

". </lirf<i-anna2, candrd-ayra 2, trptd-aiicu, ddnd-apnah, daand-
oktih, devd-iddha, pra-it idha. ratha-uqha, vi^td-anta, sahasra-
arghd, supra-ttu, svd-etu : a-artana, a-i$fa indra-agnl (for indra-agnt)
18, tua-uta 2. In AV. prd-apti. Although sapta-ryi is written, yet

i-fi is to be read both in KV. and AV. 6

.^ 136. Monosyllabic elements in f- M- (e. g. dvi-9 tri-, ni-, w-)
are not combined with dissimilar vowels except occasionally in

ase of 8U-: similar vowels are only found after su> : here
hiatus is more common in A, and combination is more common

. For 8vid, svdha, see above 83
;
for svdr, svargd, 78 ;

su+ rtd gives us sunfta, su + itd uutl^,both old words.

Longer elements followed by similar vowels are rare ;
combina-

tinn seems to be required, as in prdfiti, prat\tiay prt'Ul

When dissimilar vowels follow, hiatus is required, except as in

tli next section.'

8 137. Where the first clrmnit is a j.yrrlnr, :uid is followed by
a 'lissiniilar vowel, hiatus in the nil r in |KTIO<| A,

rapidly gains ground. For rtij, t/'iryiiti, see above ^:<. In

AV. hiatus is only noticed in A</V/-pva 2.*

138. Compounds of which -ac, >atlc is the second elen

lose the initial a of this pan in certain positions : the preced-

1 Where, of course, the nasal represents merely the nasal coloring of
a pure vowel in a true open syllable, and we are not to be misled by the
pada-pdtha, ED. As a Tristubh with extra syllable nt tl..- . MUM

3
Reading ydm for iydm. 'Reading sd for wdf. See Table, 148.
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ing vowel being lengthened by compensation. In those forms in

which -ac is retained we find akudhriac, asmadrlac, niac, nidn-

cana, as in 136. After pyrrhics rjuac only, but dadhidc and

dadhydc, pratidc and pratydiic, and cvityac as in 137 : the

examples are included in the table under that section.
1

139. Where the first element ends in -as, -e, -o there is no
contraction.

140. Prepositions followed by verbal nouns follow the rules

just given, and the examples are included accordingly.
141. For external Sandhi I have made a complete collection

of the instances in RV., which, however, is too lengthy to pub-
lish now. For the AV. I have made no collection. Even in the

RV. the metre is not always a decisive guide, and it is still less so in

AV. There is no reason to suppose that the occurrences in AV.
of hiatus are more in number than is represented by the cal-

culation used,
8

in which they are reckoned as twice as many
as those occurring in C, and C

Q together. After a more complete
study of the metre of the RV. and AV., a complete list of the

instances of hiatus would be in place. Benfey's calculation that

hiatus is more frequent after nd '
like

' than after nd '

not,' is

sufficiently accounted for by the evidence that nd ( like 'is an
earlier word.

3

For Sandhi in composition the requisite material is available in

the respective indices verborum.
142. Table of Sandhi variations.

Refer to
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A, A are included) gives a heavy syllable, and a short vowel not

so followed, a light syllable.

(a) ch is almost always to be read as a double consonant <//.

(b) ks sometimes counts as a single consonant : e. g. ndks,<-
\ i. 63. 3.

(c) n m h are not always taken into account : e. g. dhhasah
i. 58. 9, MMyom pansi x. 148. 4, rtasdpah satydh vi. 50. 2.

(d) a final vowel left standing before a vowel is regularly short-

ened : e. g. kd asinai i. 77. 1, /"//*' <ipaiisi i. 85. 9, vajt drva
vii. 44. 4 : but not a of the dual where it is left standing accord-

ing to rule before u.

CHAPTER II. NOUN-INFLEXION. 145-286.

A. Stems in -a, -a.

145. Masculine and neuter nouns in -a form the instruni.

sing, occasionally in -a. We may exclude from consideration

those words which as adverbs retain the older form in all periods:
s.uch are and, adna, and perhaps others.

Masculine forms (Lanman, ppv 334-5): ghand 4, ghrnd 5, cam-

asd, tud 5 (Gr.), dand 4, yajnd 3, hdva, himd 2. Less certain

are krdnd 7, and too- (too-) in the following compounds : tu'esita,

tu6ta 20, tu6ti 3, tuddatta 2, tudddta 4, tudvrdha 3, tudhata.
66 exx., of which 47 are in A, one only in C.

Neuter forms (Lanman, pp. 335-6). Of these mahitvd 40
seems to become crystallized and is found almost equally often
in all parts. From other words we have 27 forms only in RV.
and Av., chiefly in periods A and B.

Although even in period A the forms in -ena are nearly three

times as frequent as those m. and n. in -a, yet the number of the
former increases rapidly in the succeeding periods : which seems
to indicate a growing predilection for the use of this case, even
before the passive construction became usual.

1

146.
l

Homophonous
'

instrumentals. Much more common
are similar forms from feminine stems in -a (Lanman, p. 358).
From Lanman's list we may withdraw as uncertain agriya,
itudhyd, guha, dvitd, the connexion of which words with this

class is doubtful.
8

Several words still remain as to which we
may doubt whether they were felt by the Vedic writers as nouns
or as adverbs, e. g. Irmd, samand. We may add to the list

bandhtita iii. 60. 1
;

x. 144. 5, and the corresponding forms from

1 See Table 164.
8 There is also only one occurrence of tanyatd, not three, as L. states.
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radical ~d stems (Lanman, p. 447). The whole no. of forms in

RV. then appears as 229, in AV. 8 : in periods A and B they are

equally common.
The corresponding forms in ~aya are decidedly more numerous

in RV.; I have counted 362, not including the form ayd. In A
and B these forms are half as common again as those in -a : in

C, twice as common : and afterwards they are almost exclusively
used.

1

147. Lanman suggests t/-</, d-d as the original case forms :

the latter would next become a-d by the rule vocalis ante vocalem.
Of the first form he finds a trace in mahitvd viii. 25. 18: and

though it is easier to read mahitvand, yet the fact that we ha\ <

other such pairs of forms still makes it likely that -and is an

experimental form of instr. sing, for the masc. and neuter, paral-
lel to -ayHk for the feminine: for the "stem" -tvana see below
310.

The longer survival of the feminine instrumental in -d is, as

Lanman points out, largely restricted to the feminine abstract
nouns in -td and -i7, -//'' Apart from dissimilation, which works
in the latter case, nouns thus forming a class have probably more

resisting power : and we may compare the feminine abstract
nouns in -ti, which likewise maintain somewhat longer the similar

instrumental in -(1. See below 181.

148. Masc. and fern, duals in -a. These, whether from stems
in -a, -d or from consonantal and other stems, are regular in RV.
before consonants and -z/, and at the end of even padas. Even
in C, Ca

the forms in -au are only one quarter of the whole.
Nevertheless 28 such forms occur in the periods A and B, as

compared with some thousands of the -d forms : and these are
not to be explained away upon any hypothesis of appended verses

or corruption of the text. The poets of book v. (the Atreyah)
\\--ul.l seem first to have accepted the innovation.

The passages in which -au occurs are i. 95. 7
;

120. 2
; 140. 3;

ii. 27. 15
; 30. 6

;
iii. 54. 16 ; 55. 11

;
iv. 41. 2

;
v. 34. 8 (bis) ;

36. 6 (bis); 37. 5; 47. 3; 66. 1
; 68. 4; vi. 59. 5; 60. 14 (bis): ^ ii.

70. 4
;

84. 2
; 93. 2

; viii. 35. 4, 5, 6
;

ix. 70. 4
;

x. 65. 5
; 113. 7 ;

besides 55 occurrences in C, and C,. In all, 83 exx., of which Lan-
man gives 2 on p. 340, 48 on p. 341, 4 and 28 on p. 576. The
form astnu *

eight' is not included : see below $ 272.'

149.' The dual in -A (masc.). This is a genuine old form, of

which there are 17 occurrences, all in A.' -<J at the end of an odd

pada before 7) is a graphic peculiar! >hortened
wh !< it tUlku before another vowel with hiatus (vi. 63. 1; 67.8)
i- in accordance with general rules; see above $ 144. The numeral
asffi appears as a dual in K\ .. ami the tWm "*'/ rests only on the

authority of the;' in x. 27. 15. In th< < 'impounds indra-

15, we find -a rather lat<

1 Lanman's list includes the pronouns imau. etau, tait, yau, etc. : but
we have to add teitix.90.lt.

* See Table g 164. * Lanman, p. 843.
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150. Instrum. etc. du. For the form -fMlm see above 89.

151. Tin- LT*'n. loc. du. is found occasionally in -oh (Lanman,
i. This variant po^il.ly belongs to the periods A B only.

1

< l.vj. Num. \<>e. plur. mase. in -daa/i. (Lanman, pp. 344 seq.)
i in period A tin- form -<lh is half as common again ;

in B
5

and B n il is twice as common : in C -dsah rapidly dies out.
1

In several passages Lanman suggests that -dsah should be read

by way f emendation for -<i/i : but it seems hardly probable that

aiiy Ycdie recension should have removed in some half-dozen

verses a form which occurs more than 1000 times in RV. For
/,, which is clearly the correct reading in v. 41. 4, cf.

above 136, 143 (h). In iv. 37. 4; v. 41. 9
;

vii. 35. 14= x. 53.5;
x. 78. 6 ;

x. 94. 11, the alteration is somewhat favoured by the

metre, but in four cases out of the five the defective syllable is

missed at the caesura, and a metrical irregularity is therefore not

improbable: whilst in the remaining case (v. 41. 9) even the pro-

posed correction would not give a regular verse.

In these passages the correct number of syllables can also be

restored by our reading -aah or -adh : but even so this would be

no evidence of an earlier form, since the few examples are scat-

tered over all parts of the RV. For the supposed trisyllabic
forms of devdh, ddndh, chiefly found in very late hymns, any
explanation must be looked for in the first syllable.

For a form in -asah there is even less warrant, klstdsah in the

two passages quoted by Lanman probably has I resolved (see

above 68), but is otherwise regular: darpatdsah, ix. 101. 12,

presents no metrical difficulty.

Finally Oldenberg, Prol. p. 176, suggests in a number of cases

the resolution of the d in -dsah. Of these i. 127. 7
;

vi. 67. 10,

in which kiistdsah is to be read, have been already referred to.

In vi. 44. 8 the metre is Viraj : in vi. 63. 7 dpuasah is preferable.
2

In the five following passages mdrtidsah is to be read, see above
143. Most of the remaining passages admit of similar explana-

tions.

If the RV. gives any trace of an earlier form, it must I think

be in the refrain of the Grtsamadah, brhdd vadema viddthe suvi-

rdh : the double use of which, namely both in Tristubh and

Jagat! verses, may very possibly be traditional.

153. Nom. pi. fern, in -dsah (Lanman, p. 362). This is rare,

and if anything less common in the earliest period. As almost

all the forms are adjectives or participles, the question seems to

be one rather of syntax than of accidence, and the Greek adjec-
tives of two terminations may be compared.
Where the resolution -aah is proposed, we can in viii. 64. 8

read us(a)rdh: the other instances suggested by Lanman are in

hymns of the latest period, and at any rate have no historical

value. The irregular value of vaydh vii. 40. 5 is noticeable, but
as it corresponds to vaydm, i. 165. 15, the termination is not con-

cerned.
1

1 See Table, 164. 2 See above, 85.
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1 54. Ace. pi. masc. and fern. The form -an shews no reso-

lution of -a : in the words <"/.// devd the resolutions puk(a)rd,
(li/i/ir,t are always more probable : in x. 93. 2, b and d resolutions

must perhaps
be looked for, but cannot be relied upon. For the

feminine -ah resolution is only slightly more probable. Lanman'

suggests five passages : in viii. 46. 26* usardh is more probable ;

in i. 63. 5 and iv. 26. 7, the resolution of the first vowel in

,,1'T'ih respectively. But in the last two instances the
resolution of the -a of the suffix is not unlikely, and it seems

required in kaah vii. 60. 9 and manls/tnh \. -J6. 1. Yet at the
most we have 4 exx. out of almost 400 occurrences.

155. Nom. ace. pi. neut. It is not till the period Cf
that the

form in -dni is equally common with that in -/. The accretion of

the -ni seems precisely parallel to that which occurs in 1. sing,

subj. of verbs. There is no transition to the -an declension, for

the neuters of that declension are far less numerous, and them-
selves make the same change.

1

Of the combinations -a -ani, -dni -d at the end of successive

words, the former is more common in the later period : this per-

haps points to a tendency towards the formation of compounds.
The emendation of -a to -dni makes the metre smoother in sev-

eral passages (Lanman, p. 348) : yet it is a priori in a high degree
improbable. For ukthd viii. 2. 30 the simplest alteration is to

'/: see above 143(/).
The shortening of final d before another vowel, with hiatus,

e. g. ix. 88. 2', does not point to a form in -a* : aha is probably
felt as from a stem in -an.

156. Instrum. plural m. and n. The form in -aih is more
< ..imiion throughout the RV.: but its progress is not quite reg-
ular, for it is relatively least common in B,.*'

*

Resolution of at in -aih is discussed by Lanman, p. 350 : in ii.

1 1. j ; \. \. 7
;

x. 24. 2 ucdthaih is probable : again, in i. 129. 8

at(a)r>i'>n: lut in viii. 90. 10; 92. 13 the resolution of a/ seems

to be required. See also 72.

157. Dat. abl. pi. in -ebhiah. See above 99.

158. Genitive plural in. n. (Lanman, pp. 351 seq.). For the

forms in anaam see above 61, 73. For forms in -andm there is

idence at all.

159. Genitive plur. in -an. Such forms, though rare,

undoubtedly occur in the earlier parts of the KV., as also in

from one -u stem, and in rn from one stem in /. There seem to

be also a few forms in -<///<, Imt t ln-se are less certain. The occur-

rences noted are: >////// i. 50. 6 : devdn i. 71. ^ : vi. 1 1. 3
; x. 64.

I i . and almost certainly in vi. 51. 2 as emen<l m
i. 50. 5

; manusyan vi. 47. 16 ; mdrtan iv. 2. 3, 1 1
;

> 8. 1 ;

,i x. 1.2; nfn i. 121. I ; iii. 14. 4
; iv. 2. 15 ; v. 7.10; card-

i. TO. ', ; // Val. 8. 4
;
vandm x. 46. 5 ; pfadm ii. 23.

12 ;
hinsdndm x. 142. 1.* This last instance, the only one in

C, may, as Lanman (p. 353) suggest*, be a haplographia.

P. 868. See Table, 164. Unman, p. 848.

See144d. See 45.

VOL. xnn. 18
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160. The nom. sing. fern, in - several times occurs with

shortening and hiatus before the initial vowel of the next word :

and it stands in contrast to the dual in -a, not (as Lanman, p. 356) in

the greater frequency of hiatus (for we cannot tell how often av
of the text may not represent an original hiatus), but by its con-

forming more often to the rule vocalis ante vocalem.

Lanman doubtfully suggests resolution to -aa in three pas-

sages : in vii. 75. 4, such resolution would be unmetrical, and in

the very late hymn x. 162. (1. 2) it certainly has no historical

importance.
161. Resolution of the ace. fera. sing, seems possible in i.

173. 2; iv. 30. 9; viii. 61. 7 : for kdsthaam, vii. 93. 3, see above
: for vaydm i. 165. 15, above 103. Of. ace. pi. fern, above

154.

162. Feminine dative forms in -yai (Lanman, p. 359) may
suggest an earlier formation : but they occur twice only, in period

B, (i. 54. 11
;

113. 6). The whole group of forms in -ayai, -ayah,

-ayam is comparatively rare in period A : see below 198.

163. Other feminine forms have been discussed above in

connection with the corresponding masculine forms. Of mascu-
line words in -a (except a radical) we have only the slightest
traces in RV. : e. g. updna pr. n. (Whitney, Gr. 355a).

164. Table shewing flexional forms from stems -a, -a.

Refer to
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B. Radical stems in -a, -a.

165. There are numerous nouns in the Veda, chiefly com-

pounds, in which the final syllable appears to be identical with a

verbal root in -a or -a: of these some are declined entirely like

nouns in suffixal -a -a : others shew a distinctive scheme of

declension, similar to that of other root-nouns.

The distinctive forms most commonly found are the nom. voc.

ace. masc. and fern, singular and dual, and the nom. voc. masc.
and fern, plural : and they are almost entirely confined to mono-

tbles and adjectives.
It is reasonable to conclude that we have here the remains of a

noun-system with stem ending in -a for the strong cases, -a for the

weak cases and the neuter gender. The forms with -a stem fell

uii'lrr tin- influence of the declension in suffixal -a in the masc.
and niMit. genders; those with -a stem, under the influence of

that in suffixal ~a in the feminine : with the result that the declen-

sion as a whole became confused and perished, whilst many words

passed completely to the suflixal declension.

166. Before attempting to trace the history of any change
or transition that may have taken place in the period of the RV.
and AV., it is necessary to ascertain how far the transition (if

any) was completed before the earliest period of the RV.
Putting aside more or less isolated occurrences, we find first

that neuter substantives and adjectives follow entirely the suflixal

declension. Examples are very numerous: e. g. lchd
y dyuks/t,

summi, vrtrahd, antdriksa.

So also do feminine substantives of more than one syllable :

/'Z, svadhd, praddhd. Lanman infers for some words of

type a nora. sing, in -d/t, e. g. godhdh x. 28. 11, svadhd i. 165.

6 : but his argument (p. 445) seems to me to lack solid foundation.
To this class also belong dhyd and 2 /y<I, both probably originally

disyllables : and (apparently) the feminine adjective compounds
of gopd.

7. Nor are examples wanting in the masculine gender,

chiefly subttantivea : all compounds in
-//?>//, vi/. <ttit!

ddpagva, ndv<i'j>'", and puroga ae in -;/.
' : and besides these ///"/,-.</, trixtlni^ </<

samstli'i, and xnklni. In xmir ot li. url.ut PI

:he hypothesis of transition within tin- \

1 i< n. >t inadmissilile : hut tin- orriinvmvs are not inrlud'd

in tin- ta>-

168. The words that ivma'm shew in the great majority of

DO6fl r-Tin- that an- rither di-tiii.-tlv r.idi<-al, .r an- OOOQ

to th- radical and sntlixal paradigm-. Ti ^liirtly inono-

-\ llaKir masculine and frininii: ^,as gdy dd, ktd, gnd:
and participial compound- .-nding in ./ ',-dhat ~pa

* over-

see,' -pa 'drink/ Full particulars are given by Lan-

man, pp. 434-453.
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1 69. The distinctive forms in more or less regular use are as

follows : nom. voc. sing. m. and f. in -A, -aah : ace. s. masc. in

-am, -aam, fern, in -aara: dat. sing. m. in
,
-ai: gen. abl. s. m.

and f. in -ah -ah: nom. voc. ace. dual in -ad: nom. voc. masc.

and nom. voc. ace. fern. pi. in -aah : and masc. instr. pi. in -abhih,

dat. abl. pi. in -abhyah, loc. in -asu.

The resolved forms are fairly common in this declension; see

above 63 : and since they are rarely if ever found in the suf-

fixal declension, we need not hesitate to treat as distinctive such

forms as do occur. In the weak cases we find both -a and a : of

these only the first can claim to be primitive.

Closely parallel to the case formation is that of the superlatives
in -atama.
Forms in use common to both declensions are : ace. fern. sing,

in -am duals in -a -au : nom. masc. and fern, and ace. fern, plural
in -ah: the occasional resolution -aah seems to vouch for the last

as a radical form. The extreme rarity of some cases is remarka-

ble, especially the locative singular and the ace. masc. plural.
The tables shew the history of the distinctive radical forms as

enumerated above : it appears that the nom. sing. m. and f. is

equally common in all parts, the ace. masc. is most common in

periods B, and B
a ;

for which an explanation is not easy to find.

Of the other forms some are more common in A, some in B : but

owing to the small number of occurrences, all that can be safely
affirmed is that all are practically confined to these periods, and
have disappeared in period C.

In AV. hardly any radical forms are found except the nom.

sing. masc. and fern, of participial adjectives.
1

170. It appears then that not much room is left for transi-

tion within the Vedic period. The following are possible in-

stances in the cases as yet discussed :

Nom. sing. m. : agregdh ix. 86. 45
; adhryah (?) v. 7. 10

;

ananuddh \. 53. 8
;

ii. 21. 4
;

23. 1 1
;
danuddh ix. 97. 23

; apna-
sthdh vi. 67. 3

; purunisthdh v. 1. 6
; perhaps papusdh v. 41. 1

;

and about 22 examples in AV. and two vocatives.

Nom. sing. fern. : madhudhd iii. 61. 5
; sanajd iii. 39. 2

;
about

10 exx. in AV.
Ace. sing. m. : ananuddm x. 38. 5

; gopdm x. 61. 10
;
tristhdm

i. 34. 5
; madhupdm v. 32. 8

;
and 4 exx. in AV.

Dat. s. m. : rathesthdya viii. 4. 13.

Abl. s. m. : rpyaddt x. 39. 8.

Nom. fern, dual purvaj'e yii.
53. 2

;
su-asasth'e x. 13. 2.

Nom. pi. masc. : priyasdsah ix. 97. 38.

Instr. pi. masc. : in -ebhih ': tuvigrebhih i. 140. 9
;
mith6-ava-

dyapebhih x. 67. 8
;

ratna'dhebhih iv. 34. 8
;

35. 7
;
and one in

Ditto: in -aih: dtaih ix. 5. 5
;
and dhanasaih x. 67. 7.

Dat. pi. masc.: purvajebhyah x. 14. 15.

1 See Table, 175.
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Loc. pi. masc. : dravinodesu i. 53. I.
1

;j 171. Although these forms are not very common, the table

hews clearly that their use increases steadily: and the forms of

tin \veak cases (10 in RV.) are relatively, though not absolu

far more common than those of the strong cases (18 in 1.

Further we have the following
" suffixal

" forms in cases in which
no certain and distinctive radical forms occur :

-tr. sing. fern. : ksmayd i. 55. 6
;

v. 84. 3
; viL 46. 3

; x. 61.

7 ;
89. 3.

Accus. pi. masc. : tapofan \. 154. 5
;

\\r. 2.

Gen. pi. masc. : sakamj<~iii<~n,< i. 164. 15 ; AV.
The ace. fein. pi. forms in -ah seem not rightly reckoned assuf-

tixal forms, as there are several instances of resolution
;

cf. the

voc. masc. sing. But it will still be the case that in the RV.
transition is fairly actively at work in the weak cases of parti-

cipial compounds, and that in AV. it begins to affect the strong

172. The abl. neut. sing, occurs with a apparently resolved
in <int<'iriksaat x. 158. 1; and tadhdtth&al viii. 11. 7: and once

only from an -a stem, parCikaat x. 22. 6 (Lanman, p. 338). As
in the other cases generally the neuter nouns have gone

over to the suffixal declension, these resolutions can hardly be
> of a radical declension.

* 73. We have also a few masculine nom. forms used as neu-

ters, quoted by Lanman, p. 445. Like the fern. nom. pi. in -('tsah,

these forms represent a syntactical experiment : we may compare
the Latin felix audax.

8 174. For the monosyllabic infinitives in -at, see below 356.

175. Table shewing distinctive forms from stems in radical

Refer

g
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O. Stems in -i, -I, -t, -u, -u. 1

176. On account of numerous parallelisms it is convenient to

consider these stemfl together. By -I stems we denote Lanman's

i-s. r .Irrivative -I stems, whether oxytone or not: by -7

stems, Lanman's C class, the radical class of classical Sanskrit. In

some cases the gender influences the form, and it is an open ques-
\vhrthrr tlu- feminine abstract nouns in -ti did not originally

form a distinct class. The words jany- paty- sakhy- have a

peculiar declension in more than one point, and perhaps should

be classed toother as a -// class.

Where the stem-vowel is followed by another vowel it may or

may not retain its syllabic character : in the -i -u declensions it

almost invariably does so
;
but in the -u stems, very seldom.

The character of the preceding syllable often determines this

point, and it has therefore been treated above, 81, 82, 86,

97, 98, and will only be referred to incidentally now.

C. i. Stems in -i,
-u.

177. Nom. sing. masc. fern. From stems in -i, -u, nom-
inatives in -ih

t
-uh are regular: but m 'bird' has nom. s. veh

five times, in various parts of RV. : so once apeh x. 83. 6 (Lan-
man, p. 375). From -I stems nom. -I is regular, connecting this

declension with that in suffixal -a. Feminine nouns somewhat
confuse the stems : thus from jdni (or jany) we have jdrii ;
from bh&mi, Ihfimih regularly, but once oJv&ml (and so in some
other cases) : from drdti vartam, once each, forms in -ih. All

these variants are merely sporadic.
178. Ace. sing. masc. and fern. The regular forms are -im,

-urn respectively : and from -I stems -Im. A few variants simi-

lar to those of the nominative case are mentioned by Lanman
(pD. 378, 407), and have no importance.

179. Nom. ace. sing. neut. The stem is used without case-

ending. The -u form occasionally appears as-u : ur&,pura 12,
n''thu 2. The occurrences are most often in period A. 1

! 80. lustrum, sing. masc. and neut. The forms are -ia, -//<?,
'

: (-ud), -vd, -und respectively. For the value of the semi-
vowels see above, 82, 97. For an isolated and doubtful form
in -I, see Lanman, p. 379.

As far as the -i stems are concerned, -ind is established in the
whole Vedic period, except that the stems paty- sakhy- shew
P'ityri, sakhya : as is also the case in classical Sanskrit. The
development of the form in -ind from an earlier -ia, -yd cannot
be looked upon as a transition to the unimportant -in class : the
use of the -n element is parallel to its use in the -a declension.

Only a few isolated stems besides those named shew occasional

-i</, -yd in Veda. The following forms may be considered as

1 See Table, 210.
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representing such change as was still in process : pdtina iv. 57. 1

and AV. twice : bfhaspdtina viii. 85. 15
; x. 68. 10

;
and AV. 5

times: yopatina AV.: rayina x. 122. 3. None of these forms
occur in period A.
The -u stems present a different picture. The whole number

of forms in -//// is indeed the same in all periods : but the forms
in -'</ rapidly diminish in number, and forms in -und from the

same stems increase. As transition forms we can recognize par-

tieularly kf'itun'1 12, and paptind, and mddhuna (neut.).
1

181.
'

The corresponding feminine nouns in -* shew regularly
-7 in periods A B, and -ia -yd in period C. A form in -I is not

uncommon in the earliest hymns. It is then plain that -7 is not

the result of contraction ;
-i -I are the earliest forms, and the lat-

ter corresponds to the *

homophonous
' instrumental of the -<?

class. Two forms quoted in -ind are presumably accidental.

From the -u stems we have hardly any forms : but a few adverbs
in -"yd appear in all parts.
As distinctions of gender do not directly influence declension

(except in the neuter nom. voc. ace.), I hazard the conjecture
that the forms in -I -1 originally belonged only to the nomina
actionis in -ti : and that the instrumental in -ti existed first as a

gerund, and only gradually developed a full declension. The

change from -ti to -tl may in that case be due to the influence of

the *

homophonous
' instrumental.

From feminine stems in -I we have -id -yd regularly, -I -i only
in the case of pdml, sucdml, which are also nomina actionis.

1

182. Dative feminine singular. In the periods A and B the

forms OJf,
''iri. are used as datives or infinitives, and snastl is used

in the same way in all periods, though the instances in AV. have
not been collected. The forms are no doubt the same as the

instrumental forms in -7. -/.'

183. Dative masc. neut. We may assume for the moment
on the analogy of the instrumental forms older forms in -ye,

lat.r in -ayey
-ave. If this is a true account the change was com-

plete in tin -/' declension before the Vedic period, only th

stems paty- sakhy- she \vin-_r the forms pdtye, sdkhye, as is also

the case in classical Sanskrit. The -u declension again lags
behind, and -_rives us several forms in -we, -tv, but only rarely

A Datives neuter hardly occur, but the normal

forms for the Veda are doubtless -<tye, -arc. Of the later

i\-i<>\\ in -une we have two exam] > I fhune iv. 45.

an early hymn), and kacipune AV. The feminine datives all

give -aye, -<t>

184. Abl. gen. sin-_r . and m>m. ?00. M6, plural, masc. ami

fern. We have two forms in -//<//'. '/'. These WC

may again suppose to be older forms: to the corresponding
in -r//A the -u declension adheres as usual till a later period. Such

S,-r Tahl... |flO
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forms art* not fonml from the stems ./'>/>//-,/'"'.'/-, *<tkhy-, although
in the plural nom. at least tin- metre would have preserved them:

and this dill- .ri.nl- u- to identify these stems altogether
with tin .leeli-nsion. The forms are distributed as fol-

_: n. siiiLr . :*8, nom. pi. masc. 16, fern. 4, ace. pi.

///// L'en. sing. 18 : in all, 87 examples.
stems correspond as far as the plural is concerned.

/A nom. pi. masc. 4 : fern. 1 : ace. pi. fern. 2 : vibhvah

n. \>e. pi. in <tt<ikratvah voc. pi. fern.: papvdh ace. pi.

masc. >. /y/ ''/< ace. pi. masc. 2; in all, 17 forms.

In all these forms resolution of y v is rare: the forms in -yah
are far more common in period A than later : those in -vah are

equally used in periods A and B.
1

185. Abl. LTI n. sing, in. f. of -u stems. These are also regularly
formed in -//: the forms in -vah are only about one-sixth of the

V, but they are formed from several stems. They are equally
common in periods A and B, and then disappear rapidly : all hap-

pen to be masculine. The form in -uah is conjectural. A form
in -'indh occurs once in viii. 5. 14."

186. The history of the neuter forms (chiefly those from

tnad/tu-, vdsit-) is perplexing. The form in -u?iah, which is that

of classical Sanskrit, appears as a decaying form, and is entirely
absent in period C. The form in -vah is far the most common in

A and B, including about three times as many occurrences as that

in -o/i, but in C the proportions are reversed. To restore -uah
for -unah in the text throughout would give this case a more con-

sistent development ;
but the change cannot be supported by any

proof or analogy in the RV. : on the contrary the n. pi. in -Tint

is further evidence for the early occurrence of the -n forms.
1

187. Locative singular. From -i stems the principal forms
of the locative are -a and -au. The figures shew that -a is the

earlier form, and gradually gives place to -au : but the locatives

in ~au are relatively much earlier that the duals in -au. Before
vowels -av appears regularly, except before ?/, where -a stands, as

with duals : but at the end of the pdda (whether odd or even)
is always written.

3 These forms therefore have no value in

the KV. as indications of date : at the same time it seems highly
unlikely that the hymn-writers of period A wrote -au regularly
at the end of the pdda.
The relationship between these forms has been clearly stated

by Lanman, p. 387, who has successfully refuted the hypothesis
that the -an form is due to the influence of the -u declension : on
the other hand he has failed to shew any relation between the -au
form and an initial labial.

The restoration of a locative in ~ayi (Lanman, p. 388) is very
doubtful, especially as amongst the examples given no locative
form appears (except by an unnecessary conjecture) in iambic
cadence.

1 See Table 210. s A few exceptions are given by Lanman, p. 886.
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There are a few locative forms in -2 from fern, stems in -/ <.

^ 188. From -u stems -an is the regular form of the locative

for all genders. Hut \\ e find -itri (m. and n.) in period A, and
the form sdno in B,: and an occasional IU-UUT locative in -t/ni.

1

ci 1^9. In three passages -u stems lorm n. v. a. dual in -uv<l
t -va.

$ 190. Nora. ace. pi. neuter. We have the endings -i, -I, -Ini:

ni: from the numeral tri, tri, trini. None of the forms
from 'i stems are very common : the -I form is rare and only
occurs in period A : tri gives way gradually to trini. Hut with

regard to other stems the forms in -I and -mi seem equally com-
mon (or, we may say, equally rare) in all periods.
The forms in # and -uni are about equally common in A, and

that in -uni grows steadily in favour. The form in -f< is most
common in period B. But the whole number of forms is much
less in period C, as are also the forms of the abl. gen. sing.: and
indeed the -u stems as a whole fail to maintain their ground in

Sanskrit.
1

191. Thus, as compared with the - stems, those in -?/, whilst

in many points more conservative, more readily admit the -n ele-

ment in the abl. gen. loc. sing., and in the nom. ace. plural, but

always in the neuter gender. The cause is entirely obscure.

192. We appear to have an accusative masc. pi. vdyah
i. 104. 1, and fern, citrdtayah x. 140. 3, cucayak AV. (La n man,

p. 395). None of these occurrences are early or of importance.
193. As instr. pi. uti is found ten times, chiefly in A. 1

O. ii. Stems in -X.

194. Like the stems in -, these are almost entirely feminine,
and many are adjectives. The corresponding nominative form for

>i stems is -v<, and the declension is the same as for -t nouns.

05. A few masculine stems occur: the proper names firapei,

.'/<<, in.ituli and s6f>har~t : the nomina aycntis rdstri
4

ruler,'

,' and probably etdri * racer': and the dual form
an epithet of the A9vins. After period A only the nom.

appears of some of the proper nouns, and that but rarely :

for tin- instrum. n >8, 7 i> not a distinctive form. X6bhar\
and jii-thl have Biipph -MM ntary case forms of the -t declension.'

'J6. For thr forms of the nom. ace. instrum. sing, see above

78, 181 : for tin- dat. ^fii. aM. loc. singular, In-low 198.

a. dual has in RV. always the form - : the nom. pi. -ty:

but later the forms of the -i declension -tu(-y<i) and -iah(~yah)
these.

g 197. I'Yminine stems in i are almost as common as those in

J, and the number of forms is even
slightly greater (about 3100

to 2800). Still the -i stems having acquired a distinctively femi-

nine character encroach upon the former : and more particularly

1 See Table 210.
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in the dat. gen. abl. and loc. sing.: sec below 198. Change in

the opposite
direction is possible (Lanman, p. 372) : but it is

much lew common : and therefore for the purposes of the RV.
we may reckon <n-<n,i/<~tn\ as an -I stem: and so too (with Lan-

The changes outside the cases named are : nom. s. -i 2, abl. du.

1 : nom. voc. pi. -l/i 12, in AV. 9 : loc. pi. 1 : about one-half of

s art- in C, and AV. 1

198. The group of case-endings for feminine stems, consist-

ing of .laiivi- -//<//, abl. gen. -yah, loc. -yam, claims special atten-

tion : and should be compared with the corresponding groups
/./A, -<///'>< >f thi* -a declension, -syai, -syah, -syam of

the pronominal declension.

The first-named group is regularly used for the -I declension,
but the forms from the stem prthivi are comparatively so numer-
ous that we reckon them separately. The forms from feminine

stems in -t, at first rare, become in the AV. about equally
common.

In each group we find the same remarkable development :

twice as many forms in B as in A, and (except as to the word

prthivt) three times as many in C as in B. We have then the

right to assume that these forms are just nascent in the first

period
of the RV. : and, since about half the forms in that period

oelong to the -I declension, that the group had its beginnings
there. In that case the y must be originally the thematic vowel,
and the pronoun -declension one using a special -si stem in these

cases. 1

199. Consonantal y is everywhere the rule, and presumably
original, except perhaps in the locative : in that case we must
assume a double stem -I, -I for these nouns, the latter of which
took consonantal value before vowels. Another trace of an ear-

lier -\ stem in these weak cases is found perhaps in the form
ndribhiah from ndrl.

The variants in I (for y) are undoubtedly favoured by a preced-
ini: heavy syllable: thus the forms in -iai, -iah are 27$ of the
whole after heavy syllables of -i -I sterns

;
but only 11$ after

light syllables (except prthivi): those in -iam 50$ and 17$
respectively : and in the case of the pronouns (after the short

syllable) the -i forms are hardly found. But the forms prthimai,
prthividh are 23$ in period A, or twice as frequent as is the
rule : whilst afterwards they almost disappear: and the form
prtliii /' '//// is notably rare throughout.

1 Thus this single word
has a consonantizing tendency, which is progressive : whilst
nowhere else is continuous change perceptible, either in the
direction of consonantization or the reverse.

2

1 See Table, 210. 2 See Tabl6j 105
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C. iii. Stems in -I, -u.

200. These stems are declined with great regularity. In

the strong cases the thematic vowel, except in a few compounds,
bears the accent : and in the weak cases also, except that mono-
svllabic stems are oxytone. It is no doubt due to the accent that

tin- thematic vowel is very rarely consonantized, but is "split"
or shortened before an ending which begins with a vowel.
There is no locative singular ;

cf. radical stems in -/, -ft, 169.

201. Both declensions are, according to analogy and also

ling to the classical usage, declensions of radical nouns.

But the Rig- and Atharva-vedas contain a considerable number
of polysyllables in -i belonging to this declension. All of them
have the accent on the thematic vowel, and in this we have the

origin of the formation, which however does not establish itself

permanently, except in the n. v. a. dual, and the nom. plural.
Most of the stems are feminine : but as the masculines include

one very common word rathi, the number of occurrences from
masc. stems is still considerable.

202. Masculine polysyllabic stems in ~i are given by Lan-

man, p. 369. Of these nadt daksi have no distinctive forms
;

!/ay\ may fairly be included. The metre also favours svurih

in i. 61. 9, to correspond to the feminine formation
;
but I have

not included this in the enumeration. The comparative and

superlative forms in -Itara, -Kama may be added.
The distinctive forms are : nom. sing, -th 24 and AV. 3 : ace. .

-lam 9 and yayiam: dative s. -te 2 : gen. s. -lah 2 : n. v. a. dual

Id 11, AV. 1 : nom. pi. 4ah 18, and yay'iyah : ace. pi. -iah 4:

instr. pi. -ibhih 1 : comp. rathitara, sup. raMtama 11.

The forms become rare after period B.

The only one of these stems that has parallel forms in -I is

,
and these forms (5) occur in periods A and B. The words

therefore tend to disappear altogether.
1

203. The feminine stems of the -i declension are given by
Lanman, p. 368. To his list may be added pr$nni ami .<///-

ami tapani pakati may be withdrawn from it. The distinctive

cases are as follows, omitting those in which the (list im-t ion is a

matter of accent only: nom. s. -ih 33 : ace. F. -lam is, besides

an. I starydm: dat. s. n. s. -/'//A
<

: voe. s. -i 3 :

n. v. a. dual -/'/ 1 i : n<>m. pi.
-/'"// 'J3, besides prfanlah and supar-

ntah: -\yah 1 : ->/<'(/< I : ftOO,
]

, and snparnuifi : -it/an 2:

-ydti 1 : 'in all, 131, 'besides 58 in AV.
These forms as a whole im-r.-ase notably within the V.

period: ami tin- increase, as contrasted with th< .li-.-n-asr <>1 the

masculine forms, points to a progress, i-h utitication of the

stems in -I and I, and the recognition of both as distinctly femin

ine : the importance of the accent being now less felt.
1

See Table, 810.
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204. Two caseR form an exception : the genitive and dative

singular, never eonnmui, disappear in C
a
and the AV. Of the

ablative ami locative singular no forms exist at all. Thus the

field is left entirely open to the forms in -yai, -y<//<, -y<lni, for

wliii-h see above, 198. A few of these forms appear in RV.
205. Parallel forms belonging to other declensions occur as

follows: nom. sing, in -/once in RV., 10 times in AV. : ace. s. in

nce in AV. ; gen. -/<//*, once in AV. : loc. in 4 in gauri ix.

12. 3 : in //';>/, ttuiidm vi. 58. 3 (cf. priyam once in AV.): nom.

pi. in -/// twice in AV. : ace. pi. in 4h arunlh i. 1 12. 19, iv. 2. 16,

ij'~ttudh'~nril once in AV. Except as regards the nom. pi., all

these changes point in the direction of the subsequent fusion,

though none but the nom. s. are of importance. On the other

hand n. v. a. dual in 4 is only found in period A (4 times), where
ccurs but twice : it may therefore represent an earlier for-

mation : nom. pi. in -dyah occurs three times, arundyah x. 95. 6,

ambdyah i. 23. 16, ksou>i>/xli x. 22. 9, the last only being an early

hymn. B-forms also occur from em, srni from the accent we

may infer perhaps another form of the stem in these words.
206. Many root-nouns belong to the -u declension in RV.

(Lanman, p. 401) ; amongst them are to be reckoned prabhu and

dprdbhu. Occasional -u forms are also found from abhti, 2,

purubh'h) mayobhti 7, mbhti, 10 (excluding mbhti, as n. pr.), $ambhu
4: and once each from sabardhu, dhljti, dyu (fern.): in AV.
once each from abhibhu, paribhti : in all, 29 exx. We have no
reason to doubt that transition took place in the direction of the
M declension in these words, but it does not appear markedly in

any one period.
1

207. In spite of the analogy of both the -i and 4 nouns,
non-radical stems in -ft are rare. Of masculines we can count

only krkadapfi i. 29. 7, and prdpti i. 40. 1
; although a similar

adjective maksu can be inferred from the superlative makstitama
viii. 19. 12, ix. 55. 3. Besides these we have compounds of
tnm'i retaining -w, once in RV. (dtaptatanu ix. 83. 1), and in

AV. in one hymn sdrvatanu many times.

^208. There are a few feminine polysyllabic substantives in

Of these 2 juhti
l
sacrificial ladle'" and tami are found

throughout RV. and AV. : camti and 1 juhii
'

tongue
' are early

words : vadhti and pyapr/i are more commonly late. Feminine

adjectives, especially those corresponding to masculines in -nti,

-yu, -su are fairly common : but the occurrences are few, and are
almost confined to the nora. and ace. sing., and the nom. plural.
There are also a few proper names. 1 In the AV. we have a few
feminine forms in -vai, -vdh, -vdm, in imitation of the forms -yai,

.'/''/' -ydm from -I stems: but in RV. there is only one certain

example, and that in a hymn of the latest date.

1 See Table, 210.
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209. There are no other developments of importance in

these declensions: the irregularities of the words arani (or -I),
6sadhi (or -I) and stri seem to have acquired a fixed position
before the beginning of the Vedic period.

210. Table shewing the variants of the declensions in -t, -I,

-t, -it, -u.

Refer to
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D. Stems in -ar (-*).

211. Neuter forms are rare in RV., and do not at all follow

the rules of the grammarians. We have nom. ace. sing. st/<

>//<///// :i, dhartdri 2, vidhartdri 2 : genitive sthatur 6: locative

>!tiin<~ttdrl: gen. plur. sthatdm (Lanman, pp. 422, 423). These
forms occur in A and B : several are doubtful.

1

12. It has been suggested that a trace of a nom. sing, form
in "ir can be noticed where hiatus takes place after the ending

/ : lut Lanman has shewn that such hiatus is very rare: indeed
it happens to be rarer than after final -a generally. That hiatus

happens to occur twice (out of five occ.) before r, and is so recog-
iii/.i-d by the diaskeuasts, is a matter of no importance.*

.^ J13. The loc. sing. masc. has the ending -<irl in two passages
in jn-rio.l A : cf. neut. dhmatdrl above : but // ./// tnd(a)ri occurs

in a late hymn, x. 85.46.

-14. The gen. loc. dual in RV. is in -aroh, though the text
> -roh. Yet the single exception occurs* in an early hymn
a. 9)'.

^ 'J15. The gen. pi. svdsrdm occurs once, in an early hymn
(i. 65. 7). It is a genuine form.

16. The dative and genitive singular of ndr * man ' are

early. The occurrences are ndre 5 (and suarnare) ;
ndrah (gen.) 3.

Even more distinctly is the gen. pi. nardm or nardam early.
The alternative form is no doubt everywhere to be ^read nfndm ;

in one passage only either in RV. or AV. does nrndm seem to be

favoured, viz. RV. x. 148. 4 (an early hymn) : and even here the

scansion nrndm is perfectly admissible. The form is rare after

period B.
1 For the form nf nsee above 159. The reading ndrah

Mom. voc. pi. is suggested by the position in three hymns
of period B (Lanman, p. 428): but the instances in which ndrnh

may be read are over 150, and the variant is perhaps only nu-t-

rical.'

217. From the stem usdr we have voc. usar
y gen. u*r>

loc. usri v. 53. 14 (or nsar't^ as Lanman, unless we read /

at tin- iK'Ljinning of the pdda), ace. pi. usrdh 2. We have also

tin- locative singular m(a)rdm x. 6. 5, pointing (a does /

sing, also) to a formation analogous to that of -t stt-ins. In

several passages the interpretation is open to doubt : but wo may
with Bomeconfxl. ; <n H*r<ih i

2. These forms occur m<>-!l\ in A ami l>

218. I-'Mnn> from the stem stdr (stf) are also rarly : tlu-y

cliii-riy in the jn-rin.l l^.
1

1 See Table. 228. See above. 55 148.
* Still less does the fact thai the diaskeuaats have not recognized tho

lu .in HI i. i-.'T. 10, where it nevertheless ex into. Kuhn'a hypoth-
esis of the late date of this and the otli I. \iiins of Parucchepo. <>n

the contra r \
. th* hiatus confirms the early date to which all evidence

assigns these hymns.
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E. Sterna in -ai, o, au.

219. From rat we have the Vedic forms rdm x. 111. 7,

r<iy(i)<i i. 129. 9, 10
;
and in the gen. pi. ix. 108. 13 we may read

either riiydam y
or rtiy(i)dm. For some isolated compound forms

see Laninan, p. 431.
*

Cf. also 86, note 2.

220. From g6, ace. gdm, gen. g6h are sometimes disyllabic,
tee 66, 71 : such forms occur almost entirely in period A. Of
the two forms of the gen. pi., gdvam, presumably the older, is

the one that has survived : g6nam (g6naam) occurs 20 times,
oh i. -fly in period B.

1

221. From div * heaven' we have disyllabic forms dyauh
(nom. and

voc.) dydm (ace.), and once dytin ace. pi. With
regard to dyaun, as it almost always has this value at the begin-

ning of a verse, and not where a double consonant is required to

make the preceding syllable long by position, we may interpret
the value as diatih. On the other hand dydm (ace.) frequently
makes length by position : we must therefore read dydam or

dydvam : cf. gflm above, and 66. The same reason should lead

us to resolve the vowel u in dy&n : but there is only one occur-

rence.
1

222. Besides these resolved forms the following are more or

less regular in HV., but rare in AV. : dy6h (abl. and gen.) 6, dytin
(ace. pi.) 24, dytibhih 19, dydm 16, dydvd 22, dydvah 22. Of
these the first three (from the stem dyu-) are most common in

period
B : the rest (from stems dyav-, dyav-) are most common

in A, but still frequent in B. Although dydm occurs at all

periods, the form divam is used side by side with it : but very
rarely till the period C : divdm (so accented) occurs in one hymn
(viii. 34) several times.

Closely connected with this declension2
are the adverbial forms

diva (in all periods), and dive-dive (in A and B). The abl. sing.

dyauh occurs once only (i. 71. 8), as does also a voc. dual dydm
(iv. 56. 5).

Of the five possible occurrences of dlvah divdh as nom. ace.

pi. in RV., three are in B, : these forms reappear in AV.
Several forms compounded with pra occur, viz. prad'tva, pra-

divah, pradivi, and (jn AV.) pradyatih. The occurrences are

mostly in B.
1

223. Table shewing variants of the declensions in -ar (r),

-at, -o
t -au. (See next page.)

1 See Table, 223.
* If not rather to be considered as a part of it.
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229. From the stem sdar oblique cases occur in A B only,
with a single exception.

1

230. From puns
' man '

the voc. pumah is once found, ix.

see below 265.

i' orras from the stem dcds *hope' occur through-
out RV. aii.l AY. 1

Although in the consonantal declension generally there

are but few H
%
LTIIS of the distinction between strong and weak

forms of tin- stem, in stems ending in -h there is much variation.

Then of both kinds from -sah in strong cases: strong
forms only from -vah: weak forms only in other adjectives.

In period A strong and weak forms from the stem -sah are

equally common : afterwards strong forms only appear. There
is no reason to suppose that the metre has appreciably influenced

the <|urmtity. In viii. 81. 7 it is desirable to restore satrasdham

(text satrasdham).
1

233. Compounds ending in the roots -vac, -sac, -sap occur
in KV. and AV. only in strong cases, and with lengthened vowel:
and even of the forms assigned to -vac only a few shew weak
cases, nabhah n. pi. occurs once, ndbhah ace. pi. with a differ-

ent meaning : dcds has the short vowel, ukthacds the long vowel
in all forms that occur. In none of these points is there a trace

of any movement within the Vedic period.
;: 'J34. From dvdr 'door' we have ace. pi. durah 24 times,

durdh 1
,
as if from a weak stem d&r : the occurrences are chiefly

in B. A nom. pi. durah occurs i. 188. 5, in a late hymn.
1

235. Table shewing variants of consonantal declension.

Refer to

1
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course as to the gen. sing.) the forms with -as stem are very
much more common in all parts of RV. and AV. : and we have
therefore every reason to suppose those with -as to be only tern-

iv variations : they occur chiefly in period B.
On the other hand us<isa is much the commoner form of the

dual : including the compounds we have 2<) ex\., lut only four of

'. none in A. It is not possible that this result is due to the
: clearly any such argument would equally apply to the

metrically equivalent forms of the ace. sing, and nom. pi. The
evidence therefore shews that ttstf.td dual is the earliest form
known to the Vedic poets : and if so, the occasional occurrence

N-'feam, usdsah under the double influence of the nom. sing.
and the n. v. a. dual is not surprising.

1

too occurs once topdsti (viii. 38. 2), in A.
_.J7. The strong stem appears in nom. sing, jam'ih vii. 58. 2,

passage.
J38. An irregular nom. sing, in -an appears in su-dvan 9,

tvataviin 2 in A and B. 1

_39. Certain words, shewing generally -as forms in RV.,
rtheless give ace. sing, -am, nom. masc. pi., nom. ace. fern.

pi., -<///, a> it from stems in -a. These forms are discussed by Lan-

m.in, pp. 549-553 : the theory of "contract forms" which is put
forward is opposed by all we know of the tendencies of the lan-

guage in the Vedic period, and gets but poor support from the

comparison of the Greek. The facts, which are difficult to define,
rather point to an original combination of an -a and -as declen-

sion : and if so, we must keep apart those words in which a full

< clension is maintained, e. <_r. >,<Ui.i. <?c<l. It is not easy to

believe that the ap<is of the RV. became apd of the AV. by a

process going on in the Vedic period, in the entire absence of

parallel changes.
.40. That the ace. sing, mahdm is more closely connected

with a neiit. nom. mahdh than with other forms of \\\\^ word
seems probable enough : there are 23 forms, all in A and II.'

241. The form sajdsdh nom. pi. clearly Montr* here. Com-

ing to be regarded as an adverb (cf. l>el i. it i* twice

used with duals in RV.: and the writers of the \V may have
looked upon the form in this li^ht. Tin iv are nii ccur-

1!V., nearly all in A: and tlnvr in AV. (\Vhitney).
With it we may clas- -.Tiirriiiir ""re in A. 1

242. Of the other'forms suggested the following seem well

id.-d : ;ir, . sing, vedhdm 2, #> / 2:

ace. pi. in. t'.

/,, I I formi in .ill. Ol u bioh S are in A.'

re are no forms in RV. from a stem : see

ibov<
neut. nom. acc. sinur . '"! in > used

-i.ially) in It instances givm 1\ Lanman t'r-Mn KV., and 3

See Table, g 848.
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from AV. The occurrences are rather more common in the later

hymns.
1

245. The instrum. sing, in -ah occurs six times at least (Lan-
man, p. 562) : the certain instances are in A and B,.

1

8 246. Jfdnu takes its forms from the two stems mnu-
9

manus- : the abl. gen. sing., n. v. a. pi. mdmtsah, are well estab-

lished in A and B : the derivatives mdnurhiia, manusv<'it^ and
nanus are much more common in A. For the instr.

and dative singular mdmmd, mdnave are a great deal more com-

mon, and apparently earlier : whilst it is remarkable that the

nom. and ace. sing, are decidedly rare. The forms from stem
't- linger in C, but the word as a whole gives way to the

derivative manusyd.
1

Stems in -as, -is, -us are prevailingly neuter : and it is

noticed that the nasal element is established in the n. v. a.

pi. (-dnsi, etc.) of this declension much earlier than in either the
an or -a declension. It is unreasonable to regard this form as

shewing a strong stem.

248. Stems in -as, -is, -its.

Refer to
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wise it might be still rarer in that period, yet the figures shew
once more that the metres do not largely influence the forms in

:n iy part of the RV. 1

\Ve may reasonably conclude that -an is the earlier formation,
and -ani clue to the analogy of other declensions and the general
tendency to expansion of flexional forms.

j~>0. The n. a. neut. plural has the three forms, -a, -a, am/
the first two, so long as they are used, being about equally com-
mon. 8 The form in -ani has in all periods more occurrences than
the other two put together : but in A the forms -a, -d are 40 per

of the whole, and in B as many as 47 per cent.: then they
lly disappear. The theory of transition to the -a stems does

not suit the general facts well. For the Rigveda a more correct

statement would be that the element -ni as sign of the neuter

plural appears first in the stems in -as, etc. : next optionally in

the stems in -an, -a in the order given : and finally establishes

itself as the only form in all neuters plural. On the other hand,
as the forms in -d -a are most common in period B, it is quite pos-
sible to regard -dni as the original form, and -a, -d as temporary

i lions which reach their maximum in period B.
1

:'>!. Connected with these stems we find certain "abbre-
<l
" forms of the instr. sing. From the noun for 'greatness'

we have in A most often manind, in B mahnd ; in C, C, most
often mahind, in AV. mahimnd. Other case-forms from the

stem mahdn are not common. It is therefore not easy to take as

.ur Martini: point a stem mahimdn, instr. mahimnd: so far as

the RV. shews, mahind mahnd are forms of equal authority, and
ili. former has later been adapted to the stem mahimdn* A simi-

early word is dand (5 times in A) ;
it never adapted itself

t" Hie stem in -man. Other similar formations are sporadic.'
"
Syncopation

" of the stem, or its weakening by the
nini i..n of thematic a, is a striking feature in classical Sans-
krit of all nouns in -an, and of those in which -man or -van is

<led by a vowel. It is there found in all the weak eases, the

suffix of which commences with a vowel. In the RV. and AV.
tin process of syncopation is only partly complete, and it presents
a el.^e parallel to the consonantization of thematic -i -w.

-~>3. The following forms are not affected 1>\ ition

\
r
.: the quasi-'mtinitivt^ dAvdn 9 trdman^ddmaK >iane,

l>l,>i,'mane, and vidmane: the locatives singular, in which the form
'Hi is preserved by the parent or parallel form in -an (though

the AV. shews several forms in -wi): and the n. v. a. dual neuter,
a somewhat rare form.'

254. All the stems in -ran, and the great majority of those

nan are preceded by a heavy syllable : those in -an more

by a light syllable. That the
pree.-.ling light syllable

favoured syncopation is highly probable : but this feature (if not

1 See Table, g 268. ' Amongst the forma in -d I include fir?/}, <ihA.

'The explanation UI\--M by me has been reached independently and
earlier by H. Collitz, B.B. xviii., p. 281 (1893). See also Bloomfield,
JAOS., xvi., p. clvi.
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primitive) had spread to the whole of the -an stems before the

>t hymns of the KV., and exceptions are only sporadic.
1

The -ran stems havr in period A -raw-, in B -vn- almost without

exception : but in (' rvi-n the forms with -vn- have almost dis-

appeared. Stems in -///'/// do not admit syncopation after a heavy
syllable until period C : but after a light syllable syncopation is

the rule throughout.
The facts may therefore be summarized as follows : after light

syllables syncopation is the rule in all periods : after heavy sylla-
bles it has" become the rule in period A for the stems in -aw, in

period B for the stems in -vaw, in period C for the stems in -maw. 8

The lists given by Lanman require amendment in one or two

points: in vi. 18. 7 ndmand is to be read, not ndmnd: in the lists

on p. 525 the occurrence of ddmano-ddmanah in AV. vii. 83. 2

is to be noted. The readings rdjand x. 97. 22, mahdnd x. 6. 7

are open to some doubt.'

255. There are 10 instances of a vocative in -vah, scattered

throughout the Rigveda.
9

256. In the strong cases a is found in RV. in certain stems

(Lanman, p. 523), and uksdnam i. 164. 43, vfsanam ix. 34. 3,

x. 89. 9 are only sporadic exceptions. In 16 passages Lanman pro-

poses to read a in place of the a of the samhita, where the latter

appears as the seventh syllable of an octosyllabic verse. But in

seven at least of these passages neighbouring verses shew that
the iambic cadence is not positively required : the remaining
nine are : anarvdnam ii. 6. 5

;
viii. 81. 8

;
mahimdnam viii. 46.

3
; viii. 54. 4

; rathayclvdnd viii. 38. 2
; pubhrayavana viii. 26.

19
; pdrijmdnam viii. 61. 10

;
dhitdvdnam iii. 27. 2

; tigmd-
murdhdnah vi. 46. 11. In three cases

(ii. 6. 5
; iii. 27. 2; viii.

46. 3) there is some parallel near, with non-iambic cadence : and
the same words or others of similar formation are constantly
used in the Rigveda, and are placed in such positions that a long
penultimate is favoured or at least admissible. It seems that the
iambic cadence is not observed with sufficient strictness in the
earliest parts of the Rigveda, in which eight out of these nine

passages quoted occur, to enable us to accept the proposed altera-

tion with any confidence.
Of forms with short a, many have that vowel in the second

place. Here the Vedic rhythm permits a short syllable, provided
that a long syllable follows. As this is invariably the case with
these words, we may be confident that the short vowel is histor-

ically correct.

We must conclude that the length of the vowel was in all

ordinary cases determined before the Vedic period.
257. For forms from the stem maghdvant, see below 266.
258. The middle cases dhabhih 9, dhabhyah 2, dhasit occur

in the RV. up to period C,.
8

1 Yet the syncopated forms after heavy syllables, though alone in the
field, are not very common till period C. 2 See Table, 263.

8 Lanman, pp. 524, 525.
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259. The stems \\dhan, ndhar are peculiar to the RV., which
also uses </, ///,>//. In the table forms that may represent either
//(///'// or ire omitted : no precise results can be deduced :

I >tit the two former stems do not appear later than B,.
1

260. Case-forms other than the weakest, from the stems
. snkt/i-in are sporadic in RV.

261. For the use of the stem panthan in strong cases sea

above 226.

262. The ace. sing. mti,it/fim is once found, in a late hymn,
i. 28. 4, in RV., and once in AV. : mathl* 1. 5. 8 (in ;in

f hymn) is a doubtful reading. Scarcely any forms of rbhu-
ksdn occur after period A: its declension corresponds to a stem
1-fthnksti in the strong cases, rbhuksdn in the weak. 1

263. Stems in -man, -van, -an.

Refer to
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J. Stems in -ant, -at

264. The RV. has a few forms from the stem ddt in strong
-:IM->. tin AY. one : <l<u< \. 115. 2 ; patddan AV.; pticidan v. 7.

7 ; vii. 4. 2 : pren '20. 3, and presumably ddntam iv. 6. 8,

\ . _'. 3. Of these six forms, four occur in period
A. Vhi tin olher hand we have nom. pi. ubhayddatah x. 90. 10,

nom. sing, dantnh vi. 75. 11, both in very late hymns, and many
forms from the stem d<'mt<t in AV.

In vii. 4. -2, x. 20. 3 the metre causes difficulty. In vii. 4. we
have a regular hymn in Tristubh, and the correction p&cidantah
is clearly an improvement : in x. 20 we have trochaic Gayatrl,
and a verse such as bhrdjate prdyinidantah has several parallels.

We have however no parallel forms in -danta, and even the sim-

ple stem ddnta does not appear till C
a ,
whereas both these verses

are in A. 1

K. Possessive stems in -mant, -vant.

265. Vocatives in -mail, -vah are mostly found in period A :

a

the later form -man, -van is rare till period C.
1

266. Middle cases of maghdvan from this declension are

mostly found in period A. The nom. sing, forms maghdvan iv.

16. l,~sahdvan i. 175. 2, 3 are early : but sdhavan is later (ix. 90.

3
;
x. 83. 4).

267. As for the stem drvant, the forms drva, drvanam,
arvdnah, as if from drvan are presumably the older : the num-
bers do not perhaps shew this conclusively, but they are con-

sistent with it.
1

L. Perfect participles in -vas (-vans), and comparatives in -yas (-vans).

268. Vocatives in -vah 28, -yah 2, belong to periods A B :

yet amongst the occurrences of mldhuah (the only form with reso-

lution) we find three in the period C3 ,
viz. ix. 113. 2

;
x. 85. 25, 45.

There are no occurrences in AV. The later form -van occurs
once only, in AV.

269. Forms from the middle stem -vat are rare and spor-
adic : there are five instances only in RV., none in AV.

270. Comparative and superlative forms in -ustara, -ustama

appear to occur only in A and B. I note vidustara 8, dvidustara,
mldhiistama. Otherwise the appearance of us- in place of the

strong stem is very rare : cakriisam x. 137. 1
; emusdm(?) viii.

66. 10
; dbibhyusah i. 11. 6.

271. Stems in -ant, -at, -mant, -vant.

'See Table,
* To Lanman's list (pp. 519, 520) add adrivah 47, as in Addenda.
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lar is to be noted, although this seems due to a change of idiom

rather than of irrammatical form, and marks a development of

the personal and dramatic elements in the RV. The forms are

commoner in I> than in A, and in C, C, and AV. are rapidly pro-

gressive : so that the AY., which has about the same amount of

matter as B,, has nearly tour times as many occurrences.

The increase i> most raj. id in the forms mdya, mdhyam, nit,
and least so in the enclitic forms ma, me, which we may there-

fore perhaps consider to be relatively earlier forms.
1

278. Kxrept with ///?-, tra- (for which see above, 145),

composition with any case-form of a pronoun is very rare : it is

however found as late as the AV.
8 279. In the declension of the pronoun ta, the later rule re-

<1
ii ires 8(i nom. sing. masc. before consonants, s6 in combination

with initial a of the following word, sd before other vowels.

The parallels in Greek and elsewhere, and the like forms syd, esd,
all point to sd as the original form : and it is practically main-
tained in classical Sanskrit, except before initial a : the alleged
form sdh being little more than a fiction to excuse the excep-
tional hiatus.

It appears that this form before vowels presented a difficulty to

the Vedic writers, and was therefore to a large extent avoided.

If we consider the cases that actually occur, the substantial

point is whether sd is or is not combined with a vowel following.
Combination occurs 31 times in RV. (Grassmann sd 28, s6 3),

hiatus 36 times (Gr. sd 11, s6 before a and double-consonant 23,
before a and single consonant 2) : that is to say, hiatus, always
rare in other words ending in -a, is here the more common. But
it appears that contraction gains ground in the RV., and in C, is

actually the more common, whilst in the AV. again (Oldenberg,
p. 462) we have always, or almost always, hiatus.

As the recognition of a form sdh must have checked contrac-
tion at once, we must infer that no such form was present to the

minds of the writers till the period C a ,
or that of the AV., but

that hiatus was maintained on other grounds. At that time, the
form sdh appeared, and quickly replaced sd before vowels, and
contraction ceased.

Outside a few irregularities which cannot have a value as evi-

dence, we find sdh in RV. only before initial a as s(5, where the
written form is contradicted by the metre, and at the end of even

padas. The latter group of occurrences shews that the revisers

of the Sanhita text recognized sdh as the fundamental form, in

the same way as the later grammarians.
1

280. Of the forms sdsmin, tdsmin, the former perishes
early.

1

281. The nom. sing, esd is early, esdh late : in the middle
>eriod B, both forms are rare : other forms of this pronoun
except perhaps

the duals) are all more common late, see below,
433. It therefore appears that the whole word has developed

1 See Table, 286.
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from the nom. sing. masc. As to ena see below, 433 : the dual

form enoh occurs four times in RV., once as late* as C,.
_S2. The pronoun adds is much more common late :* amti

occurs once as neut. pi. in AV.*

J283.
The neuter kdd is early, k'ttn late : ndkih is early,

/,/// rare except in the period B,.
a

284. The neut. pi. ////?/// is much later than the correspond-
orms Irom -a stems: it is practically unknown till the period

B,, and even in AV. is the less common form. Tin* instrumental

is early, as also is end, except when an adverb.
1

285. The adjectival declension of vipva occurs four times, in

IB.
286. Table of pronouns (flexional forms).

Hof.-r

to

1
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rilAI'TKI! 111. STEM-FORMATION OF NOUNS. 287-312.

287. The formation of the stems of nouns appears, as we
have seen, in a fairly complete state in all parts of the Rigveda :

\vliiT- it is not easily separated from the case-formation, it has

already IHTH discussed : but a few general points still remain.

I ^8. Of monosyllabic root-stems about 1 1 are in use in RV.
;

tf these a large part (about 65) still remain in use after the time

of the Brahmanas, many of these being quite common words.

Otherwise this declension decays somewhat rapidly, and of the

remaining words (from this list, words marked by Whitney
1

as

doubtful, and infinitives, are withdrawn) more than one-half the

occurrences are in the period A.
The older words are : dnh, drc, id, tid 2, kfp 7, ksdm \ 1 AV.

1, ks<1 26 AV. 1, ksip 12, ksu 2 AV.'l, ksubh, guh 2,' gfbh 2, tdn

_'7, trie 3, tuj 5 AV. 1, t'&r 3, ddc 1, div 2, dru 7, ndbh, md 25,

/>*P pdr, pfks 23,/>rc, pft 32, psur, bddh 8, mih 7, mtir, nitis 2,

iiiftlh 27 AV. 6, ran 2, tit, rip 5, rts 11, vds
y vij 2, vid, vtp

16, fJ*, cubh 48 AV. 7, spfdh 24, sr'idh 18 AV. 1, srti, hrtit 2

AV. 1. The various times at which the more important words go
out of use is shewn by the table, 312.

289. Closely connected with the history of the monosyllabic
root-stems, yet somewhat distinct in character, is the disuse of

masc. and neut. forms from the stem mdh. The forms are mahd
(n.) 4, mahe 80 AV. 5, mahdh (abl.) 16, (gen.) 101 AV. 3,

iitafii (du. n.) 2, mahdh (n. pi.) 3, (ace. pi.) 20, mahdm (mahddm)
5. The decadent forms are replaced by those from mahdt. It is

noticeable that there is no transition to the stem mahd-, which
is equally early and to a large extent supplementary.

2

290. In a few words we have a distinct transition to an -a

stem. Examples : (a) from stems in -ac, need 1 AV. 6, tiraccd

2, mod AV. 7, paracd 6 AV. 5, paced 26 AV. 23, paccdtat
4, <ipaccaddaghvan 1 AV. 1, prdcd 1 : (b) from various con-
sonantal stems: bhrajd 1 AV. 3 and cticibhraja: atiyajd, anu-

yajd \ AV. l^jlvayajd, prayajd 3 and AV. 1, cataydja AV.
1 : adhirajd 1 AV. 5,grhardjdAV. 1, dvirajd AV. 1, naksatraruju
AV. 1 : pada 4 AV. 9, besides padakd, pddagfhya 2, and nipddn :

catddura 2, sudhfira : dnapasphura : puroddca AV. 2 : masa
10 AV. 23 : ndsa AV. 1 : animisd 4; mdnsd 2 and AV. 23.

(c) from the root -han, we have derivatives in -hana, -ghna, -ha

(Lanman, p. 479) perhaps in the order named, (d) mahd (see
previous section) may be an instance of transition before the
Vedic period, (e) for ddnta see above 264.

2

291. In the above cases we have the necessary conditions
for a real transition, a decadent formation on the one hand, and a

fully established and growing formation by its side. The stems

1

Whitney, Roots, etc., passim.
2 See Table, 312.
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which end in a suffixal consonant have occasionally parallel forms
from -a stems : but in these cases the hypothesis ot transition is

much less certain. Where, however, the -a suffix is added to the
consonantal suffix the presumption is that the shorter form is

earlier.

292. Corresponding to stems in -van we find anarvd 2 (see
Lunman, p. 526), rkvd, fbhva 2, takvd, vdkva 2,vibMva, pikvd
AV. 1 : to stems in -man, darn< -/. dfofrma AV. 3, priyddl
vipvdkarma, vlrdkarma: to stems in -aw, anasthd, dka, plrsd AV.
5. The occurrences are few and sporadic, but plra is a clear

case of transition.

Besides these we have the two
pairs djma and djman, yama

ami t/dman, the last two words each having several compounds.
Ii would set-in that djmcij yama are the earlier forms.

There are also the lengthened forms anarvdna 2, dfna, ahna
find AV. 1, nydhna AV. 1, purvahnd RV., and <///// /

AV. \ipusdna and satvand 2 : but the forms are too few to enable
us to draw any conclusion.

A few parallel forms in -vas, fbhvas 4, khidvas, pikva* 4, are

early.
1

293. From stems in -in we have the lengthened stems

<<i,paramesthina (AV. 1).

294. Corresponding to -as stems we have -a (or -a) forms
from a number of words : dngira, advesti, dva, krdnda 1 AV. 2,

and in pucikranda, car<~>, '<//</, <Iroka, niravd, purupefd, prthu-
t, vdtasvana, vidradhd, heda 2 and AV 2. The instances are

sporadic (Lanman, pp. 553-5).
There is also the pair of stems pdrdha (with its compounds

]tr<ti;i.irdfm, <;>'ir<lhnn~iti} and <yir^hns (with PiptK$Cirdftaf) : f

which the latter is distinctly later.
1

There are only three lengthened forms noticed, arnasd, ajaratd,
and parlnasd : for avasd is a distinct word from dvas.

295. Corresponding to stems in -us we have ndhusa 3

des two doubtful exx.), mdnusa 3 (besides two doubtful exi.),
and '-'ij'usa. These occur chiefly

1

in period B.

296. The suffix -ka is proper to RV. (i.)
in derivatives of

words in -ac, (ii.) in the word pfirnk<i* (iii.) in the possessives
asrndka, yiuinl. >>. Otherwise this is a growing formation ; and

though RV. has more than 100 such words, and AV. about the

same numl<i, hardly a quarter of these are common to the two
Vedas. Even cka ' one (whatever the reason may be) becomes
much commoner in the later hymns.

1

297. The suffix -/a, etc., is also late: see above 12 J

g 298. The suffix -anta is hardly found before the A V. For
/see above 264. A substantive padnta is a more than

doubtful explanation of the form padntam, which occurs only
i. 122. 1

; 155. 1
;
and x. 88. 1. Occurrences are found of

AV. 2, tarantd, vatantd 2 and AV. 5, vfoantd AV. 2, ctpatiid
AV. 4, sdmanta AV. 6, hemantd 1 and AV. 4.'

> See Table, 818.
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299. The suffixes -t<'tt, -t<ltf, are found side by side in RV.
Of these t&t is the older, as the Greek parallels also indicate : no
forms are t'.niml later than !> : the transition to -tati finds a par-
allel in Latin (e. ur

Example^: > rdtat 2, devdtdt 8, vrkdtdt, satydtdt, Barvd*
' 5 AV. 8, datatdti, grbhttdtdti, jyesthdtdti

\ AV. 1, ./.r.if'.ift' L'7, r,t*t'ttdti 2, pdmtdti 3 AV. \
y 8aiydtdtit

: A\. ;. Th< AV. baa also ayofom&dlt, daksdtM,
each once.'

300. The neuter sutlix -Inian does not occur after B
a , except

onoe in AV. ,'/>;///<///. Kxamples in RV.: ddriman, dhdflman 2,

. lihdi'iin'iii _', r<ir~unan 5, sdrtman, sdvlman 5, stdriman,
i 9. The long vowel has its parallel in the lengthening

be final vowel of the first part of a compound.
1

301. Feminine forms from stems in -man, -van, -an are occa-

sionally found in RV. : but only one such form is found in C
3

and A V. Feminines in -vari are found in all parts of the RV.'
but are most common in C : whilst those in -ra, -mm are hardly
found before AV. For particulars, see Lanman, pp. 527, 528.

1

02. The pronominal derivatives tvdvat 21, mdvat 9, yuvd-
vat, ymmdvat are found in periods A B : but tdvat 6 AV. 16,

etdvat 12 AV. 2, ydvat 8 AV. 40, are later. So 'iyant is early,
but k'lyant late.

1

303. Stems in -ana are found in A and B : Examples :

ivana 2, urdhvasand, cydvana 8, cydvatana, pdrpana 3,

j'.'-thavana, vdsavdna 5.
1

304. Participials in -atd are comparatively early : Examples :

darpatd 37 AV. 3: darpatapri: vipvddarpata 10: pacatd 3:

papyata AV. 4 : bharatd (except as pr. n.) 2 : yajatd 46 AV. 2 :

haryatdy 39.
1

8 305. For participials in -su -yu, see below 421, 427.
306. Stems in -asi are found in A and B : Examples : atasi,

l/KirnaA 11, 1 dhdsi 6, 2 dhasi 11, sdnasi 15.'

307. Of secondary derivatives in -van, maghdvan (as applied
to Indra) and dt/iarvan are freely used in late hymns : but
maghdvan (except of Indra) and rtdvan are distinctly early.
Otlu-r> .-ire rare and more common early : viz. arnatwdn, ardt'n'i'in

\, 'iidhanvan, fghdvan, rndvdn 2, dhitdvan 2, muslvdn, pmstl-
vdn 7, aatydvan AV. 2, samddvan 2, sahdvan 5, sdhovan AV."l,
>' "'Uidimn 5. Feminines in -war*, and derivatives, are not
included.

1

308. Feminine abstract nouns in -td. If sunftd 15 AV. 6
i- ! IM reckoned here, it is the most common word of the class:

li*inity' is used in C. Other words are rare: agdtd 1

ami AV. 1, //m/y,,/,///,;/,/ AV. 1, aprajdstd AV. 1, avirata 3,jandt&
A\. i, 1,,1.1,,,'itri l, suksetrdta AV. ], mvirdtd AV. 2 : and as
iattrameotalfl only, abrahmdtd, isitatvdtd, kavydtd, dlndtd,

See Table, 312.
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2, purusatvdtd 2, bandhuta 3, m'///"/'-/, I'atuta, an,
'

'/. The instrumental^ are commonest in B,, and this

l'.ni i- \ rv probably the starting point of the declension.'

t>9. For the suffixes -??//, -? <~it see above 299.

10. Suffixes in 4vana (Wliitney, Gr. 1240) occur 1 most

1 1. With regard to the history of the suffixes in Sanskrit

little has as yet been done, and the sketch just made is

thiMvfon.' very slight. It shews that on this side also the periods
of the KV. are in substantial agreement with the AV., and

; from the remainder of the RV. Between the periods A
and B it shews but little difference : but in A there is a much

vr use of monosyllabic root-stems, whilst the use of the
\ -ka, and the transition to -a stems is more marked in B.

( >n tlu> whole it seems clear that changes in the suffixes take place
more slowly than in the endings, and that so far they are of sub-

Mate importance.
Stem-formation of nouns.

Refer to

B

jgj
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CIIAITI-i; IV. VKlllHNMKXIuN. M313-365,

313. The verbal system in Sanskrit is of great complexity :

not only is the number of forms in all its parts greater than in

.inv of the cognate languages, but the system as a whole em-
f3 under the description of "secondary conjugation" groups

of forms such as in other languages are usually considered as dis-

tiiu-t though allied verb-systems. For our present purpose it

seems convenient to make a division somewhat analogous to that

between noun-flexion and noun stems : and to treat under the

iing of verb-flexion those parts of the system in which the

variations are almost purely formal, e. g. terminations of all

kinds, the use of the augment and of reduplication, and the intini-

- and gerunds : whilst under the heading of verbal stems we
treat in the main of the growth and decay of the voice, tense, and
mood formations, and of secondary conjugation, matters more

closely allied to questions of syntax and style.
314. As in the case of nouns, we find that the terminations

of the forms of verbal systems are often undergoing" rapid change
in tin- Yedic period, and are therefore valuable indications of

date. But our discussion of noun stems has only been fragmen-
: whilst the verb-systems shew in their use and disuse of

par-
tkular stems change upon the largest scale: change which is

often too slow to aid us much in the construction of a detailed

chronological theory, but which is of great interest in itself and
of importance as a criterion of the exactness of general results.

315. A precise and logical distinction between flexion and
stem-formation in the case of the verb-system is perhaps not

attainable, and is not aimed at in these chapters : for instance the

infinitive forms, though derived from many different stems, are

all treated of under the heading of flexion : and the gerunds and

gerundives are conveniently considered in connection with them.

Personal Endings.

316. Third person singular. In the present middle \vr find

occasionally tin- endiiiLT -' :..nnati<n is disappearing, but

not rapidly, in the Vedic period.
1 Tin- Hi^vrda -hews about 146

i t'n.iii :M items:
1

\i/.. / -"'. (it 8 vid tind
') 19,

S, (rutte, //>,, ,,,!,;, niseve (probably) x. 95. 8, pdye \ 1,

l'., .I'inve 3, hinve 2: j<ingaJwt

'xlbadtie 2, sarare 2, j6guve, yoyuve, carkrte (proba-

See Table, 8885.
7 The lint of forms so far is taken from Detbr&ck. $ 108 ; but J6fe i.

". 1
. and vpV* are omitted, aa the instances are very doubtful.

VOL. xvin. .'i i
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bly) x. 22. 1
;

74. 1
;

105. 4 :' to which may be added nitope iv.

38. 1, Sadhe 23.
1 In AY. we have four stems only, i$e 11, vide,

1 1, .l.t.tlie 3.'

317. First person plural. There are two forms of the pri-

mary ending, -masi ami -///"/<, of which the latter is exclusively
UMMI" in classical Sanskrit. As the causatives are specially com-
mon in this person, and employ almost exclusively the form in

-ma*i\ tlu-M- forms are reckoned separately : amongst them are

included forms from the stem vajdya-. The whole number of

forms and especially the forms from causatives are much more
common in C than earlier : and in particular they are frequent
in prayers against diseases and other charm-hymns. If we con-

sider the relative frequency of those forms which are not from

causatives, we find that -mah forms are comparatively rare in

A B, but in C almost as common as those in -mast. But -mah is

more common in A than in B: a result the more remarkable because
the metres of B decidedly favour the form -mah. Upon the whole
results we are not entitled to conclude that -masi is the earlier

form : it may very well be a variation of an earlier -mah, reach-

ing its maximum of favour in the period B
1 (16:2) and then

again giving way to its predecessor, though retaining its position
in causatives up to the end of the AV. period.

3

318. Second person plural. Forms in -thana, -tana are found
in all parts of the active verb, including the aorists: they are par-

ticularly common in the period C,, and there are many exx. in

i. 161. In the AV. they are much less used.
a

These forms are closely parallel to that in -masi. Although
greatly favoured by the metres of A, they are not most common
in that period. The inference is that the forms are not primitive,
but reach their maximum of favour8

in the period C^.
319. Third person plural. A group of personal endings

which contain the element -r, but are not found in classical Sans-

krit, shew in RV. and AV. steady decay : viz., -re, -ire, -rate in

the present : -rota in the optative : -rire perfect : -ranta, -ran,
-ram chiefly in aorists. On the other hand the imperatives
duhrAm, duhratam are late : see below, 327.* ,

The examples are duhre 7, vidre (rt. 3 vid), p'ere AV.: invire,

rnvire, pinvire, prnvire 7, stmvire 4, hinvire 8 :

B duhrate 2," and
once in AV.: cucyavirata, jnserata 2, bharerata, mansirata:"1

cikitrire 3, jagrbhrire, dadrire, bubhujrire, vividrire, sasrjrire :'

dvavrtranta :

9
in -ran 43 and once in AV., as given by Delbrtick,

10

except that I reckon asthiran as occurring twice in i. 135. 1 : in

-ram 16 as given by Delbrttck : in all, 105 exx. in RV. and 3 in

AV.'

1 For dadhe see Whitney, 669, and Grassmann sub voce.
8 Delbruck, 49, 53. 3 See Table below, 335.

4
Whitney, 550 : cf. 629. 5

Delbruck, 119. 6 Ib. 118.
' Ib. 123. Ib. 121. 9 Ib. 122. > Ib. 124.
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320. Subjunctive endings :

*

first person. For the dual and

plural active we have the forms -<u'a, -ama only : of these the
tWmer is rare, but most used in the periods B, C t

. For the dual
mi-ldk- \ve have a form -vahai, which is also rare and somewhat

For each of the other persons we find a shorter and a

longer form, vix. :

1 sing. act. -<?, -////.

I sing. mid. ~e, -n.

\ plur. mid. -make, -w <////.

It is true that the first sing. mid. in ~e is only found from aorist

stems -, as stuse (Whitney, 894): but the forms seem to be

clearly subjunctive. The ending -iini cannot be rightly termed
a "

primary ending
"

: it seems to stand to -a in the verb-system
in precisely the same relation as in the nom. voc. ace. neut. pi. in

the noun-system.
The figures shew that the shorter forms are in all cases earlier

in <late than the longer: and that the form -vahai may rightly be

classed with the later group of forms, although it so happens that

no examples of the correlative -vahe occur.*

Aorists imperative are seldom used except in the earlier hymns
(see below, 407a) and therefore shew usually the earlier forms:

but it does not appear that any of these endings is appropriate to

a particular tense.

Kxaraples. A. Shorter forms, lit sing, in -a: 13 exr. of 11

forms are given by Delbrtick :

'
of these brdvd, riradhd^ voca are

aorists. 1st sing, in -e (-se): arcase, rftjase 5, ohise, krse x. 49. 7,

^> .W<?2 12, purilse, ydjase, sasdhise x. 180. I,
4

stuse 22,'

47 in all. 1st. plur. in -ma/te: present ttdmahe, t/

_'l. 5, perhaps ind.): aorist /'/ ////.fAe 8 and AV. 1, dhtimahe

3, ydcisdmahe, sanisdmahe; 15 exx., and one in AV. Of all

forms, 75 exx. in RV, one in AV.
II. Longer forms. 1st. sing, in -ant: present carcint', jdhdni

AV. 1. tar&ni AV. 3, dadhdni, ndydni, /-////. / </,//,/ AV. 1.

rajrini 2, AV. 3, vdhani, sandvdni AV. 1, sr
<Ut <njdni : aorist .' , gamdni

'rdvani 2 ; Mim'-lni; stosu -////: in all, 21 exx. in

RV., besides 1 1 in A V. 1st. sing, in -ai: from 11 stems as given

by Delbruck,' of which there occur more than OIK <ti 2,

stdvai 3, making 14 exx., besides y- nee in AV.: of these,

two are from - aorists. 1st. dual in ~vah<ti from 8 stems as given

by DelbrOck ;

7 each form occurs once only : bravdvahai, vocdr

are aorists. AV. has three forms: jtinnyat'iil- njahai 2.

1st plur. in -mahai from 12 stems as given by DelbrUck,* of which

1 Not including those of the "
improper conjunctive ": see g 8M, 898.

See Table, 885. Delbrftck, ^ 5. 4 Delbrflck, aa 9 iing. perf.

Delbruck, p. 181 : but I include also viii. 02. 8 and x. 98. 9.

18.
'
g SI.

' S4.
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there occur more than once ndfdnnifuti 2, brdvdmahai 2, bhundjd-
iiinfun 2, making 15 occurrences: gdmdrnahai and brdvdmahai are

aorists: the AV. has 6 forms, jana-mahai, bhajdmahai 2, bhunajd-
i /<'/, hvayamahai. Of all forms there are 58

exx. in RV., 21 in AV.
8 821. Second and third persons sing, active. We find the

pairs of forms
,
-si ; -/, -ti : and in the middle -se, -sai ; -te, -tai.

MM -Minlary" forms *, -t, are the more common in RV. and
\\ : ami in the Brahmanas are almost exclusively used.

1 But

up to the time of the AV. the longer "primary" forms are grow-
ing in favour. As to the middle voice, -se, -te are always used in

RV., -sai, -tai in AV. and Brahmanas. But the form yajdtai is

found i. 84. 18.*
" In both voices therefore the tendency is

towards lengthening.
322. Dual. The active endings are -thah, -tah : in the mid-

dle the endings -ait/ie, -aite are found in nine words, each occur-

ring once only, and in the earliest part of the RV. : the instances

are given by Delbruck. 1 4 The regular -dthe (2 du.) occurs in the

passive whydthe iv. 56. 6, with middle meaning.
323. Plural. The active endings are -ma, -tha, -an : in the

middle, the 2d person is rare : in RV. there is one ex. in -dhve

(ii. 14. 8)
6
in B, : and there are three in -dfiuai (i. 37. 14

;
i. 161.

8
;

vii. 59. 6)
6

in B, and C : and the latter form as -dhvai is

again found in the Brahmanas. 8 The third person is also rare :

-nte is found a few times in RV. :

7
in the Brahmanas -ntai

9

occurs.

324. Thus throughout the subjunctive mood we have change
at work in the endings, and almost everywhere towards length-
ening : and this change is further accompanied by change in the
thematic vowel. 8 This unsettlement probably tended largely
to the disuse at a later time of the subjunctive mood-forms : see

below, 393.

325. 2. 3. sing, imperative in -tat. This form is increas-

ingly used in the later periods : it is usually of the 2d person.
There are 21 exx. in RV. 8

, and 1 note 18 in AV. : viz. asyatdt,
gachatdt 3, grhnltdt, jahitdt, jdgrtdt, jinvatdt, jdmldt, jndtdt,
dhdrayatdt, dhdvatdt, mrdatdt, raJcsatdt, vahatdt, smaratdt 2,
snttdt*

326. 2. sing, imperative in -si. This appears to be most
common in the period A B,, and is very rare in C or later. Del-
brtlck

9

gives 153 exx. from RV., from which are to be withdrawn
ksesi vi. 4. 4, x. 51. 5 (so Grassmann), and to which are to be
added daksi ii. 1. 10, pdrsi i. 174. 9 : mdtsi i. 9. 1, ix. 97. 42

1

Whitney, 615.
See Table, g 385.

6 Ib. 65.

'DelbrQck, 112.
SRO
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(second occurrence) : yakti x. 1. 6: making 156 exx. : from AV.
I note only k<irst, nlksi 4, r,-kxi, mitsi.* See Whitney, 624.

It is characteristic of these forms that the stem to which they
are attached is in all cases the simple root, although often
IK it her root-present nor root-aorist is in general use. From this

linrity it seems reasonable to associate with them the follow-

ing middle forms, which shew the usual terminations : trdsva 2 :

, mdtsva 13, yaksva (yaj) 3, rdsva _M, >-.insva 4, saksva

(sdc), tr<i<l.hv<un '2. These forms appear to In- still earluMV

127, Imperatives in -am hardly occur before AV. : but
// is found twice in period C

, viz. i. 104. i'7 ; iv. 57. 7.

AV. has inddham 2, duhdm 7, rundhdm, viddrn, fayam 4 : and
the -imilar plural forms duhrdm 6, duhratam 5.

_'8. The impv. edhi (as 'be') is late : daddhi (whether
In. in da or dhii) is early.

J9. Verbs of the -nu, -it class form the 2. sing, irapv. as

follows: (a) ^/-// /'////' (-i) occurs 5 times in the earliest part of

th RV.
; (b) if the root ends in a consonant (except ;i), -hi is

found: the RV. has one exception, urnu ix. 96. 11; (c) after a

vowel or -n, -hi is omitted with frequency in the AV., and

always in classical Sanskrit. But this omission is more frequent
in period A than in B.

The exx. are: -hi retained: imthi, ///>///? 28 and AV. 5,

////////i, t < in nhi 5, tllu'muhi 3, pr/////// 7 and AV. 1, .-///'//*/.

'hi. hinuhi 2: 49 in RV., 6 in AV. -hi omitted:
/'////. 2 and AV. 6, krnu 8 and AV. 26, tanu 1 and 2 in AV., prnw

d AV. 2, tim4, It'iiiu 2 : 18 in RV., 36 in AV. 1

330. The imperative in -<///</ in the -wd, -nl class is late.

K\\. afana 2 AV. 1 : f/r/iandx. 103. 12, AV. 1 : h,,,lh*lna AV. 1,

AY. 1. Uut there are in RV. no corresponding forms
of any other type where the root ends in a consonant : AV. has

''>/K'Ihi.*

'3:n. IVrfect stem. The personal endings shew few varia-

l-"r tin- tir-t and third pers. sing, the ending -' ! <jtioted

tonally as a variant of a (e.g. l>ihh<i;/<~i viii. 45. 35) and twice

as a variant of -"" (/-f/irdi. 69. \,jahd? viii. 46. 37). These
flnvr occurrences are all in period A : the analogy of the dual

and locative forms in -d -an in noun declension make it probable
that -d was the original ending from stems derived from roots

332. Various personal endings normally in -a shew frequent

lengthening to -a.' As this plu imnnn.n i*
probably

not alto-

. dependent of metrical posit im its discussion is not here

inpted.
333. Variations of a formal chara< :n- th< tin matic

or root-vowel may conveniently be referred to here. Of these

'See Table, 8885.
1
Corresponding to masva, we find both imttt and w,

Whitney, $m.
4
Whitney, g 948 c: Benfey, Abh. GMt. Qt. xix.-xxi. (1874-41).
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the most important is the use of a strong form of the stem in the

2d pers, dual and plural of the present and root-aorist stems, in

tlu- indicative and imperative moods. It is less often found after

the period C,.

Examples : present 2 dual yuyotam 2, hinotam ; 2 pi. iyarta
1 AV. 1, eta AV. 1, efana 3, itndtta, krndta 5, krn6tana 5,

juMta 12, juhdtana 6, ddduta, dadatana, tanota 1 in AV., i/./-

i AV. 3, dddhatana I \, pipartana (1 par] 2, pipartana (2

par) 4, punata, bravltana 2, yundkta 2, yuydta 9, yuydtana 3,
A V. _', < i notana 2, sun6ta 5 AV. 1, sundtana 3, stfota

i,'hin6ta 9, hinotana : all du. and pi., RV. 109, AV. 9. Imper-
fect L' pi. ukrnota, akrnotana 3, djahdtana, ddadiita, ddadhata :

total 7. Root-aorist 2 du. : kdrtani AV. 2, gantdm 13, varktam
2, vartam: 2 pi. A;rta 9, kdrtana 6, gdnta 9, gdntana 10, varta,
prdta 4, sdta 3, sotana, heta : dhetana : in all, 61 in RV., 2 in AV.
A few forms are found in the singular : papadhi 2, pipadhi 4,

and from rt. 2 yw, yuyodhi 7 : in all, 13.

334. In the middle forms of rt. o?A the RV. occasionally
retains the thematic vowel : viz. dadhidhv'e 4, dadhisvd 7 and
AV. 1, dadhidhvam 3. The occurrences are chiefly in period A,
and are classified by Whitney, Roots, etc., as perfects.

335. Table shewing the use of the personal endings, etc.

Refer to
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\ But tin- augmented forms in periods A and B number 928 and
Then-fore in A the unaugmented forms are

somewhat less than one-third, in B somewhat less than one-fourth

of the whole : so that relatively
to the whole number of historic

forms they are of diminishing importance.
9

388. If we consider the different tense-stems we find that the

j.hi] >rms are always v.ery few in number, and no unaug-
nu ntf.l forms are found after the period B

s
.

3 As to the present
stems, the relative frequency of the unaugmented forms diniin-

Mie* regularly : a result of which the importance is to some
extent, But not largely, qualified by our previous use of these
>(< -urrences as a determining factor in the assignment of hymns

t the period B rather than A,
4 and vice versa. In other words,

the augmented forms of the present tense grow greatly in import-
ance in the periods B, Ba ,

and after that time become stationary :

whilst the miauinm-nted past forms grow but slightly in import-
ant in B, and afterwards rapidly become fewer.

3

339. Turning to the aorist-stems, we do not find the same reg-

ularity. The use of the augmented forms is as nearly as possible

stationary throughout the whole period : that is to say, the num-
ber of forms is almost exactly proportional to the amount of
matter in each period. If, however, we take into account that
the periods B, and B

a
contain a much greater proportion of his-

torical matter, and in consequence about one and a half times as

many historical forms of all kinds, we find that the augmented
aorist is relatively in disfavour in period B, but loses ground no
further in period C.

a

340. As to the unaugmented aorist-forms, if we take the
whole period B, the number of forms is, relatively to the amount
of matter, the same as in A : so that these forms are in exactly
the same disfavour as the augmented aorist-forms : but on the
other hand in period C they disappear rapidly, though not quite
regularly. But if we compare the periods A and B

l only, the
result is different : for the number of unaugmented forms in B

t

shews a distinct increase as compared either with the augmented
forms or the amount of matter.

6 In A the unaugmented forms
are 24 per cent, of all the aorist-forms, in B

1
29 per cent. The

importance of this result is somewhat increased by our previous
use of the unaugmented aorist-forms, amongst others, as a deter-

1 The amount of matter in B is greater than that in A by about one-
fifth.

r See Table, 358. See the list in $5 410.
4 KZ. xxxiv. pp. 809, 380. On account of the comparatively large

Dumber of forms in this category, some allowance must be made for
this difficulty : but it will be seen by reference to KZ. p. 315 that all
the flexional forms together have had comparatively small effect on
the detailed classification.

6 B, contains about one half as much matter as A.
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mining factor in the assignment of hymns to the period A rather

than B :' see KZ. xxxiv. p. 309.

341. The conclusions to be drawn from the statistics on these

IM, ints are not easily determined: but it would, I believe, be a
mistake to attribute the results to chance, or to consider them as

destructive to tin- ijeneral argument by which the literary epochs
of the RV. have been provisionally defined. The number of

occurrences is sufficiently large to lead us to look for a cause for

the change of proportions : and whilst we cannot but believe that

hymns which differ most widely from the AV. in their

whole structure are most widely separated from it in dai

would be contrary to reason to expect that the same amount of

Ljence should be shewn in every particular.
In the primitive Indo-European or "

Teutaryan
"

lan-

guage the augment was, according to Delbrtick's opinion', a

necessary part of every historic tense-form. Forms without aug-
ment constitute therefore a phenomenon of which we can trace

the disappearance in Sanskrit and in Greek, but of the beginnings
ot which we have no literary record. As regards the forms of

the present stem, the usage is already in decay in the earliest

periods of the RV., but as regards aorist-forms we can trace no

sign of this decay until the period B
a

. The evidence available to

us rather goes to shew that the usage was still progressive in the

period B,. The stationary position of the augmented aorist-

foi ins during the whole Vedic period is a curious result of the

play of several opposing forces ;
and as will appear below,' is

not inconsistent with the fact that the aorist-system as a whole is

already in its decay.
343. Augment <*-. This is not infrequent in RV., occurring

mostly in the period B. Whitney
4

quotes nine verbs, and I

follow him, including <~r/i<ff ami excluding ''ifltfi.' The exx. are

'/,-. '~i>/ukta y
araik 4, drtno*, <1rar 19 and AV. 1,

.///.//*///// ji$*y
in all, in RV. 58, AV. I.

1

i L Reduplication. An irregular reduplication i* found in

RV. in the presents rf/<//-, </<//,;. //;-. Of these </W//I is more
eomimm iii the later hymns, and is also found in the Brahmanas:
the other stems are early.

345. In the perfect a long vowel in the redupli. lable

is not rare in RV., and continues to occur in AV. and Br.-dmianas,

though more rarely. From roots kip and gar wake* it is found
even in classical Sanskrit : with these we are not further oon-

d here.

It is not easy to distinguish these forms from intensives : I

follow Whitney's later classification." From the list given in hi*

grammar* fan must be deleted : to it must be added

8e Table, 8 858. *
Delbrflck, p. 80.

' < :is. :,xv

But see Delbruck, p. 79. I >> I . o.

Whitney, s5 676. ' Root*, etc., pp. 919-98.
8786.
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raith, r>/' <ts 'clothe,' hrs: also bh'i (in the Ait. Biahmana
and Ait. At.invaka only). In the AV. occur trp, trs, dhr, <//</*,

///-/A, wr<, vrdfc, padf, sah: mi, didhi, hid: in the Briihmanas dftr,

<Mr, moA, ran, wa// : /m/.
There appears to be a diminution of the frequency of the

forms including tl in the period C, and subsequently : and in the

is including I and u in the period B, and subsequently.
2

346. The reduplication syllable an is found equally in all

parts of the Rigveda.
1

Examples: dnaje 5, dnajre, dnajdnd,
dndnpa 3 AV. 1. . 'Imtpma, dnapd 4, dnaptih 21: dna-

: <lnape 6 AV. 7 : anapand AV. 3 : anrctih 4 AV. 1 :

dnrce: dnrdhe: dnrdhuh AV. 1. All exx., RV/50,' AV. 13.
a

g 347. The reduplicated stem jabhdra, etc., belongs to the

periods
B and C, and to the finite verb only. There occur besides,

oabhre once in. 1. 10, and the participle babhrdnd once, iii. 1. 8.

There ia no other participial form found.
2

jj 348. Certain verbs having medial a between single conso-
nants drop that vowel in the perfect

3
: and the RV. has several

such forms which do not occur in classical Sanskrit. Examples:
tatne, tatnise 2, tatnire 1 and AV. 1, paptima, paptuh 2, papti-
vdns 2, mamnathe, mamndte, vavne 3, sapcima 2, sapcuh, sapce,

sapcire 6 : 24 exx. in RV., 1 in AV. More than half the examples
occur in period A.

349. Reduplication is absent in a few finite forms (besides
those from the perfect veda), both in RV. and AV. : amongst
which Delbrtlck and Whitney agree in admitting, though not

altogether without question, the following : arhire, cetatuh AV.,
taksathuh, dhise 3, dhire 3, nindima, yamdtuh, skambhdthuh,
skambhuh.* It will be seen that the phenomenon is in no case

of importance, and that many of the alleged examples are capable
of a different interpretation.

2

jj 350. But the Veda has, besides vidvdns three participial
forms without reduplication, viz. ddpvdns, midhvdns, sdhvdns:
the occurrences

9

being far the most common in period A.
;">!. Strong forms outside the singular number occur in RV.

exceptionally twice only: yuyopimd vii. 89. 5, vivepuh iv. 23. 9.

These occurrences are in the period B. %

352. The participle sasavdns is to be read as written in iv.

42. 10 : but in vii. 87. 2, ix. 74. 8, x. 29. 2 sasanvdns is required
by the metre, and the latter reading is preferable in the remain-

ing seven occurrences. The form dadvdns occurs four times in

period Bf
.

1

Whitney, 788. See Table, 353. 8
Whitney, 794 d.

4
Whitney, 790 b, Delbrflck, p. 121 : Delbruck adds dabhuh 2, and

Whitney, Roots, etc., p. 59, tak?nh.
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353. Table shewing use of Augment, Reduplication, etc.
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are not easily distinguished from the corresponding cases of ver-

bal abstract nouns. Amongst the various forms, that in -hi

fairly prominent from the first : but it does not exceed in fre-

.juriicy the otlu-r forms until the period of the AV. A variation

-tftvai (cf. above, 320) reaches its maximum of favour in the

period C,. Throughout the whole Vedic period the classical

form -turn is rare, though it becomes rather more common in AV.
It is noticeable that the form in -turn also occurs in Latin, and

is therefore presumably primitive : yet it is entirely absent from
tin- earliest hymns of" the RV. This fact must be a warning
against drawing conclusions as to date from isolated phenomena,
however striking they may at first sight appear.
Brunnhofer made the attempt (KZ. xxv.) to arrange the va-

rious mandalas of the RV. in order of time by reference to the

use of infinitive forms. Even if it could be admitted that the

separate mandalas are homogeneous, the number of forms avail-

able is too small to enable us to draw satisfactory conclusions

with regard to comparatively small bodies of matter. See Intro-

duction, 6, L'7.

355. If we compare the periods A B only, the changes are

much less striking: but the forms in -taye, -dhyai, and -vane

appear to be rapidly diminishing. The form in -dhyai is hardly
found except at the end of Tristubh padas : it is therefore the

more remarkable that one-half of its occurrences are in the period
A : and it is already rare in B

3
.'

356. In the enumeration of the forms I follow Delbrilck,
2

with some corrections, and with the addition of examples from
AV.

I. Infinitives in -e (a) from -a stems, in -ai : 9 exx. from 5

stems.' (b) from consonant stems : Delbrtick gives 53 stems, 174
exx.

;
of which drp'e x. 9. 7 is only a repetition of i. 23. 21. Add

jrbh'e viii. 10. 3
; abhipracdkse i. 113. 6, vicdkse iv. 16. 4; tt'ije

viii. 4. 15
; drpe i. 50. 5

;
iv. 11. 1; vipfce iv. 13.' 3

; bhuje i. 127.

1 1 : make i. 180. 6
; muete i. 145. 4

; praydkse iii. 31.3; samyuje
viii. 41.6; vrdhe iii. 6. 10

;
vide x. 23. 2

; pubhe v. 52. 8
;
57. 3

;

63. 5
;
also for i. 126. 6 read i. 127. 6 and for i. 167. 1 read i. 167.

6. In AV. tuje, drpe 8, adfifse 2, abddhe, yudhe, ruce, vrdhe,
tubhe 2. All exx. in RV. 190, in AV. 17.

1

II. Forms in -am. Delbrtick gives 36 forms from 13 stems.
Add pratiram viii. 48. 10, ptibliam i. 23. 11, v. 55. 2, 3

; upasp't-
1'ini x. 88. 18, making 41 exx. in RV.

;
and from AV. nihkhidam,

vicftam 2, samrudham.
1

III. Forms in -ah. Delbrilck gives 6 exx.
1

IV. Forms in -i.' Delbrtick gives 9 exx.
1

357. V. Forms in -se, -ase. Delbrtick gives 88 exx. from 27
stems. From these should be withdrawn bhdrase, sdhyase: and
to them should be added rcdse vi. 39. 5, cdksase i. 7. 3

;
112. 8

;

' See Table, $ 865. *
Cap. XVIII.

Whitney ( 971) questions avasai iii. 53. 20 (C a ) and prefers avasdh.
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vii. 66. 14
;

81. 1
; x. 9. 1

; jlvase ix. 66. 30
;
x. 25. 6

; 58. 2, 3
;

</"// /se i. 141. 2
; bhojdse Vfil. 3. 3

; dhdyase i. 94. 12
; 130. 2 ;

ii. ">. 7 : giving 101 exx. in RV. AV. has caksase 5, 8, so

that these two words at least are still common : also cardse*
~>8. VI. Forms in -taye. DelbrQck gives 61 from 4 stems :

but his list is too limited, and it is more
satisfactory

to include

all those words and uses which are practically confined to the
dative singular. The list will then be as follows : istaye 20 AV.
1.

' 4; i>~>t<'tye 61, ]>'~ii'i'-ii>~*ttiye 4, *' 19 AV.
I : p&fye'si, devavltaye 22: satAye 34, dhAnasataye AV. 1,

med> tjasataye 34 AV. 1 : in all, RV. M4, AV. 4.*

VII. There are two occurrences of -tyai, both in B, : the end-

ing recurs in AB. 1

VIII. For -fit/e Delbrttck gives 17 forms from 5 stems: to

which add yudhaye x. 27. 2
; 48. Q-.sanAye i. 116. 12, 21

;
124. 7 ;

ii. 31. 3
;

iv. 20. 3
;

vi. 26. 8
;

vii. 79. 5
;

ix. 92. 1
;

96. 20
;

x. 30.

I 1
; making 29 exx. AV. has drcaye. The occurrences are

-t entirely in the periods Bj B, and C,.*
IX. Of infinitives in -dhyai, Delbrtick gives 72 occurrences

from 35 stems. Add yajaahyaiYV. 21. 5
;

24. 5; /*//*/'//<//"' i.

122. 5. For sdhadhyai vii. 32. 12, read vii. 31. 12. In all, 75

exx., of which two-thirds are in period A.*

359. The remaining forms of the infinitive are those from
/ stems (discussed in 360), and the following :

X. -vane: davAne 28 : ils< fnn'<ine vi. 46. 8
;

viii. 9. 13
;

12.

19; 45. 27 ;
x. 93. 10 : dhftrvaiie ix. 61. 30.*

XI. -mane : 6 forms from 5 stems : four forms are in the

periods C,, C,.*
XII. -sani: 10 forms from 8 stems.*

The form ci$n<ithe iii. 31. 13 is quite isolated, if it is, as Del-

brack seems to suppose,
an infinitive of the reduplicated aorist :

and there can be little doubt that the forms //- "/hartdri
are either masculine or neuter nominatives of the -tar noun, and
not infinitives.

:360.

From the stem in -tu four forms are in use :

III. -tave: 33 stems, 114 forms in RV. In DelbrQck's list

under ydtave for ix. 62. 18 read the second time ix. 65. 16. In

AV. 1 have noted faUm :>.<' ></<> ,!.'<,' tave, ddtave, dhd-

tave, pAktavt, pdtave, bkartave 2, ydtave 2, vdtave, vettave,

vddhave, s<ivitave 3, mtave 4, setave* stArltave 2 : in all, 29 exx.

'I'h. forms are almost equally used in all parts.'
XIV. -tavai : 13 steins, 25 form- in KV. In AV. I notice

/,-,/;. pari //,,>/,//,/;, /,/,,;/
' ^ee above, 854.

\V. -toh : 9 stein-, 19 form! in K\V Vi iv. 6. 7.

XVI. -turn: 4 items, formi in K\ In \\ this form is

\\ hitney, 975. See Table, % W6.
Th. !.,rm fnm, vi. 9. 2, 8, may well be a noun, since we find ../.n-,/;.

AV. xiv. 2. 51.
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still rare: there occur kartum 3, datum i?, d^istnm, yacit>n)i,

spar

Absolutives.

01. The absolutives are forms hardly known to the earliest

>n of the Rigveda, but very common later. The form -tvl

disappears in AV. The forms in -tvd, -ya, -tya are used accord-

ing to the classical rules : but it is remarkable that the form in

used with compounds, is far the most common in B
a ,

whilst

in the AV. -(<-<!, tin- form of the uncompounded verb, occurs

nearly three times as often.
1

g 362. Of forms in -tvl Delbrtick
2

gives 35, from 15 stems.

Add d-yudhvl x. 108. 5, vistvt i. 110. 4.

Of forms in -tvdya DelbrUck gives 8, from 7 stems. Add
gatvdya viii. 89. 8. AV. has gatvdya. The formation belongs
to period C.

Of forms in -tvd DelbrUck gives 20, from 9 stems. Add
yuktvd i. 177.

^1,
sndtvd x. 71. 7. AV. has 146 exx., many of

which shew ~tud : see above, 87.

363. From compound verbs Delbrtick gives 71 exx. of forms
in -y, from 35 stems. Add the following: abhi-khydya i. 155.

5, prati-cdksya ii. 24. 7 (crasis), d-ddya iv. 26. 6 (end of pfida d),

7, punar-ddya x. 109. 7, vi-mdya x. 114. 6, sam-mdya i. 67. 10
;

d-sddya vi. 52. 13 (crasis); 68. 11 (do.) ; ni-sddya iv. 4. 12 (end
of pada c), upasthdya iii. 48. 3, atihdya i. 162. 20 (end of c),

making 83 exx. in RV. In AV. we find -tihya, -kftya, -krdmya
2, -girya, -gfbhya, -gfhya 2, -cJiidya, -ddya 3, -dddya 2, -dfpya,

-dhdya 3, -dhUya^ -mya, -pddya 2, -pdya, -bhdjya, -bhtiya 2,

-mdjya 2, -mfjya, -rdbhya, -ruhya, -Mpya^ -v'tpya 3, -visya, -vftya

2, -addya 3, -sicya 5, -sidhya, -swya, -sfpya, -sthdya 2, -hdya 4,

55 exx.

Of forms in -tya Delbrtick gives 13 exx., from 5 stems. Add
abhi-itya ix. 55. 4 (end of pada #), aram-kftyd x. 51. 5, ava-

gdtya vi. 75. 5 (end of pada d). From the AV. we have -itya \ 4,

-ftya, -kftya, -gdtya 5, -j'ttya 3, -mitya, -ydtya, -vftya, -prutya,

-hftya ;29 exx.

Gerundives.

364. Gerundives in -tua, -tva are most common in the

periods B, C,. There occur kdrtua 14, kdrtva 2, jdniua, jetua,

ndntua, vdktua 3, sdtua, hdntua, hetua* : jdnitva 4 AV. 2, bhd-

vltva, sdnitva: 31 in RVM 2 in AV. 1

Those in -enia (rarely -enya*) are distinctly early. There occur

Iksenia, Idenia 10, upenia, kirtenia 2, carenia, drpenia, marmrj-
enia (and once -ya), yamsenia 2 and AV. 3, yvdhenia, varenia

1 See Table, 365. 2 Ch . XVIII.
3 SnAtvd x. 71. 7 is an absolutive. 4 See above,
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(including compounds) 40, vavrdhenia : abhr<sinya %

2, paprksenyaj varenya 1 in AV., saparyenya : 67 in KV., t in

A V .

Those in -eya, -eyi<i, /ya) are not common they
belong chiefly to periods A and B,. Examples : didrkttya :

'f/tf/t't 1 in AY., *fi<s;
:/ni : atasdyia 2, <}/

'y/a 4, didhix/iyia 2, ;< /<, pandyia 2, wa/<-

/yi"4 :

//4 1 in AV. : 40 in RV., 2 in AV.*
Gerundives in -ya (-i<t) are equally common throughout all

Sanskrit : for the treatment of the semi-vowel see above, at 80,

84, 94.

365. Table of infinitives, absolutives, and gerundives.

Refer to
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CIIAITKi: V. YKIM'rSTKMS. S5 :\(\\

866. In order to obtain a general view of the history of the

in Sanskrit, it will he convenient to classify its parts in a

way somewhat different from that which is adopted in the gram-
mar*. To some parts of the verb detaffred reference is not neces-

: for instance the present imperatives and participles, the per-

fects, and the ;frundives in -ya remain throughout unaltered in

tlu-ir chief features. In other parts the amount of material is

excessive for our purpose : for instance, the relations between the

voices, and the different methods of forming the present stem,
can be sufficiently ascertained by considering part only of the

evidence available. Nor can we conveniently separate here the

passive voice from other -ya stems, nor the causatives and futures

from the other kinds of secondary conjugation.
367. The following division will now be followed.

I. The Present Indicative.

!a)

according to voices, including the Passive.

b) according to classes, not including the causa-

tives or other forms with stem in dya.
II. Subjunctive, Optative, and Precative Moods.

III. The Aorists, Pluperfect, and Imperfect.
IV. Secondary conjugation, including (a) Intensives, (b)

Desideratives and Futures, (c) Causatives, (d) De-
nominatives.

These divisions overlap in many particulars, and cross-refer-

ence then becomes necessary. The Infinitives and Absolutives
have been fully treated in the last chapter ;

but a general view
of their history is given by the table in 429.

368. In many parts of the verb-system change is at work

very slowly, but not less surely. It is therefore of great advan-

tage that we can extend our sketch over the periods of the Aita-

reya Brfihmana, and of the Nala and Bhagavadgita respectively.
This is made possible by the collections of forms published by
Prof. J. Avery, in vol. x. of this Journal.

1

It appears
from these collections that the amount of matter in

the Aitareya Brahmana is more than one-third of that contained
in the HV., or about equal to that contained in each of our sec-

tions A, B, C. The actual figures are therefore convenient for

comparison, and will be given under the heading D (Avery's B).
The amount of matter in the two classical books taken together
is little more than one-third as much : for convenience of compari-
son the actual figures will therefore be trebled, and placed under
the heading E (corresponding to Avery's C).

1 This valuable collection of forms must, however, only be used as

auxiliary to the classification of Whitnev, Roots, etc. : even the class-
ification in Whitney's Grammar needs frequently to be corrected by
his later work.
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L Present System.

360. The present system outweighs in importance all the

other parts of the verb put together: and its most important
parts, the indicative and the imperative, do not as such undergo
any great modifications. If the imperative forms are ten times
more common in RV. than in the Aitareya Brahmana, and more
than twice as common in RV. as in the Nala and Bhagavadgitft,

relatively in each case to the whole amount of matter, the cause
seems to lie entirely in the style and subject-matter of the respec-
t i ve books. Such causes probably affect the present indicative less

than any other part : and the number of present indicative forms
is perhaps on the whole the best guide to the history of the pres-
ent system.

370. The whole number of occurrences of present indicative

forms is
given

at the head of the table in 387, calculated for

each period as described above in 368. It appears that the

number of forms in C is greater by one-fourth, and in D by one-

tenth, than in the other sections. This is in itself of little

importance, but allowance must be made accordinglv in tracing
the relative growth of various parts of the system. I'he

original
numbers in E are not in all cases sufficiently large to indicate

satisfactorily the average.
371. The Voices. The stem j<1ya 'be born,' and in the RV.

at least several other unaccented -ya verbs, have a passive mean-

ing, but are technically reckoned by Indian grammarians as mid-
dle verbs. It seems right to consider them as passives: the

words so included in RV. (besides j*1ya-) are fya- (in some occur-

rences), A ya-, pdcya-, mtya-, and rfya-.
372. It appears from the table

1

that the middle voice is from
the first in decay, and the passive in growth. Thus in A t In-

middle forms are ten times as common as the passive, but in E
the relation is only that of 11:8. The history is fairly parallel
to that of Greek and Latin : in proportion as some middle forms

become associated with a passive meaning and become more com-

mon, there arises a disinclination to the use of the same forms to

express
an active or intransitive meaning.

373. The growth of the active voice is not sufficiently regu-
lar or important to claim further attention : the decay of the

middle voice extends to all forms, and its history for the Vedic

period is shewn as regards the greater part of them in the table

in 387. For the passive aorist-forms, which are decaying, see

below 400 : for the remaining finite passive forms further

details are given in the table in 388.

374. The Classes. The table in g 387 also shews the o<

rences of present indicative forms arranged according to classes,
I nit with no distinction of voice except for the passives, which

'887.

VOL. xvra. 21
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have a distinctive class-sign. The classes are arranged for

convenience of comparison, and not in the Indian order.
1 The

following points should be noticed :

(a) Root-verbs. The form bhtsdkti is not included here, but
under denominatives: on the other hand manmahe, huve (1. and
3. sing.) and /<><///' are included.

(b) Reduplicated verbs. The stems jighra-, tistha-, piba- had

passed to the -a class before the Vedic period : but there are only
a few o<vnrn -IH-I-S of <lnla- dddha- and other verbs as transition

forms, which for convenience sake are included in this class.

(e) Nasal cl;i-- 8, These are grouped together, as their general
history seems the same. With the -nu class are included the
forms of 3 pi. mid. in -nvire, though these might be considered as

shewing a transition stem -nvi. There is not strictly speaking
any -M class : verbs of the type of tanu- belong already in the
Veda to the -nu class : there is an isolated occurrence of the form
tarute in RV., and otherwise only the isolated stem kuru : these

may for our purpose be included with the -nu class.

(d) Classes in -cha, -1, -i. Although these formations hardly
reach the importance of distinct classes, they are treated sepa-

rately here : in the case of -cha verbs, without regard to the
accent. The verb prchd- is treated as belonging to the accented
</ class, in accordance with its derivation. As the -1 suffix is also
used for the intensives, its full discussion is reserved.

2

375. The history of the classes is the more difficult to follow
because of the extreme frequency with which a few verbs occur.
Thus in the case of root-verbs the three stems ds-, i-, yd- alone
account for more than one-half of the occurrences in periods D
and E. A fairer view of the general history is often obtained by
excluding such verbs

;
their occurrences are accordingly given

separately in the tables.

376. The number of stems of each class in use is also of

importance as corroboration of conclusions drawn from more
detailed statistics. It has seemed sufficient to collect from Whit-

ney's Tables 3
the number of stems of each class found, (a) in RV.

and AV., (b) in the Brahmanas, and (c) in classical Sanskrit.
These numbers are given in the table.

377. We noticed above that the class of root-nouns was in

decay, 288 : but a considerable number of single words of this

formation are nevertheless firmly established. The same is the
case with the root-verbs. The commonest of all (da- i- yd-) fully
hold their ground : but apart from these there is a great falling
off in the number of occurrences. Thus such forms are fewer in

1 Otherwise the arrangement in Whitney's Roots, Verb-forms, etc.,
has been followed.

* See below 416, 417.
3
Roots, Verb-forms, etc., pp. 211 seq.
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C than in A or B, though the whole number of forms is greater
in C by one-fourth. In D and E the falling off is still more
marked. Again the number of stems used is less in this class in

the Brahraanas by one-third, though the whole number of stems
is about the same.

1

If those stems alone are considered which are

j>e<
-uliar to the * earlier language ', the falling off is rapid through-

out the Vedic period.*
378. An immediate result of the decay of the root-verbs

seems to appear in the increase of forms of the reduplicated class,

which is shewn in periods B and C. However, there is a very
rapid falling off in this class too in D, to which the stem da<Ih~t-

is alone an exception : and in E the class has almost disappeared.'
79. The fall of the nasal classes took place still later. The

stem most common in C, and is replaced by kuru- in D.

Apart from this verb, the class seems to retain its position unal-

tered till the classical times, but then to decay.
1

380. The classes in -", -</, -ya, -cha form, together with the

passives, causatives, and denominatives, a group of dominant

importance in Sanskrit. To each of these stems the modal and
>nal endings can be added with the same simplicity and regu-

larity. They supplant accordingly the more varied and pictur-

esque formations already described, just as the Greek verbs in -u>

replace those in -/u, and the Latin regular verbs the irregular.
The process was far advanced even in the earliest part of the RV.

381. The unaccented -a class is the most important, at any
rate in the number of stems, even in RV. : its progress in the

later periods appears to be in this particular only, except for the

great frequency of the verbs /'//<//</-, //<//''/,
<

f
''i/isa- in the I

i as.

382. On the other hand, the -ch<i and -I formations, though
restricted throughout to a very small number of verbs, shew an

increasing number of occurrences : whilst ihe -/ forms disappear.
383. The history of the -6, class, so far as we can judge In :n

the rather limited number of forms, seems to correspond to that

of the reduplieati
-

: there is an increase up to period C,
and then a falling off, particularly in the number >!' stems.'

/class shews the most remarkable progress of

all. In particular the passives increase rapidly in the HrfilmianM,
and still more in later times. The <>nl\ in -//' unaccented

that remains in use is./''////-, but its use increases. The active and
middle forms also shew a considerable increase in the number of

tliMiigh there is not quite tin- *ame regularity.
1

385. In the general table the number of o<- u; n the

sub-periods B, B, C, C, AV, is not given, in order that the gen-

See Table, 887. See Table, $ 889.
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eral history may be more readily seen. Nor does it seem neces-

sary to go further into detail with regard to those classes in

which growth or decay is not continuous from the Vedic to the

classical periods. But with regard to the root-verbs which are

found in the * earlier language
'

only, and the -cAa, -ya, and -yd

classes, full particulars are given in a subsequent table :' and as

there are no single verbs of great frequency in these classes, the

lists there include all occurrences. As might be expected, the

decaying forms diminish in number more rapidly in the middle

voice, wnilst the growing forms increase more slowly there.*

386. Many verbs have in RV. more than one present stem,
but later one only : the respective stems may be named early and

late, in the sense that the former disappear before the classical

period. In the list given below* the most important of these

groups of forms are enumerated. Amongst
*

early
' stems none is

included which is used in classical Sanskrit, except bhdra- as a

simple verb (which rarely, if ever, occurs in classical Sanskrit)
and vara- which is once so found : but the occasional occurrences

of some of these stems in the Brahmanas and Sutras is noted. Of
the * late

' stems all occur in classical Sanskrit except krnu-

(which gives way to kuru-) and sdca- : in these cases the number
of instances available is sufficient to shew relatively late date,

seeing that the correlatives occur in the Rigveda only.
The figures enclosed in brackets denote the verb-class; the let-

ters following the respective stems the literature in which they
are found, as in Whitney's Roots, Verb-forms, etc.: and they
are based upon Whitney's statement.*

1 389. These lists include all the moods, the imperfect forms, and
the participles.

2 The -cha forms are an exception to the latter part of this statement.
3 See Table, 390.
4 1 have, however, assigned rnvd- to the -d class, and have once or

twice omitted Whitney's mark of interrogation.
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387. Table of the present indicative forms.
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888. Table of the middle and passive voices.
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II. Subjunctive, Optative, and Precative Moods.

391. The first person singular of the sutg'unctive continues

in use throughout all periods of the language. For the endings

see above 8 320.

392. In the remaining persons there is a variety of endings,
for which see above 321-323 : and we have besides two forms

of the stem, one with a mode sign a, the other the same as the

present sti-m, but used with secondary endings.
1 The forms of

the latter group are identical with those of the unaugmented
imperfect : and the group as a whole has been named the 'pseudo-

subjunctive* or 'improper subjunctive/ on the assumption that

the forms are borrowed from the imperfect indicative. That this

is the case is not shewn by the Rig-Veda, in which this group of

forms is decadent: but it cannot be doubted that the great

variety of forms was one cause at least of the decadence of the

whole mood, which is arrested only in the idiomatic use of mft

with the '

improper subjunctive."
393. The forms of the present subjunctive rapidly disappear

after the time of the AV. : the other tenses are in decay from
the first, as is the "

improper subjunctive
"

in all tenses. The use

of the latter in prohibitions with ma is most common in period

C, and with the aorist-forms : and traces of this use remain in

the later periods.
3

Optative Mood.

394. This mood becomes extremely common in the Brahma-

nas, in which it replaces the lost subjunctive mood. It is some-
what less common in period B than in A, as is also the subjunc-
tive : of this the subject-matter gives sufficient explanation.

3

Precative Mood.

895. The 3rd person sing, of the root aorist optative from
the mood-stem -yd ends in the RV. regularly in -yah: these forms
are specially given in the table, as well as included in the general
enumeration. It will be seen that there is no form of the kind in

AV., where we find once bhuydt. This irregular but old form,

by the side of the similar middle forms -isthdh, -ista (which are

not included in the general enumeration, as there exist by their

side the forms -Ithah, -ltd) would seem to have been the beginning
of the formation of a new *

precative mood,* which however never
attained importance. Forms of the first person in -attain, -asma
occur twice in RV. (bhuyasam, kriydsma) and many times in

AV. : jlvyrfsam 7, badhydsam, bhuydsam 15, bhrdjydsam, pruya-
sam: rdhyrtsma, bhuyd&ma 2, rddhydsma. It will be noticed

that several of these forms are from present stems. Besides these

AV. has once bhuydstha, and the Nala once bruydsta?

1 There are also a few occurrences of the "
improper subjunctive" in

the first person, included in the table. 2 See Table, 396.
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396. Table of Subjunctive, Optative, and Precative forms.
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898. The process of decay itself takes place chiefly within

the Vedic period, and forms the most striking example we have

of change in language on a large scale. The main cause is no
doubt the great multiplicity of aorist forms, and the general

tendency of the language towards simplification. These causes

do not affect all parts of the system equally or at the same time :

and there are also other causes at work, common to the aorist and
other parts of the verb-system, which sometimes hasten, some-

times check decay.
899. In order to present a general view of the history of

tin- aorist, we may combine the figures for the -a and -sa aorists,

and the -is and -sis aorists respectively, and consider first the gen-
eral history of these tenses, as shewn by the whole number of

forms, and (in more detail) in the indicative, subjunctive, opta-

tive, and imperative moods of the active voice. Outside the

aorist system the past tenses of the indicative are much more com-
mon in B than in A, the imperative forms in A than in B : but
otherwise there is no great change in the Vedic period in these

parts, and any change found now will be characteristic of the

respective aorists or of the aorist system as a whole.

400. It appears from the table
( 408) that the whole number

of aorist forms in A is about 2000, in B 1800, in C 1450 : but the

falling off is almost entirely in the middle and passive voices.

As we might expect, the middle aorists decay much more rapidly
than the middle presents. But whilst the middle forms of the

reduplicated aorist have disappeared before the Vedic period,
those of the -a, -sa, and -is aorists shew no marked change in the

number of forms. But see the next section.

401. In the active voice we first notice the disappearance of

the participle : followed by a general falling off in the use of

the subjunctive, optative, and imperative moods. These changes
characterize the whole aorist system, though they are most marked
in the - and reduplicated aorists. On the other hand, the aorists

indicative shew a considerable increase in period B (see below

404) and fairly maintain their ground even in C. The use of

the "
improper subjunctive

" with ma is thi'ee times as frequent
in C as in B, and has even by the time of the AV. revived mid-
dle forms that were dying or dead, with the single exception of

those of the reduplicated aorist,. It is specially common with
the -a, -sa, -is, and -sis aorists, with which its frequency entirely

compensates the otherwise general disappearance of the middle
forms. 1

402. Almost half the aorist forms belong to the root-aorist :

but this loses ground more rapidly than most of the other aorists :

cf. the root-presents, above 377. Its most marked features are
the

great frequency of the imperative in A, the absence of active

participles, and of unaugmented middle forms of the indicative.
1

1 See Table, 408.
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403. The -* aorist is marked by the comparative rarity of
art'ive indicative forms: in A its most common forms are the
thematic subjunctive and the augmented middle indicative. Like
the root-aorist it has few active participles or unaugmented mid-
dle indicative forms. General analogies favour ranking the;

"double-stems" in -ase and - s 1. sing. subj. middle and

participle
of the * aorist respectively, and they are so reckoned

in the table : they account almost entirely for the occurrences
under these headings. The s aorist as a whole loses ground as

quickly as the root-aorist.
1

j; h'l. The aorists in -a -sa are variations of the root-a>

aii'l s aorist respectively. They correspond to the a verb-classes,
and are tenacious of life in comparison with the other act

Indeed the number of occurrences in C is about equal to that in

A : but about three-fourths in C are instances of the augmented
indicative active or of ma with "improper subjunctive, whilst

in A there is far more variety. The -sa aorists are only !

405. The -/s, -sis aorists have a history much resembling
that of those in -a, -sa : and they are actually more common
later. They have no optative forms, but thematic snbjunctiv* .

are comparatively numerous. The -sis aorists are only occa-

sionally used.
1

406. We find the reduplicated aorist in the earliest period

lacking almost completely not only all the middle forms, but also

the subjunctive, optative, imperative, and participial forms of the

this defective or mutilated tense suffers no further

loss in the Vedic period, but rather gains ground.
1

407. From this survey alone the approaching disappearance
of the whole system could hardly be foretold. But its two most

important branches, the root and s aorist, appear as decay MIL:,

and the general loss of flexional variety and elasticity within the

separate aorist groups was poorly compensated ly the temporary
expansion of the less important of them, and the temporary
favour of a special idiom. But the loss of the augmented mdica-

forms, which takes place in the period of the Hrahmanas,

seriously diminished the flexibility and expressiveness of the veil.

system.
407a. The forms of the aorist imperative active are not

included in the groups tabulated in the Introduction, as their

great frequency in A is to some extent due to the character of

the hymns.

See Table.
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409. imperfect Tense. The aorist is in the indicative mood
parallel to the imperfect and pluperfect tenses : the latter has a

history similar to that of the aorists, and indeed can often not be

distinguished from them. It is also parallel with the perfect, so
far as that tense is used in a historic sense : but this distinction
ha< not yet been investigated.

In later Sanskrit the pluperfects and aorists disappear : and it

is shewn by the table
1

that the process was at work during the
whole Vedic period. For although the absolute number of aorist

indicative and pluperfect forms is greater in B than in A, yet,

relatively to both, the imperfect has gained much ground, having
in A only 40 per cent, of the occurrences, but in B, 54 and in B

a

63 per cent.
;
after which period the proportion does not greatly

change till the time of the Brahmanas.
410. Subsidiary Perfect Tenses. It is not easy to distinguish

the subsidiary tenses of the perfect from other tense-forms which
shew a reduplicated stem : and as the standpoint adopted by
Whitney in his Roots, Verb-forms, etc., differs very considerably
from the statements in his Grammar, and includes a much larger
number of forms within the perfect group, it will be convenient
to collect the forms recognized in his later work as a starting-

point.
The list of words that follows is extracted from it, and the fol-

lowing signs are used to denote the tenses: P pluperfect, U
unaugmented indicative, I improper subjunctive, S subjunctive,
O optative, R imperative : the corresponding lower-case letters

denote the middle voice. Forms in which a thematic a (other
than a of the subjunctive) or I occurs are marked " with a" and
" with I" respectively.

aftj 'anoint' : O anojydt.
a? 'attain': s andgdmahai O dna$ydm.
ix 'move': P aiyeh.
kan, kd '

enjoy': U cdkdn (2s.) 5, (3s.) 4, S cdkdnah 3, -at 3, -draa, -anta
O cdkanydt, R cdkandhi 2.

k?
' make '

: p dcakriran U cakaram O cakriydh.
with a: P acakrat.

krp
' lament '

: with a u cakrpdnta.
kip 'be adapted': S cdklpat (AV. 1).

krand 'cry out': S cakradah
with a : U cakradah, -at 4.

kram 'stride': s cdkramanta.
with a : u cdkramanta.

k$am 'endure': o cakamithdh.
gam 'go': P djagan (2s ) 3, 3s 6, djaganta, djagantana : p ajagmiran

O jagamydm, -at 7 (and AV. 3), -dtam, -ufy 2.

gd 'go': O jagdydt.
gur 'greet': b jugurat O jugurydh, -at.*

grabh
'

seize': P ajagrabham (AV. 3) O jagrbhydt 2.

with I : P djagrabhlt.
gras 'devour': o jagraslta.
ghas 'eat': O jakslyat.

1

S 41
.

3 -

9
Whitney, Gr. 818, gives also the form jugurthdh, which I do not find.
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i -nkx 'see': P acncaksam.

perceive
1
: P < >7 / I <;/. t,, m s dkitnh. ciketasi. -<it 7, ~ati 8, -tithah

R t'ikiiMhi 9.

with a : P acikitat.
I 'seem': O cachtnlyat.

give birth ': S jajdnat Br.

enjoy': S jitjowth 4. -as/, -at 7, -ati '2, -athah. -atha. -an. jnjttfan :

s
jfyofate]

R jujufjana 2.

with // : R jnjasatam.
fu

' be swift ': S Ji/j

.stretch ': S tatanuli ,?. -at. -dnia 2, -an 4 : s / f : O tatanyuh.
heat': s ta tt tpate.

t>i be strong': U tutol,, tutotZ.

tj urge': O tutujyat.
tr 'pass': O tittnry'nt -I. -dina.

tvi$ 'stir': with a : p dtitrisanta.
ilahh 'harm': s dadabha nta.

make offering': S tl<hl, , -ati '2.

<n<li 'shim 1
': S </!<//>///. *a*i, -at s AV. 1, -a^i; also Br.

drh make firm': with a. p dtlutlrhanta.
'run': O <la<lfianynh.
\\ith a: U dadhdnat.

'Uul put': R {hulhisrd 7 and AV. 1. <latllti<lhram 3, dadhidhvt 4.

'//< 'shake': LiludhotZ: o iliulhurlta.

dhr$ 'dare ': 3 dadftdryai, -a^i 5 s datlhrxate (AV. 1), -an/
with 7 : I ; with ///-/. ,ta,lharylf 2.

nam 'bend': Bnandmah.
with a: U tininimah.

pat 'fly': O pa/"//y7/ \V. 1.

jJd 'drink': O pnjnydt '2.

pu$ 'thrive': O jmimityah.
' cleanse ': P dpupot (also MS.).

pf
'
fill ': O i)n]nlri/<~ih.

pro 'mix': OpappefdmfruMl AV. 1), -</f.

with : S paprcdsi.
prl 'please': 9 /;>/.///////. -af 2, R piprihi 2.

with r/ : r jujtrayasva.
' know ': b hnlnnlhah, -ati.

hlnij 'iM-nd': with 7: P iimlihnjlh.
I*;': O iHtMu'tyah, -at ',' K hahhutn.
bear': P ajihti'rt<nni Sjnhhdrat 2.

manh 'be liberal': S mfimdhah : s mamahanttt.
with / : r iiflmahasva. -ant'

mad 'be exhilarated': P amamaiitliih 3 mamandat.
muc 'release': P amuinnktain :< : S mtimncnh. inumocat, -ati 2: R

"

(and AV. 1), innmoktn 2 (and AV. 2), innmitk
2 (and A \

with a : R iniiiin'M'ataiti, -ta.

mr 'crush': S iiuninir>

nripe'i o nianujlta.
mfy 'be gracioua': O m*//f '/////'.

//"./' 'join': ynydjate 2.

ran ' take pleasure': P ararannh (also Br.): I rdrdn : 8 rdniimA, -<i< S :

i.

He 'leave': O riricydw.
with / Porirecff 8.

rue 'shine': a rurucanta O rnrucyafy.
van ' win ': 8 viiwinah R vtlvandfii.

rdf
' bellow': with a ; p dtrfvapa'i/ff 8 : u udvaeanto S.

u 1 1 h I : p avdoaei/dm.

1

Perhaps a participle.
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2 vid'find': 8 vividat.

vif
* enter ': O

vivipydfy.
with i, P awvetfrij.

vif 'be active': with 7, P <ivive$ify 3.

vn 'twist': O vavfjyuh, R vavrktam,
vfdh 'grow': % vdvrdhdte, o vavrdhithftl},.

with a : u vdvfdluinta 3, i vav^dhanta, S vdvrdhdti, r vdvrdhdsva
4 (and part, vdrpd/wf and vdv^dMte AV.).

vrp 'rain': with a, r vdifpasva.
fam 'labour': s pipitnate.

fd8 'order': I popty, R a$ddhi 2.

puc
'

gleam': o gu^ucita 3, R fupugdhi.
fu 'swell': S pupuvat 3, -dvdma: O $u$uy&ma.
pru

' hear': p dpucravi : S UQravat : O $u$ruyftfy, -dtam 2.

*od 'sit': O sasadydt AV. 1.

a/i
'

prevail': Ssasd/wi/i, -af 3 : O adsahydt 2, -drua 4: prec. sdsahltfhtih.
d, 8t bind' : I (with mft) si$et ?

8 fid '

put in order': S 8u$udafy, -at, -ati 3, -atha ; mifuddta AV. 1.

sjj
' send forth

'

: p dsasrgram 2 :

stabh 'prop': with a : U tastdmbhat.

spfdh
' contend': with -a : dpaspfdhethdm.

apT9 'touch': S paspdrgat.
svap

'

sleep': u su$upthdh B. S.

svar 'sound': U sasvdr.
han ' smite '

: S jaghdnat.
kins 'injure': with I, I (with m&)Jihinsify AV. 1.

Other forms, assigned to the perfect group in the Grammar,
are now assigned otherwise : e. g. dpiprata, vivyacanta to pres-
ent stems, as also vavrtsva, etc. : dsasvajat, ririslsta to the redu-

plicated aorist. Forms that should perhaps have been added are

from pat 'fly,' apaptat, paptat, etc. (RV. and AV.), and dnat from

p
* attain.'

It is clear that a stem vavrdha- was formed in RV., and the

occurrences that may be attributed to it most easily are accord-

ingly omitted in the tabulation. Similarly the forms mumticatam,
mumdcata suggested a transition stem mumoca-, and are omitted:
as are also the iorms attributed to the perfect of dha, which have
been already discussed, 334. The forms attributed to the per-
fects of dldl, manh, and vp, although doubtful, are included.

411. The table of subsidiary perfect forms shews that the

subjunctive, optative, and imperative moods are fairly established

in the active voice : but the subjunctive becomes much less com-
mon in period C. In the middle all these moods are rare, and
occurrences are hardly found after period B.

The group of forms consisting of the pluperfect tense and its

allied "improper subjunctive
"

is remarkably small, especially if

we compare it with the corresponding aorist group. It also

includes no less than three formations, and is equally divided
between them, namely, those of which the forms aciket, acikitat,
and arireclt are typical. It seems still doubtful whether we have
here the last remains of a decadent tense, or merely a collection

of chance forms : and it is in favour of the latter hypothesis that

the number of forms in C is not much less than in the earlier

periods respectively.
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412. Past tenses of the indicative.

Refer to
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IV. Secondary conjugation.

414. Intensives. In the ' earlier language
' there are, accord-

ing to Whitney (Roots, etc.), 105 intensive stems not used later:

21 are common to all periods, and 41 appear only later. Whitney
further states (Grammar, 1001) that " intensives in the later

language are extremely rare."

That the intensive formation was of importance earlier may be
inferred from the occurrence of intensive adjectives (yamyadh,

i'an) and gerunds (carkftya, vitantasdyya, marmrjenya) :

these are not sufficiently numerous to be discussed here. The
AV. has dvicdcala, sanisyadd, sanisrasd, all with thematic a.

415. Of the three intensive types (dddar, dardar, dandar)
all are in use in RV., but the third shews some decline in period
C. The intensives as a whole are more common in B than in

either A or C : and this is especially the case with the middle par-

ticiples. The subjunctive mood is fairly common, the optative

hardly found.
1

416. In spite of the general decrease in period C, there is an
increase in those present forms which employ optionally thematic

I : viz. the singular of the indicative
3 and imperative, and the sec-

ond and third persons singular of the imperfect : whilst the middle
forms with -ya suffix die out. This increase is common to all the

-I forms, except those of the pluperfect, as is shewn in the table

in 419. In period A more than half the -I forms belong to the

two verbs jdhavlmi, brdvimi : and this formation may be com-

pared with the feminine adjectives in -vl from -u stems. Though
never of importance, it served a useful purpose in providing an

imperfect for as 'be', which is however rarely found before the

period C. It may however have existed sooner, for only the third

pi. asan is used at all freelj in RV., and the few occurrences of

the earlier form ah are also in late hymns of the RV. Whilst
therefore thematic i is to be recognized as a growing formation,
it may well have existed in the earliest period side by side with
the elements ~i, -cha, and the element -ya as used with intensives.

417. The forms containing thematic -I are : brdvimi 6 AV.
7, -Isi 1 AV. 1, -iti 2, -Itu 4 AV. 2, -itana 2 : dbravih AV. 1,

It 14 AV. 12, -Ita, -liana 3 : aslli, aslt 45 AV. 26 : amt 2, amlsi,

tatfiti, avamlt : j6havlmi 11 AV. 12, -Iti 6 AV. 1, -Itu AV. 1,

djohavlt 5 : cdkaylmi 2, -Iti 1 AV. 1 : carcarlti AV. 1
;
darda-

rlmi, -iti: dodhavlti : ndmnamlti: ndnavlti: tartariti, -Ithah :

pdpatlti: jdrbhuriti : bobliaviti : yamyamiti : dyoyamt : rdra-

jlti AV. 1 : rdraplti : rdramti 5, droravit 3 : Idlaplti AV. 1 :

dvdvaclt : vdvad'tti 1 AV. 1, -Itu AV. 1: sosavlti : janghanlhi
AV. 1, tanstamhi AV. 1: asma 7 AV. 9 : pdritoh, suhdvltu-,
stdrltave AV. 2, hdvltave: in all, RV. 143, AV. 82 : besides the

pluperfect forms enumerated above, 410, viz. RV. 10.

See Table, 418. 2 Once also 2 du. tartarlthah.
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418. Table of the intensives.
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It appears therefore that a distinct desiderative meaning was
first employed only in certain prominent parts of the verb-sys-
tem : and that as this use became more fully recognized, most of

the earlier verbs of similar form, in which a desiderative meaning
was at most slight, perished : </iksa (the only

verb of this class

which remained to classical times) was no doubt preserved by the

disguised form of its reduplication, which enabled it to pass mus-
ter as a distinct formation. The decay of s'tsasa, in which the

secondary meaning is pronounced, seems less explicable.
422. Future. The future in -s>/<i, -/.y//a appears to be cog-

nate to the desideratives both in form and meaning.
1 As is the

case with the intensives and desideratives, a large proportion of

the forms are participles. It is an increasing formation, but even
in the AV. is still rare. That it was originally a secondary forma-
tion appears from its possessing in RV. an augmented tense, e.g.

dbharisyat, and a subjunctive, e.g. karitydh. As a tense, the

future does not exist
1

before period C.

423. The Causative conjugation or tenth verb-class is fully
established in all parts of the RV. Middle and subjunctive
forms are fairly frequent : but the perfect is wanting, and the

optative and the middle participle are very rare. The only opta-
tives noticed are citdyema (-a) ii, 2. 10, iv. 36. 9, dharayehiv. 4.

8, marjayema iv. 4. 8, manayet AV., vepayet AV., sprhayet i. 41.

9 : and the only middle participles kdmdyamdna (AV.) mahd-

yamana, yatdyamana, vardhdyamana, each occurring once.

Several verbs use the middle indicative forms side by side with
the active participles. There is a passive participle in -ita.

424. This class is closely connected with the -a and -ya
classes of verbs, and with the denominatives. That the suffix

-aya had not originally any causative meaning may be inferred

from its frequent occurrence with middle endings, and from its

meaning often coinciding with that of the simple verb. The
large increase in occurrences found in A and B seems due to

causatives proper, but it is not always easy to distinguish these

from the verbs which have causative form only. The following
list is merely tentative :

Verbs in -dya without distinctive causative meaning : amdyay

avdya, isdya, Irdya^ kdmdya, kuddya, krpdya, gurdhdya,
grbhdya, ghardya (AV.), ghosdya, coddya, chaddya, chaddya,
chanddya, jambhdya, tansdya, tardya (AV.), turdya, dahsdya,
damdya, dambhdya, dhandya, dhardya, dhavdya, patdya, pan-
dya, piddya (AV.),purdya (AV.), barhdya, maddya, maddya
(AV.), manddya, marjdya, mrddya, marcdya, yatdya, yamdya,
yavdya, yavdya, yopdya, ranhdya, risdya, rucdya, rejdya, var-

dya, vajdya, varjdya (AV.), vardhdya, patdya (AV.), pamdya
(AV.), pundhdya, pobhdya (AVA pnathdya, prathdya, suddya,
sardya, standya, spapdya, sprhdya, sphurjdya, syanddya, svad-

dya, svandya, avardya (AV.), hardya*

1

E.g. avi$ydt, 8ani$ya, -at, here considered after Whitney as futures,
are treated by Grassmann as desideratives.

2 See Table, 428.
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425. Causatives with the element/) are found in the present
and aorist : the formation 1

belongs to period ( .

426. Denominatives. These forms shew a marked diminution
in period C, which however does not affect those verbs in which

I
(receded by a long vowel (a * u). The tendency to lengthen

the thematic vowel is parallel to that observed in the subjunctive.
The participles are in proportion very common in A and B, but
fall off

1

considerably in C.

In the table of denominatives are included the stems gopaya-,
pdtya-, and haryd-

l shine yellow ', and the form bhis/ikti.
427. Closely connected with the denominative verbs are a

group of adjectives in -yw, and of substantives in -y<t. These too

are less frequent
1

in period C.

428. Table of Desideratives, Futures, Causatives, and De-
nominatives.

Refer
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428
424
4-25
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CHAPTER VI. .\TMI;|;A|.S. I'KuNiUNS. AUVKKIIS. AM*

['ARTICLES. 430-459.

430. These parts of speech, although they belong to vocabu-

lary, have affinity to the tiexional part of the language, for their

use is of a formal character, and largely independent of the sub-

ject-matter of any particular book. It seems therefore right to

treat of them, as is usual, as a part of Grammar.

A. Numerals and Pronouns.

^ 131. The only numeral that calls for attention is eka, for

which see 296.

432. We have already noticed ( 277) the great increase in

the use of the pronoun of the first person singular in the later

Vedic periods : and have attributed it to the increasingly personal
character of the hymns, and to the introduction of* dramatic

episodes. But even in the AV. the pronoun of the second person
is more common. 1

433. Of the demonstrative pronouns, syd tya is early : etdd
is late in most of its forms. For the nom. sing. // see

above 281 : the nom. ace. dual m. et<1, n. ete, nom. ace. pi. m. ete,

ncut. -t~i, 'f^ni, may also have been established early: the

remaining masc. and neuter forms and the whole of the feminine,

appear to be late. Late are also ena and adds13 : tva 'any'
belongs to B,.

434. Sdrvf, with the meaning 'all' is late, and may be
included here : as also fta/n't

* much ' with its compounds.
435. The derived forms katard, k ,> late : still more

so yatard, yatam<i, and itara: any cs not occur.

8 436. Comparative- anl inpemtivei <>f prepositions are mark-

edly more common in the later peri<-K and itjm>n<i alone

seem proper to the earlier time: >'n<tnrn >r><t<tma may be added, if

the deriyatiye on&ir&fa, which if more common late, is put out

of account: vitardm belongs to B, and C
(
.

See Table, 487. But see above 884.
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437. Table of pronouns.

Refer
to $
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'It and punar are more common late: act/i is proper to B,
and bah'th first occurs in AV.
There are several adverbs in -am : tftyam quickly

'
is early, as

is also nun>'nn ' now/ which goes almost entirely out of use in

AV., but reappears as an asseverative particle in the Brahmanas:
m * to a distance '

sayam * at evening' are late. Others are

of less importance.

Anus/ik
l and the rare fiyus/tk are early : so too fdhak : pi'tltnk

is late.

Whether forms in -7>/> belong here is more than doubtful.

. ////,;///, mMm are found occasionally in A and B : 7m and
ire both* most common in B : tustiim occurs only once (in C,).

For words in -<'//</// see below 450.'

g 440. Instrumental as adverbs. Amongst forms in -.7 we have
the "1,1 words tui't/i-'i, >/''<?, as well as </*>/?, which remains in use.

In <////,
i, A,//,///, / we seem to have the beginnings of a new forma-

tion in -/-/ . these words, however, die out. Of many words

referring to time and place purti occurs evenly in all periods, the

rest shew more or less growth. From the adjectives of direction

we find ucc<1, nlc chiefly in B: ucca'<h
y

n~>

almost exclusively in C: with the latter group may l.e

classified the isolated forms $<.inaih (viii. 4.~>. 11
;

80. 3) p

(viii. 80. 3 bis\. Further we have a group of words denoting
sounds, of which /'/>>' is tin- most distinctive and svtiha

(if
it is

rightly grouped with the others) the most frequent : these oelong
to period C.

.Many of the forms included above (8 146) amongst 'homopho-
nous instrumental*

'

may equally well be considered as adverbs.

The forms c//-/, '///-/ may be considered as transition forms to

uller instrumental endings: they have IMM-II di-ciisM -.l il

284. Adverbs in -ena are not found in the Yed'u- JM-I
io.l : there

area few in -"//'/,
' which die out. Nor do the parallel feminine

forms in /-' attain importance at any time."

11 oi words: (i.) in <> : (a) adverbs of manner: yu/*i 53
\ . i. riflAV. I 60 A\ . i. rifl AV. 1 (?),^/cv? HO : <//

(?) 2 : (b)i of place am* 1M (inrludin^ om|M.und>) AV. 1

8 (including compounds) A\
rim. I (iiicl'i.lni- comp,,nn.li A \ \ AV. !.

r
>.

> 17 AV. 5, purrf (with compound^. lut n..i LOol

i-tc.) 69 AV. 30
;

Her- \\ A \

AV. 1 : I -I I

\

A V. 75. (ii.) in "A l A\
nlca'>l \\ \ \. :..

( i i i .
)

i 1 1 . rtay<1 t

'

Av^.'/" . nak-
\\ . 1. (iv.) in -///', "J \ N

vya. (v.) in-'/.yu: BeeLanman, p. 40S,an<l jj
I
-

1 ?*iip.

1 Once dnti>

'The uses of these words as pronouns (ace. to Oraaamann) are
included in the Table.

'SeeTabl.'. ^ in.
4 Suii.-of tln-M. may I. IK mi- >pli' -in >u-> m^t runi>-iit ,iN fr-.m lltOM in "V -.
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441. Ablatives as adverbs. These are found only with the

endings -at, -tat, the latter being added to stems ending in -c, to

adverbs in -s, or to ablative forms in -at. The analysis of papcd-
tat is uncertain. The adverbs in -at, -stdt, -ktdt from adjectives
signifying direction, are more common late.

List of words :
(i.)

in -at (of direction); adhardt 7 AV. 10,

apdkdt, uttardt 2 AV. 12, papcdt 17 AV. 22. (ii.) others of place
in -at: amat 2, drat 15 AV. 10, asat 2, durat 18 AV. 4, sanat 21.

(iii.) in -stdt (of direction): adhdstdt, avd$tdt 3, updristdt 1 AV.
2, pardstdt 5 AV. 10, purdstdt 30 AV. 23. (iv.) in -ktdt (of

direction) : dpdktdt, tidaktdt 4, prdktdt. (v.) papcdtdt 4. (vi.)
in -dttdt : adhardttdt, drdttdt 3, attardttdt 2, pardkdttdt. (vii.)
from pronouns : at 113 AV. 18, tat 2, y^ 4 AV. I.

1

442. Sadydh, perhaps a genitive form, is more common 1

in

A and B : but also classical.

443. Locatives as adverbs are not easily to be distinguished
from the corresponding case-forms : are and dure on the one

hand, rt'e on the other, will illustrate this formation. As loc. pi.
maks(i may perhaps be reckoned

;
it is a very early word from

which an u stem has been formed i

1

see above, 207.

444. Table of case-forms used as adverbs.

Refer
to

439
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24 AV. 15, vifvdtah 68 AV. 22, samandtah, sarvdtah 2 AV. 14,

savyatdh : in all, RV. 262, AV. 238. (ii.)' dsyatdh AV. 2, kar-
nafdh AV. \, pattdh, pattatdh AV. l,patsutdh, mukhatdh 1 AV.
1, pfefofcft 1 AV. '2, kfttdh: in all, RV. 5, AV. 7. (Hi'.) a&A2-

patah, itdtah, rbhntali, jyctthatdh AV. 1, bhadratdh AV. 1, ma-
/ '/// AV. 1, manyutdh AV. I, maryatdh, samudratdh AV. 1

ItndAtffcft AV. 1 : in all, RV. 4, AV. 6. 'The whole number of

occurrences is therefore in RV. 271, in AV. 25 1.
1

447. The ending -tra, -trd is established in RV. in dtra,

yatra. The only other words used with any frequency are tdtra,
and anydtra ; all are more common late. On the other hand
-tr<~i is a decaying ending, and especially so in the word satra and
its compounds.

List of words : (i.) dtra 119 AV. 35, anydtra 3 AV. 13, amti-
tra AV. 4, ubhaydtra, tdtra 23 AV. 49, ydtra 123 AV. 51, vip-
vdtra. (ii.) akittrd, asmatru 8, kutrd 3, daksinatrd, devatrd 22

AV. 2, pakatrd 2, purutrd 28 AV. 2, purusatra 2, bahutrd,
martyatrd 5, fayutrd 2, sm (with its compounds) 54 AV. 2.

1

448. Of adverbs in -ha with local meaning ihd shews a
decided increase in C : ktiha, vi$vdha shew little change. Of
other adverbs in -ha, sahd shews a great increase.

1

449. The only adverb in -tha, -tha is dtha: this is rightly
described by Grassmann as late : in period C it is usually accom-

panied by u. Of other adverbs in -tha, itthti, kathd, yathd (unac-

cented), and vfthd are early : but rtutlia, tdtha, and ydthd are

more common late : the words less often used anydtha, imdtha,
urdhvdthd, evdthci, namdtha, purvdtha, pratndtha, vipvdtha

hardly occur after B. The formation in -tha must therefore be

regarded as on the whole decadent.
1

450. Adverbs of time in -da are irregular : idd sddd belong
to period A : kada yadd to all periods : tadd sarvadd are found
in AV. only, replacing the two early words. Sddam is used in

all the Vedic periods.
Forms in -dnlm (iddmm, taddriim, vipvadanim) are late.

Of forms in -rhi kdrhi occurs 5 times in RV., of which three

are in A : but tdrhi only in C
2
and AV., whilst other adverbs are

later than AV.
Yddi '

if
'
is more common in C, probably for reasons of idiom.

1

451. Of adverbs in -dhd none are* very common
; they

are found in all periods, ddha (adha) is a decaying form : but
more especially so in its use with other particles, which is not
found after period B. addhd *in truth' is found in all periods.

1

452. Adverbs in -pdh are much more common in C than
earlier.

1

453. The suffix -vdt Mike' is not peculiar to Vedic Sanskrit

(Whitney, Gr. 1107): but within the Veda it is most common 1

in A.
454. Table of adverbs with suffixes other than those of the

cases.

1 See Table, 454.
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D. Particles without suffix.

455. Su as an independent word is fairly common in period
A, then rapidly becomes rarer.

456. Asseverative particles are particularly common in the

earliest parts of the Rigveda : to the early words already dis-

cussed, viz. ddha, itth<i, <</, tlritri may now be added gha,tti,sma.
On the other hand angd occurs in all parti, k'da more often late :

but these latter words are comparatively unimportant. In all

periods ?/, hi are very common. 1

457. N6, used in comparisons is extremely common in A
and Bp much rarer in B

a
: in C it almost disappears. In classical

Sanskrit it is wanting: in later books it again comes into use
1

*.

Its correlative iva is common in all periods
8

: but the words va,

vat, evd, evdni are all late, fti is also much more common in the

later hymns.
458. Of words used as prepositions also the most noticeable

are dcha, which is early, and dpi which is more common late.

The latter in classical Sanskrit is chiefly used as a conjunction,

though this is seldom the case in RV. or AV.

459. Table of particles without suffix.

Refer to
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CONCLUSION.

460. In the preceding pages the attempt has been made to

by the aid of figures a fairly complete picture of the changes
in Sanskrit phonology and accidence which can be traced in the
\Ydic period, and thus to indicate the lines upon which an histor-

ical Vedic Grammar may some day be written. It remains to
consider whether the picture thus drawn is consistent with his-

torical probability, and tends to confirm the theory of literal- v

epochs in the Veda upon which it depends : and further what the

principal features of the picture itself are.

461. To the evidence summarized in 41, which is based

upon the number of occurrences of the most important 'early'
and 'late variations,' it is now desirable to add the further evi-
. It nee which may be based upon the number of variations alom-,
and to extend their definition so as to include changes of a much
more gradual kind. The amount of matter in Al> is about double
that in C: and if a variation occurs 20 times in AB, or 10 tiim-<

in (', and in either case half as often again as the amount of
ter accounts for, we have so far a reasonable presumption that
the variation is historic-ally 'early' or Mate.' For this purpose,
then, let 'early variations' be those which occur at least 20 times
in All. 1..

in;_r
:; times as often as in C: and Mate variations'

those which occur at least in times in C, being three-fourths as
often as in AB.

462. This wider definition frees us from the objection u

to our former argument, that a late poem may have been d

out by the repeated introduction of metrical and formal archaisms,
so as to appear at first glance of a much earlier date. For u

artifice approached the standard of hi^h scholarly art, it

would be at once detected by .li-r.-'ai-din^ the number of ...

renc< Mttderinff only if early variation- numerous in kind
are present, and (still more particularly) if late variation

absent. This test should accordingly be applied to the main

presupposition of this article, namely, that the hymns included
in A are on the whole earlier than those included in 1 5.

8 463. It may, however, be iir^ed that \\ < n<>\\ run an opposite
and that by our new and more lax definition tin-re \\ill le
led a number of so-called variations that are ha-ed upon a

few occurrences
reftlly

attributable to chance: and that ther-

earl, \ariation' should be examined on its own individual in-

and in accordance with established literary canons. Such a

tiny I believe not to be practicable or desirable for the pr
I'M: pose: first because it is in a very high degree improbable
that chance will at all materially affect the relative value of the

respective figure-, it being of the .
i n of that deity t<-
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tribute favours impartially to both sides
;
but principally because

the literary canons appealed to are in the main the prepossessions
of each individual writer, and are far more likely to mislead than
to aid. But though in this respect I look upon the detailed
'

weighing
' of evidence as a mistake, any one who makes the

experiment will soon convince himself that it will not affect

appreciably the results, always provided that the whole range of

evidence is not unduly narrowed.

464. In the tables included in this article about 900 distinct

variations are examined numerically, and it seems unlikely that

any great number have been neglected. Of these, 257 satisfy
our present definition of '

early variations,' and 233 have the

same title to be considered late. Each variation may be consid-

ered to be more prevalent in A or in B if it has in either period
a greater number of occurrences by one-fourth than in the other.

By this test the variations are

distributed as shewn at the side.

The *

early variations '

prevalent
in A are twice as many as in B :

but *
late variations' are only one-

More common in A 106

Equally common..; 105 ,

More common in B 1 46
|

146 fifth as many. If therefore there

is artifice in the apparently early
I 257 233 character of A, it extends not

only to the introduction of some
scores of archaisms, but also to the careful exclusion of from fifty
to one hundred neoterisms : although the respective archaisms
and neoterisms are to a large extent such as could only have been

recognised by careful study.
465. But these figures are not given only as evidence, but also

to shew the proportion between the main current of change and the

eddies. For it appears that whilst B and C agree as to 252 varia-

tions, yet A and C agree in as many as 78 : whilst in 160 neither

A nor B is appreciably nearer to C. In other words, of every
100 changes taking place from B to C, we find 52 only progress-

ing between A and B, whilst in 16 cases the change is then in

the opposite direction. This 16 per cent, represents, it would

seem, the failures of literary development : changes or variations

which attained at one time to considerable vogue, but were yet
destined to disappear or be reversed in the succeeding epoch.

Similarly 52 per cent, represents the proportion of progressive

change : and the remainder (32 per cent.) the new creations of

the later period. But many variations, though not destined to

survive, are in themselves of great beauty and importance, and
as such are discussed in the body of this article : such are the

instr. pi. in -ebhih, the unaugmented past tenses, the 1st pers. pi.

ending in -masi, and the use of the verbal infixes -na^ -ni, -nu.

I fail however to observe any general characteristic which would
be a reason for ascribing to the hymns of any intermediate period
a special dialectic or literary character.
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466. I would now return to consider the main stream of

change, and call attention to one or two of the most important
currents of which it is composed. The first may be named
"Syllabic contraction": it has been generally recognised, ami
has now been shewn to mark more particularly the first period of
the Rigveda. Its effect is to combine two syllables in one, either

by contraction of consecutive vowels or by consonantization of
the elements which may be variously written, (i.) fy, wu, or, an,

(ii.) *'y, uv, rr, >m, (iii.) t n r n : the consonantal resultants being
y v r n respectively.

This process, though general, proceeds more rapidly after a light syl-
lable, and thus suggests the generalization that a heavy syllable is fol-

lowed by a syllabic element : and in this way original y v come not
rarely to be vocalized. By ' resolution

'

of a vowel or semi-vowel we
understand generally the critical process by which the earlier forms
are restored to the text : but ' resolution

' occurs also from time to time
in a historical sense, from causes such as that just described.

467. Not less striking is the process which may be described

as " Flexional expansion," which is due to efforts (which in the
main I take to be conscious) to introduce distinctness into flez-

ional elements originally slight in bulk and of multiple connota-
tion.

" Flexional expansion
"

is at work on a grand scale in

period B, and even in is still a very strong force : its differen-

tiating value appears strikingly in the development of an original
-d final into such various forms as -au, -(?// /, -cn>t, -ayd. Instances

of flexional expansion are found on almost every page of this arti-

cle : but the following suggestions may be referred to as being
more novel than others, and with all reserves as to each particu-
lar case :

-d dual to-a,< 149. -mnh 1 pi. to -matt, 317.

nstr. pi. to H hf,il,. $ 156. -tha, -ta to -thana, -tana, g 818.

-ya'i fern. dat. to -ayai. 162. -e, -8e, -te subj. to -at, -tai, -fai,

-id instr. s. to -ind, $ 180. 820, 821 .

4, ' instr. s. to -ta, 181. -*, -* subj. to -*t, -ft, g 881.

nom. v. pi. to -ayah, 184. -d 1. 8. sing. pf. to -aw, 881.

-as inst. s. to -asd, 245. infixes added:
-an loc. s. to -ant, 240. -a subjunctive, 892.

-d, -a pi. an- stems to -ant, 250. 4 thematic, 416.

tve loc. t<> -p causative, 425.

-tat suffix to -tat i, 299.

468. " Flexional expansion
" often comes into omtlict with

"
syllabic contraction

"
: it proves the stronger force, and holds

its ground by the aid of infixes, such as y r n s: thus the instr. s.

-4a becomes in most cases t -yd. The principle seems to

run iiia<l in such forms as papcdtdt, parakdttdl in period C: and
the

gen. pi. in -dnaam seems to be a similar wild growth in pre-
Vedic times.

469. The process of class-formation, otherwise described as
1 transition

'
or false analogy,'

has been fully recognised by pre-
vious writers, and needs to be defined rather than illustrat. ,|. In

VOL. XVIII. *:>
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tin- noun-system it serves in the Vedic period to strengthen dis-

tinctions o*f gender, such as those between stems in -a, -i, -u (rnasc.

iK'iit.), and -a, -7, -vl
y
-rl (fern.). In the verb-system it developes

from almost colourless suffixes the -8 future, the passives, and all

varieties of secondary conjugation.
470. The assimilation of foreign elements appears chiefly in

the growth of the letter /, and of the lingual series generally.
471. Finally, it may not be altogether superfluous to advert

to the spread of the instrumental case and the passive voice, and
the morbid emphasis with which the pronoun of the first person
is reiterated in the latest hymns.

472. CITATIONS FROM THE RIGVEDA

(chiefly in respect of metre.)

The references are to the sections.

RV. i.

3. 8
9. 1

14. 3

20. 3
35. 8
37. 14
38. 2
43. 6
50. 5,

13
54. 11

58. 8
9

61. 9

14
63. 5
64. 15
69. 1

70. 8
71. 2

3
8
9

77. 1

2

3

85. 9

88. 3

94. 12
100. 5

16
17

104. 1

110. 4
6

112. 19
113. 2

6
114. 8

|116. 6,



*
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TABLE SHEWING THE PROVISIONAL ASSIGNMENT OF THE RESPECTIVE HYMNS
OF THE RlGVEDA TO FIVE LITERARY EPOCHS, ACCORDING

TO KZ. xxxiv. (N. F. xiv.) pp. 297-344.

EXPLANATIONS. The figures in
he left-hand column for books ii.-x.

are those used in Grassmann's W6r-
terbuch. The figures in brackets
for viii. 49-92 are those shewn in
Aufrecht's second edition of his

Rigveda. The symbols A, etc.,

accompanying the sub-headings,
denote the period to which those
hymns are assigned which are not
mentioned separately.



TABLE SHEWING THE PROVISIONAL ASSIGNMENT OP THE RESPECTIVE HYMNS
OF THE RlGVEDA TO FIVE LITERARY EPOCHS, ACCORDING

TO KZ. xxxiv. (N. F. xiv.) PP. 297-344.

Book vi. A.





of the A- .,!... I; JOHN
DVMIIV I'IMN. i. Professor in New York 1'iiiv,

.v Fork, X. V.

THE most flexible particles in the Assyrian language are

undoubtedly the constantly occurring prepositions ana and
Fi'.m a single fundamental idea each has developed a great
variety of meanings, encroaching in a number of instances both
on each other's functions and, especially in the case of ma, on
those of several other prepositions. The discussion of the syntax
of inft published in JAOS. xvi. pp. ccxviii.-ccxxvi. should for the
sake of completeness be supplemented by a similar treatment of
the various uses of an
The syntax of ana is not so involved as that of two, because it

does not depart quite so widely nor extensively from its primary
meaning. The fundamental idea underlying all its meanings is,

without doubt, motion towards,
*

unto,' from which it is possible
to trace the development of every application of the preposition.
There are two modifications of the fundamental conception

* unto '

expressed by ana, viz. the local and the temporal u

1 . The ordinary use of the ana of motion in the local sense is

found especially with two allied classes of verbs, viz. those of

going and those of bringing.
It occurs commonly with all verbs of jroing, such as alakn 'go,'

I. R. Asurn. i. 46
;

ttti 'go up,' 111. \\. SI i aim. ii. 49, and q
'approach,' I. K. A^imi. i. 74. It is not unusual, however. t< find

verbs of going construed without any preposition, as in /

ley cairn- to my aid/ Sriin. Taylor, V. 53-4 ; A>url>. i\

Ana is naturally used after verbs" conveying specifically the

ULT to approach, c. ;., hrinu'ini:, >ending, read

turning, etc. Thus, with //////<
'

bring,' I. K' with

fasten unto/ i I,
1

. A ;irn. i. (it ; with n<i$d ; aim
Ottaft '/<//'' 'untO 8, I lifted up my hands (in prayer)/ Sarg.

Cvl. 54. An" with tarn in tin- I

' adding t.
'

uinlnubt-

edly belongs here; cf. ana IK I ad-l.d it unt>
tin- limits (,! | i 'runkin.M-hr. / aU<- (X

frr.jii.-ntly in thi- >en*..' in 'imi with . //. */;/

KCTW,
1 and

<j

It is hardly necessary to cite example- t<> sh>\\ that tlie synUc-
"i in the other Semitic languages, e. g., ih

I

1 "' 1

!

1 - *? (^N)' the Kihiopic A/, and th Arabic J, J
1

found with exactly thi> nu-aniiiL' 'iinto
1

ij ;i,,n.

1 Maxru also occurs in composition \MII <> in theaenM 'unto
JAOS. xvi. p. ccxx.
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In Hebrew ^ is used more especially as the preposition of

motion, while 7 appears generally in a dative sense, although it

sometimes usurps the functions of ^fr}, as, for example, Is. Ix.

4-5. In Ethiopic, however, la, although frequently occurring in

the sense of 'unto' after verbs of motion, serves more commonly
like the Hebrew ^ as a sign of the dative.

1

Ordinarily the prepo-
sition xabi, like 7tf in Hebrew, appears after verbs of bringing
or sending.

3

The Assyr. ana, from its primary legitimate sense of *

unto,
toward,* with verbs of motion came to be employed occasionally,

although not commonly, as the preposition of direction into, thus

usurping one of the functions of ina /" so, nadd ana milim,
' to

throw into the river,' IV. R. Rammannirari rev. 18, and erebu
ana* ' enter into,' I. R. Asurn. i. 83. The use of ana with eseru
' enclose '

probably belongs
here also

;
ana isten all . . . . lu esir-

sunuti 'I shut them up within one city,' I. R. Tig. v. 77-8. This

verb, however, is more generally and correctly employed with

ina, as in I. R. Asurn. iii. 46. The use of the Ileb. ^tf 'unto'
for 'into' in Jon. i. 12: QVl *7N '^'DHl may be compared with
nadd ana just quoted. The common expression H^K ^N N1D
may also have had some such underlying idea.

2. The second primary modification of ana is its temporal use

in the sense '

until,' encroaching on the force of adi." This is

illustrated by the familiar idioms ana arkat time / ana$dt-rtin?
'until the end of days'; ana matema 'for ever,' etc. Similar

expressions are very common in the narrative inscriptions ; thus,
ana xi sandti 'until (during) eleven years,' I. R. Esarh. ii. 17-18;
ana isten tima la uballitsu ' for a single day I did not let him
live,' III. R. Asurrisisi 13. This latter use is really the same
as adi 'during,' V. R. 56, 60

;
ina 'during,' I. R. Senn. iii. 76.

6

Ana in composition with la in the sense of '

before,' generally
expressed by some combination of pdn,

1 should certainly be classi-

fied under this head
;
ana la kasddi ina mdtisu ' before arriving

in his land,' I. R. Tig. ii. 45. The temporal ana is also found in

composition with tar$u, III. R. Senn. Bav. 40. This temporal
use of ana is of course a perfectly natural development from its

original signification. The Arabic U is also employed in a simi-

lar temporal sense, e. g. &+f ' (> 'until the day of resur-

rection.'

In addition to these modifications of the primary meaning of

ana, there are, as in the case of ina, several secondary uses of

1 Dillmann, Aeth. Gram., pp. 307 ff.
5
Dillmann, p. 310.

3 JAOS. xvi. p. ccxix.
4 Also, of course, with ina, I. R. A&urn. ii. 19-20

; 87-8.
6 Cf. adi libbi time, V. R. 6, 2, etc.
8 See JAOS. xvi. p. ccxxiii. adi and ina do not really coincide except

in the temporal signification. The local adi always meant ' as far as',
while the local ana is simply

' towards '.

1 Cf. I. R. Tig. v. 91
; vii. 62.
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the preposition, all of which are clearly developments from the
fundamental idea of motion towards. These uses may be classi-

fied as follows : 1. the ana of the dative
; 2. the ana of purpose ;

:i. the complementary ana; 4. the adverbial </

1. Perhaps the most natural development of the original
of motion is the use of the

preposition
to express the dative rela-

tion, especially with verbs of giving. Thus, ana JRamtndn u

'unto H. I Lrave,' I. R. Tig. ii. 61
;
ann \ nd$u

'unto Hezekiah they gave it,' Senn. Taylor ii. 71. It was but a

step from this application of the preposition to use ana with the

meaning
* for the benefit of,' and consequently we find it very

generally employed as the sign of tin thus,

l>'il'i U.<ruqu may they give for ray kingdom/ I. K. Tig.
viii. 28; ana miti'j narqab(Uia I" 'not suitable for the

passage of my chariots,' I. H. Tig. ii. 7.'J-4. Ana with qibu 'to

speak/ Tig. iii. 43-4, and takdlu 1

'to trust'; ana NabU i*

trust thou in Nebo,' I. R. Rammannirari, nr. 2. 12, is clearly a
similar construction of the dativus commodi. The use of the

preposition in such phrases as ana biblat Hbbia f

according to the.

desire of my heart,' Tig. vii. 14, should of course be classified here.

The ana of motion towards, however, could also be employed
to express hostility 'against,' although this signification belongs
more properly to ina and eli* We thus find /<

ntly
used to denote the dativus incommodi in sentences like the fol-

lowing : ana calmia Bnatn ilteu ' who plots evil against this my
Image,

1
I. Ii. A-urn. Mon. 87-8; ana Kakme idbitbu 'planned

against the K.,' Sarg. Cyl. 28, where the verb plainly indica

hostile intention. The idiom paldxn ana ( to be afra url.

v. 96, is also a dativus incommodi. The dative mut in both
senses is very generally found in composition with other preposi-
tions. Tim-, datimu eommodi with ell 'over (for),' II s\n.

Tableti. 12; with pan used of presenting an offering,' III. K.

Slialm. ii. S 7; <!'ttivus incommodi 'against,' Sarg. Prunkin
150

;
with HMm against,' Lay. Sarg. 19

;
and with tarcu 'again-t/

Sarg. Prunkinschr. 49.

The frequent use of ana in later Babylonian, especially in the

A K-menian inscriptions, as a sign of the accusative is clearly a

development of it- dative applicat ion. Ana simply became a

particle which indicate! tin- nl.jft-t UJM.M which tin- action of the

vril. was carried out; cf. Bch. I a.
4

Tin- lat- I !.!. and Aram,

use of ^ in this sense is a precisely cognate i.li..m.

The use of the Hebrew ^ as the
prt-j..

of the dat. *

is of very fr.|iint oooarftBOA, and rc.juin-s no illustration.

MXft, "u the other hand, although v, im r-

cssed by ^, is gen'rally dnmtj-d ly *?ji, as in \*. iii. 8, or by

^;v a^ .Fml. xvi. 12. Tlu- Arabic J' also appears in what is

1 Also with ina eli, IV. R. 61, 87 b.

For ma see. I <. : an
1 Ann alom- is also used in the sense '

"ir. i m V\. viii. 10.

Cf. Bezold, Acham. Intchrtften, p. 49.
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practically the same dative sense in the sentence

i+xJLf!
j.jj

'lie will collect^you for the day of judgment,' but the

regular preposition in Arabic for the dative is of course J which

sometimes, especially after the interjection L>, appears as a (lit.

incommodi: wjj&JJ j-LJ! L> <O people (go) against the liar!"

2. It is not difficult to see how from a prep, denoting unto,

towards,' was developed the idea 'unto' in the sense of * in order

that.' It is but a step from the concept 'to go to war' to the

idea 'to go to wage war'
; thus, ana epe qabli u taxdzi lu itl'/ti

*to make war and battle they came,' Tig. iv. 86-7. The familiar

expressions ana turri gimilli
' to avenge,' Sarg. Prunkinschr. 120

;

ana suzub napsatisu
( to save his life,' Shalm. Obelisk 94, as well

as the more idiomatic phrases aria la pabdti
' not to be founded

again,' Tig. vi. 17
;
ana la suparke 'not to be altered,' v. 41, and

many others, all belong in this category. It is not unusual to

find ana in this sense construed with a noun, as ana sarruti l for

kingship,' Sarg. Prunkinschr. 94
;
ana yaltia for battle against

me,' Asurb. v. 76. The ordinary occurrence of the Hebrew ^
before the infin. as in JlIN^ (TUT TV 1

), Gen. xi. 5, and the

Arabic J in expressions like aUJjUuJ rvJ&
* he arose to bring him

aid' are exactly equivalent to this use of ana.
3. There can be no doubt that the complementary ana is clearly

allied syntactically with the ana of purpose. This is seen espe-

cially in such idioms as ana dannutisu iskun 'he made it for his

fortress,' e. g. in order to be his fortress, Shalm. Obelisk 47
;
ana

siriqti isruquni
'

they gave it as a gift,' e. g. to serve as a gift,

Tig. viii. 42, etc. This is evident even in expressions like ana
till u qarmi utir 'I turned it into a ruin-heap and arable land,'
II. R. Tig. iii. line 17, and in the frequent construction with

rnanu, as ana salldti amnu 'I counted them as booty,' Senn.

Taylor iii. 5. Occasionally manu is construed without any
preposition, as qata rabu .... erpiti amnu ' I entrusted the hand

to the hands of the governor,' Senn. Taylor iv. 50. This use

corresponds exactly to the Hebrew complementary ^ in such
idioms as

*ptf? TH HN 1H&W), 2 Sam. v. 3, as well as to the

similar application of the Ethiopic la, Gen. ii. 7.
2

4. Finally, the common use of ana in adverbial phrases is

probably in many cases a secondary development from the con-

struction of the preposition as a complement. So closely, indeed,
are the ideas allied that, for example, in the expression

' to reckon

anything as booty,' just cited as an instance of the complementary
ana, the words ' as booty

' could readily be construed as a purely
adverbial phraser which is actually the case \nsalldtis amnu, Senn.

Taylor iii 20, a parallel to and synonym with ana salldti amnu.
Similar examples of adverbial constructions with ana are ana
e$8uti epu

'
I made it anew,' II. R. Tig. iii. line 36

;
and the fre-

1 See Caspari, Arab. Gram., p. 264. 2
Dillmann, p. 308.
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quently recurring idioms <///-/ /// ;//W/x///, M 'in tlu-ir enti

A-urb. iv. 102; ana la m^ni 1 'without number (innuinerahl\ ")/

Shalm. ii. 65
;
ana imCdix 'in great quantity/ Lay. 43, 14.

It is probable, however, that there is a large class of adverbial

j>hrases
with "/?", in which the preposition is more nearly allied

in meaning to the original ana of motion towards. Ti
to be the case in <//// xapliS

'

downwards,' I. R. Esarh. ii. 10 ;

Uf 'afar,
1

Sarg. 1'runkinschr. Ill;- in its extent/

Sarg. Cyl. 13, etc. In Hebrew, Arabic and Kthiopic, the adverh-
ial preposition is 3 or ba, respectively; but in Hebrew ^ occa-

illy occurs as an adverbial preposition, as in (10D
1

? 'quietly;'

yyffa
.

sll ffic ienti V)
>

etc>

Kraet/.schmar's idea regarding the derivation of both ana and
that the ending -na in both prepositions is in reality the

demonstrative enclitic stem, seen for example in Zinatind, and
that the root vowels i and a are more or less arbitrary develop-
ments from an unknown stem, is highly satisfactory as far as it

goes ;

' but he has made no attempt to explain why one preposi-
tion should be in<( with the /-vowel and the other ana with the
a-vowel. His idea that the / of ina may be cognate with the

cohortative prefix i will hardly bear investigation. The cohorta-
ti\e t is probably a form of exclamation, perhaps cognate with
the / or e of H^H and p. It may, however, be a fragment of

the Assyrian pronoun anini *

we/ as it occurs only with the first

person plural. A study of the syntactical usage of both ina and
"/"' seems to indicate that the existence of the root vowels is not
to be explained as a mere accidental phenomenon. On the con-

trary, it would appear that the presence of these vowels may be
accounted for by going back to what seems to be the fundamental
or primary meaning of both prepositions.

It has been shown in the paper on the svntax of ina that the
fundamental signification of that preposifion was a locative one
* at

'

or * within/ The various uses of ana, on the other hand,
seem to be developments from an original idea of motion towards.
If these facts are borne in mind, the theory suggest that

the root vowels of the two particles may perhaps be etymologi-
idi -ntical with the vowels of the

genitive
and accusative case-

endings respectively; and an investigation of the use of these
cases in Semitic seem to lend

probability
to this view. It i-

tain that the Semitic genitive was primarily the pn positional

case, e. g., the form required according to the strict rules of
syn-

tax whenever a preposition governs a noun. It is not impossible
the original signification of the case-ending -t was c<>n.hti<>n

or location, with mu.-h the >ame meaning as that of the t in (lie

fundamental /'/><'. The MTV idea of possession, so
peculiar

t<*

u'enitivecase, maybe a development ..t' thi* n-mal locative. It is

easy to imagine, for example, the development ,,f the conception of

1 Also with iiui ; see JAOS. xvi. p

Beitrdge fur Assvriologi'
cussion in JAOS. xvi. p. ccxxv

4 Beitrflge zitr Atsuriotogie, i. p. 898. For other views, see the dis-

ission in JAOS. xvi. p. ccxx
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possession from the idea of proximity : bit amdli ' house of the
man ' = ' house at or near the man.' The analogy, moreover,
between the a of ana and the accusative .ending -a is much more

striking. There can be no doubt that the accusative case was

actually used in Semitic to denote motion towards. To under-

stand this we have only to compart* the relic of this case in the

so-called H directive in such expressions as HO'DCW ( towards
the heavens'

; lYVJfil
* towards the city.' The accusative of the

person or thing is also used in Arabic after verbs of motion,

especially those of coming and approaching ;
thus with the pro-

nominal suffix iXJS UL^ *Z. has come to us,' etc. It even

appears possible to trace the common objective force which the

ending -a gives to a noun back to the original idea of motion
towards or against. It seems not improbable then that the ideas

of position-condition and motion towards may have crystallized
in the vowels i and a respectively, so that they appear, not only
as the genitive and accusative case-endings, but also as the root

vowels of the Assyrian prepositions ina and ana.

Although in Assyrian the three case-endings were sometimes
used indiscriminately, owing to the fact that the proper usage had
never become fully fixed, it was nevertheless a well defined general
law of the language that the endings -u, -i, and -a were nom., gen.,
and accus. respectively, and they are ordinarily used in this way.
The striking syntactical similarity between ina and the Heb.

3, and between ana and the Heb. *? (^K) may he explained by
the supposition that, while the Assyrian was content to prefix

merely the locative vowel i and the directive vowel a to the
demonstrative root -na, it became necessary in the other Semitic
idioms to add to these combinations the more distinctly preposi-
tional elements 3 and *?. Traces of this are seen in the Sabaean

P'f?-
It must be supposed then that the final -n ultimately dis-

appeared. It is decidedly not permissible to assume the aphaere-
sis of an original ^ or ^ in Assyrian, e. g., that ina and ana were
worn down from an earlier *bina and *lana. The prepositional
element ^ is well known to the Assyrian in the combination la-

pan
f

before,'
1 and there would probably remain some trace of its

occurrence with ana had this ever been the case. The ^ and ^
are later additions to the original prepositional vowels i and a/

.< ^^

cf. t^j and J in ^XJ. In the course of time, however, these

vowels coalesced in a simple ,
e. g., u, J. It seems highly

probable, therefore, that the Assyrian ina-ana may actually be

cognate, as far as the root vowels are concerned, with their syn-
tactical equivalents the ]}

a and *? of the other Semitic dialects.

1 Senn. Taylor, i. 82.
8 The only instance of the occurrence of 3 in Assyrian is the Canaan-

itish gloss badiu = IJTTD
' in his hand '

in the Tell-el-Amarna letters,

No. 72.



7 '// - Expression MMHIJ P. \ I iICH-

AI:D (TOIIIIKII., Professor in Cohnnl)ia Fiii

York. N. V.

IN vol. xviii. of this JOURNAL
(j>|>. 176ff.) Dr. Torrey has

brought up again the vexed question as to the real meaning
of the words ^*>\ i v and 1 *y ^ v

t especially in the phrase
1 *'i

q v ? ^n
> S ^ io|

9
which is prefixed to at least four

copies of the Syriac gospels. He has sought a new ex-
ition of the strange term by connecting it with the

later Hebrew Hi30 in the expression u'"Vi22n Dg^ Both the

words * *i * v* and tT"")!)0 he takes as equivalent to C^lHp in

cnse of "holy." The meaning of the Hebrew C^TIDD need
not detain us here. But Dr. Torrey seems almost to explain one
crux by another

;
for the meaning of the Hebrew term is by no

s certain every scholar who has treated of it has offered a
different explanation.

I can not see that Dr. Torrey has in any way invalidated the

argument advanced lv Zahn, and accepted by Wright and Tixe-

ront, to prove that the expression has reference to copies of the

Gospels in which the four books were kept in their separate form,
and not worked into a harmony as in the Diatessaron of Tatiau.

The words mean, "Gospels made up of that* which is kept sepa-
rate "; for the use of the dalath, cf. such expressions as |OSViS

r-^*-?, --^? rr*, v'*-^?^ (N<>ldcke, 235). Nor can I see

that i-*ipAifl vs-Jx^Jc) would in any wise be a "singular way of

M_r the idea 'separate Gospels,
1 " even if we take this

Nation in lieu of the other possibility
*

separated Gospels,*
i. e. separated one from the otl

The expression t-^r*^? ^n
t\

^le] can not be explained without

reference to the other expression I & \ *V? ^S^lo|. And th<n

IK* doiil>t that this last designates what we are accustomed
to call the &a rco-aapwv. Tatian is called l>y Mar AH (Payne Smith,

) 14 ^ ^
, "the one that mixed np the Gospels

11

; and Bar
i, to whom the greater part of our knowledge concerning the

tc Diatessaron goes back, explains ll^'v? of
^^a,'u-

liar
'Kl.hrfijft also, in t lie preface to his r.imnieiitary on
anuth seems to have omitted th< introduction; lut

aee B. O., i. 57), has the words il^'v? ^jjfl^Uw vn.\ v
uU

But, says Dr. Torrey,
" the appeal to l4^^? <>

^ ^\ is not

:d. Tli- Syriac has its recognixed ways of expressing the

idea supposed tol< intnidrd h. n- (th- opposite of 'mixed 1

), and
the phrase under discussion is not among them. 11
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only to glance at the first two or three columns in Payne Smith's

Thesaurus, 8. v. ^'r* (cols. 3299 sqq.) to convince himself that

this is the very word used to express this idea : ^r* is the oppo-
site of ^^*, and in a citation noted by Payne Smith, col. 1280,
we have l^> *

i
*>o tea-fl *\ .. for "

discrepancy and congruence."
We may, I think, go even a little further and translate ^-r^?

* 7 * y
"
arranged in their regular order" (Bar AH > ^ ^r9

); which

would fit in well with the expression U^-fa^ ) 1
*i n? ^a-fcX^c] ,

the

title of a MS. containing the prescribed readings for the year not
" in arbitrary order," as Dr. Torrey says, but laid down in a definite

sequence (see Wright, Catalogue, p. 193, b.). So, also, Dionysius
speaks of an author " whose Memre, arranged in regular order,
exist to this day" (ed. Tullberg, 158, 4). A Vatican MS. has the

title r-* 'k i-
1* l^fai* U-r, "readings arranged in order, one

after the other" (Catalogue of the Vatican Library, ii. 196) ;
and

a MS. of the British Museum (Rosen, p. 38) has the title

i s -9] ,--^ w*,^o? vo^X^o| i. e . put in order,

arranged."
Dr. Torrey 's last argument is derived from the fact that this

perplexing title is used also at times with reference to the Book

of Psalms : J-^r^Lo? r-o?? |A UnA-Z? j^ka Or, simply J-^H^? t-o99

(see also Payne Smith, Catalogue, cols. 35, 42, 47). "These

copies of the Psalms are not divided into lections," says Dr. Tor-

rey. But it is well known that the Syriac Psalter is divided into

15 j^io-jio and each Ik-^i^o into 4 I ^i
(see Payne Smith,

Catalogue, cols. 35 (note) and 41
;
Bar 'Ebhraya in the introduc-

tion to his commentary on the Psalms, ed. Lagarde, p. 100 : l-^r^

-!---^-- T-^='f^ Ir1^ > 4Snt\ 1:-*-^ ^9
Xso

;
and Budge, Thomas of Marga,

ii. p. 515, note). The expression i-^r3^? in some of the Bod-

leian MSS. can well mean here also "
arranged according to

order
;

e. g. MS. Huntingdon 250, l& ^^^^ A ^o] j'-jaiopo >ala^

litnoJo 1 oc-l t-| |
^

;
Qt^* j^^Jo |

^V*^ ^09 [9]
"
arranged according to the recension and commen-

tary," etc. Then follows the division into ]A VyV and I *^ *

as mentioned above.
The attempt of Dr. Torrey to dispose of the testimony of Rab-

bula of Edessa (411-435) is not successful. The translation of

Zahn is certainly suggested by the occurrence of the phrase in

the church laws
;
with any other meaning, the regulation would

be superfluous. The same criticism may be made of Abbe Mar-
tin's distinction between the private and the public use of the

Diatessaron, and his contention that the latter only is intended

(Le 8ta reo-o-aptuv de Tatien, Paris, 1883, p. 10).
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PROCEEDINGS
QV

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY,
AT ITS

MKETING IN BALTIMOKE, MARYLAND,

April 22d, 23d, and 24th, 1897.

1 ME Society assembled at Baltimore, in the Donovan Room of

McCoy Hall of the Johns Hopkins University, on Thursday of
Easter Week, April 22d, at 3 p. M., and was called to order by its

President, President Daniel Coit Gilman, of the Johns Hopkins
I" Diversity.
The following members were in attendance at one or more of

the sessions :

Sclian farber

Scott

Smith

Spieker

Toy

Tracy

Ward, W. H.

Webb

Wood, C. J.

Wood. II.

[Total, 40.)

Professor Bloomfield, of Baltimore, presented the report of

the Committee of ArrangeiiicnN in the form of a printed

program. The opening o? the sessions was thereby set for

half past nine o'clock mornings and for three o'clock a

noons; and the annual business of the Society was n

: t'..r Friday morning. Presi<l. nt (.ilinan invitnl the

in. -mh. T- Society to take luncheon with him at In-

house on Friday at half past one. The invitation was accept* .1

with the thanks of the Society. The presentation of com-

VOL. xvn i.

Adler
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munications was now begun. Papers by Messrs. Jastrow,
Jackson, Gottheil, Macdonald, Adler, Smith, Peters, and Haupt
(those numbered respectively 25, 20, 7, 31, 1, 44, 37, and \:\ in

the list below) were laid before the Society. In connection with
Dr. Adler's paper, Professor Gottheil, as Chairman of the Com-
mittee appointed to make a Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts
existing in American Libraries (see JAOS. xiv., pages i and cxlvi,
= PAOS. for Oct. 1888 and Oct. 1889), presented a preliminary
inventory of such manuscripts, in card-catalogue form. The
Committee was continued. At 5.15 the session was adjourned.
The Society reassembled at half past nine on Friday morning

and proceeded to business.

The minutes of the last annual meeting, at Andover, April 9th
to llth, 1896, were read by the Recording Secretary, Professor

Moore, of Andover, and approved.
In the absence of the Corresponding Secretary, Professor Hop-

kins, of Yale, Professor Oertel, of Yale, as Acting Secretary,

presented letters from Professor Salisbury and Mrs. W. D. Whit-

ney, of New Haven, giving us much-valued and gratefully
received assurances of their continued interest in the work of

the Society and in its prosperity.
Professor Lanman, of Harvard, also presented some correspond-

ence, a few items of which may be mentioned. The letters

included one from Professor Hopkins,
1 which was dated " on the

very field of the great battle
"

of the Maha Bharata,
" Kurukshe-

tra, 7th Dec., 1896." "Imagine the plain," he writes, "(and a
few jackals are still stalking over it) stretching to the lake where

Duryodhana hid his coward head. I could almost see Bhima
pursuing him as I wandered round the edge of it under the great
trees, and among the ruins of three hundred temples which line

the shore on the west and north." Dr. Ftihrer, Director of the

Museum at Lucknow, and Professor Biihler, of Vienna, write

concerning the recent discovery of the column set up by Asoka
to mark the birth-place of Gotama Buddha. Professor Noldeke,
of Strassburg, sends full and most appreciative comments on Mr.
H. C. Warren's Buddhism in Translations.

Dr. Sergius Oldenburg of St. Petersburg writes that Petrofsk}^
the Russian Consul-General in Kashgar, has brought back two
birch-bark manuscripts in Kharosthi characters, by far the oldest

Indian manuscripts known. Oldenburg believes that they are to

be referred to the first century before or after Christ. He is

going to publish complete facsimiles of both manuscripts, and

hopes to have them ready for the International Congress at Paris
next autumn. He has also begun a series of Buddhistic publica-
tions, which promises to be of great value. Among the works
undertaken is the Abhidharma-kopa-vyakhya, whose importance

1

Interesting accounts of his travels and observations are. contained in his letters

to The (New York) Nation, in the numbers for Dec. 24 and 31, 1896, and for April

1, 8, and 15, 1897.
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has been recognized since the days of Eugene Burnouf. Others
are the fiksa-samuccaya, by Cecil Bemlall, tin- /?/

urcha, by Finot, the G(tnda-vyfth< rna-proM
''wa, and the Madtiya -tti.

Dr. Stein writes from his camp, Mohand Marg, in the Hima-
layas of Kashmir. He had been commission* .1 i, v the Kashmir
Durbar to translate into English the history <>f Kashmir <>r /

tarailyhn, which bad been edited by him in Sanskrit. H U the

hard-worked principal of the Government Oriental ( >11(

Lahore, and says :
" In order to work undisturbed, I came str.t

up in June to this Marg or plateau, some 11,000 feet above the

sea, where I have not seen a white face for the last three months.
In this delightful Alpine solitude I could work all day long with-
out feeling tired

;
and thus had two days ago the satisfaction of

getting to the last of the 8,000 odd Shloktt." The history is to
be published by Constable and Co., in London.
The names of recently deceased members were reported. The

record is as follows :

CORPORATE MEMBERS.

Rev. Dr. Oliver Crane, of Boston, Mass.;

Dr. Olaus Dahl, of the University of Chicago ;

Prof. Isaac Hollister Hall, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York City ;

Rev. Dr. Dwight Whitney Marsh, of Amherst, Mass.;
Dr. Edmund Nathaniel Snyder, of Cleveland, Ohio ;

Rev. Dr. William McLivre Thomson, of New York City ;

Prof. Josiah Dwight Whitney, of Harvard University.

Dr. Hall 1 was a Vice-President of the Society, and long one of

its most active and useful members. He was born at Norwalk,
Connecticut, Dec. 12, 1837, the son of Rev. Edwin Hall, wlm

subsequently and for years was a leading member of the Faculty
of the Auburn (N. Y.) Theological Seminary. Dr. Hall grad-
uated at Hamilton College in 1859, serving thereupon as assistant

to the eminent astronomer, Dr. Peters, and took his degr<
laws in 1865 at the Law School of Columbia College, N. Y.
After ten years of practice, he became professor in the Syrian Prot-

estant College at Beirut. On his way thither, he visited the col-

lections of Cypriote antiquities at London, Paris, and Turin, and
then went to Cyprus to study the inscriptions fn situ. After two
years he returned home from Syria, and became widely known )>y

his work as associate editor of The ^ School 7\me of

Philadelphia. He was appointed Curator of the Department of

Sculpture of the Metropolitan Museum of An in 1880; and in

this position he continued, rendering invaluable services to tin-

.'tches of hi* life are giveu in Johnson's Oydopadia and la the Supplement

to the SchafMlerzog Encychpatdtu of Kttigiout Knowledge.
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Museum, until his death, which occurred July 2, 1896. He was
an active member of the famous New York " Greek Club," and,
after the late Ezra Abbot, was the first authority in America on
the

history
of the printed text of the New Testament. He was

particularly interested in Syriac studies, and did much to further
them. In this Journal and that of the Society of Biblical Litera-

ture he described many of the manuscripts in this country ;
from

one of them he published a phototype reproduction of the rare

Antilegomena Epistles. In a codex belonging to the college

library in Beirut he discovered a hitherto unknown recension of
the Gospels, which he identified with the lost Philoxenian version.

His scholarship was deep and thorough ;
his industry, indefatig-

able; his conscientiousness and accuracy, marvellous. His un-

timely death is a deplorable loss to American scholarship, to our

Society, to the Museum, and through it to the great public which
the Museum is to instruct and ennoble.
Remarks upon Dr. Hall's services to Oriental learning in this

country were made by Dr. Ward, Professors Moore and Gottheil,
and Mr. W. R. Arnold.

Professor J. D. Whitney,
1
so distinguished in geology, was

as has been often remarked a man of unusual ability and attain-

ments in the field of language. His vast learning in subjects so

diverse was turned to good account during his studies of the
names of minerals and of the terms relating to geology, mining,
metals and metallurgy, physical geography, and fossil botany, in

connection with his work upon the Century Dictionary. It is

interesting to see how he has brought linguistic evidence to bear

upon the questions treated in his Climatic changes of later geo-

logical times, for example, page 237. And his charming little

book called Names and places : studies in geographical and topo-

graphical nomenclature (Cambridge, 1888), is, as its title indi-

cates, a yoking together of philology with natural science. He
had been a faithful helper of the Society for nearly forty years ;

and it may well be that the intelligent sympathy which he brought
to the work of his brother William was, albeit indirect, not the
least of his services to our Society.

Dr. Dwight Whitney Marsh, a cousin of Professor J. D. Whit-

ney, and of William D. Whitney, was born in Dalton, Mass., Nov.

5, 1823, graduated at Williams in 1842, studied at Andover, and
then at Union, graduating there in 1849. He sailed for Turkey
the same year, and was stationed for ten years at Mosul, at the
eventful time when the explorations were going on under the
direction of Layard and later of Rawlinson. Layard gave him
several slabs, and the first were sent to Williams College. After-

wards, Dr. Marsh sent to the Wadsworth Athenaeum at Hartford,
Conn., to the New York Historical Society, and to the Mercantile

1 See the Encyclopaedias and especially the Harvard Graduates' Magazine, vol. 6,

pages 206-209, Dec. 1896.
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Library of St. Louis. Other missionaries remembered other col-

leges in a similar manner. Dr. Marsh sent to friends and scien-

tists many antiquities and other things of interest, minerals,
, and Assyrian tablets and cylinders. Upon his return from

Turkey, ht- published the biography of his missionary friend,
Samuel Audley Rhea, The Tennessean in Persia ; and, recently,
the Genealogy of John Marsh of Hartford, 1636, his own
am-estor. This work, of over six hundred pages, was issued

in 1895, and in its completeness, accuracy, literary merit, and in

the simple and original method of its indexing, holds high rank

among works of its class. Ho died June 18, 1896.

Dr. Crane was born in West Bloomfield (now Montclair), N. J.,

July 12, 1822, and graduated at Yale in 1845. After studying
at Andover, he graduated at Union Theological Seminary in 1848,
and the next year sailed for Turkey, where he worked as a mis-

sionary, in charge of the stations at Aintab and Aleppo, North-
ern Syria. After several years at home, he returned to the East
ami was stationed at Adrianople. His later

years
were divided

between ministerial duties in this country, missionary work and
tours of study in the East, and literary pursuits. He died in

Boston, Nov. 29, 1896.

Dr. Thomson, author of The Land and the Book, was born
Dec. 31, 1806, and was for very many years a missionary in Syria,
tir-t under the American Board and from 1870 under the Pr
terian Board. He died April 8, 1894.

Dr. Snyder was the valedictorian of his class at Harvard in

1886, and was appointed to a traveling fellowship, which he held

during three years of work at Berlin anil Lrip-ic. His Indian

studies, begun at Harvard, he continued under Weber and Olden-

berg, and published as his doctor's dissertation Der Coii>

tar" i Textilberlieferung des Mahdvamsa, Berlin, 1891.

He died Oct. 1, 1896.

The Treasurer, Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge, Mass.,

presented to the Society, by the hand of Professor Lanman, his

accounts and statements for the fiscal year extending from April

7, 1896, to December 31, 1896. President Oilman had already

appointed (in April, 1896 see JAOS. xvii. 1 r>:i) Professors Toy
and Lamnan as an Auditing Committee to examine the Treas-

s funds and accounts. The Committee reported to tin-

Society that on the 28th of January, 1897, they had examined
the accounts and vouchers of the TreaMm-r and his evidences of

il possession of th S.M-irty's property, and were satisfied that

all was in due order.

The Society accepted tln-se findings as satisfactory the ;

going report to be puMMi'-d in the Proceedings as a certificate

of acquittance to th< Treasurer, aa prescribed in By-law III. .

(see JAOS. xvii., page 202).
The usual analytical summary of the General Account follows :
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RECEIPTS.

Balance from old account, April 6, 1896 $1,947.15

Assessments (183) for April 7, 1896 to Dec. 31, 1896.... $549.00

Assessments (24) for other years 96.00

Sale of publications 73.37

Income from funds (other than Bradley Fund) 82.92

Total income for the year 801.29

Total receipts for the year $2,748.44

EXPENDITURES.

Brass dies ($4.85) and 17 matrices ($34. 00) $ 38.85

May, 1896, stock of 60-lb.-paper, at 6 cts., 29 reams... 104.40

Journal, vol. xvii., printing 664.75

Journal, vol. xvii. , binding 501 copies 80. 16

Journal, vol. xvii., distribution 61.60

Clerical assistance 76.20

Postage, express, etc 30.66

Job-printing 18.25

Stationery 6.40

Total disbursements for the year 1,081.27

Credit balance2 on Gen'l Account, Dec. 31, 1896.... $2,366.92

Less advance from Charles River Bank, Dec., 1896 699.75

$1,667.17

True balance for new Gen'l Account, Dec. 31, 1896 1,667.17

$2,748.44

The Treasurer adds the following comments :

By reason of the vote (taken April, 1896 JAOS. xvii. 152)
that the Society's fiscal year shall correspond with the calendar

year, the fiscal year under review consisted of a trifle less than f
of a calendar year, falling 97 days short of a twelve-month.
The assessment for the 269 days was fixed at $3 (the proportion-
ate part of $5 would have been $3. 67); and none of the dividends
for January, 1897, could be included. The income ($801) was

accordingly less than the proportionate part ($1000) of the income
of the preceding year (*1357) by some $200.

With regard to the expenses, as was set forth in the circular

issued just before the meeting, it appears that the new plan of

publication entails an outgo beyond our income, so that we have

already fallen behind about $280. A curtailment of the Society's

publications was therefore recommended,
1 on the ground that the

only alternative an increase of income by, say, $500 was a

most improbable one. To secure this we should need over 100

1 For the details of this recommendation and the action upon it, see page 383.
2 The sum of items V., VI., and VII., next page.
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new, paying, and constant members. Of the 95 corporate mem-
bers elected from 1885 to 1889, 77 fell away (i. e., resigned, <lu.l,

or otherwise ceased to be paying members), leaving a net gain of

only 18
;
and of the 146 elected from 1890 to 1895, 88 fell away,

leaving a net gain of only 58.

The state of the funds is as follows :

A. PRINCIPAL OF SPECIAL FUNDS.
Apr. 0,1896. Dec. 31, 1806.

I. Bradley Type Fund (deposited in New Haven

Savings Bank) sl.542.64 $1,604.04

II. Cotheal Publication Fund (deposited in the

Provident Institution for Savings, Boston). 1,000.00 1,000.00

III. Whitney Publication Fund (invested in eight
shares of State National Bank stock) 1,000.00 1,000.00

IV. Life Membership Fund (deposited in the Suf-

folk Savings Bank, Boston) 75.00 75.00

B. BALANCES BELONGING TO GENERAL ACCOUNT.

V. Cash in Cambridge Savings Bank $1,827.67 $2,222.07
vi. Cash in Provident Inst. for Savings, Boston . 109.65 181.88

VII. Cash in Suffolk Savings Bank, Boston 9.88 18.02

6,046.86

Less due Charles River National Bank. . . '> << 7~>

$5,564.79 $5,847.11

At the meeting of April, 1896, the Directors voted : That "the
sum of $200.00 shall be appropriated as honorary compensation
for the services of the editors." The editors waived the payment

;1S SUIM.

-iliMit (iilnian appointed Professors Toy and Lyon of Cam-
g as an Auditing Committee for the account* fiscal

year of 1897.

Tin- Report of the Editors of the Journal, Professors Lanman
ami Moore, was presented by Professor Moore. At the last

ing, in April, 1896, Messrs. Wanl, Haupt, ami Hopkins,
appointed a Committee to consider the several questions relating

ie Society's publications and to report thereon to the Board
of Directors, made the following Report :

1. We recommend that the Journal of the American Oriental Society
be issued as a semi-annual periodical, Part I. for January to June, and
Part II. for July to December.

2. The number of pages for two semi-annual Parts shall not exceed

five hundred.

8. The Journal shall be devoted to the publication of paper* on Ori-

ental subjects, under the direction of the Editors, and shall also con-

t:im ti;, MI-, ir... ,,f t h,- ;i n mi.il meetings of the Society, with abstracts

of papers not published in full, at the dineret ion of the Editors.
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4. No single Part shall be occupied wholly with a single article ; but

works too long for insertion in a single Part of the Journal should be

published in separate volumes, in an Oriental Series, under the auspices
of the American Oriental Society, provided the Editors do not think it

expedient to publish such treatises in instalments in successive Parts.

5. The editorial management of the Journal shall be in the hands of

two Editors, one of whom shall be a Sanskritist, and the other a

Semitic scholar.

6. The sum of $200 shall be appropriated as honorary compensation
for the services of the Editors.

7. Your Committee would recommend that Professor Lanman and
Professor Moore be appointed Editors.

8. We recommend that the Librarian be requested to take the neces-

sary measures to increase the sale of the publications of the Society by
advertising, by establishing new European agencies, etc. ; and the Com-
mittee would recommend the firm of Luzac &Co., as London agents,
and J. C. Hinrichs for the Continent.

9. This arrangement is to take effect April, 1896. The Minutes of the

annual meetings shall appear in the Second Part for each year, that for

July to December.

The Report was accepted by the Directors, and transmitted to

the Editors as a bill of instructions so far as it concerned their

work. And by it they had been governed, except in the matter
of honorarium.

In accordance with the above instructions, said Professor

Moore, the Editors had, since the last meeting, published volume
xvii. of the Journal (for the period July-December, 1896; issued
in November, 1896, and containing iv + 206 pages) ;

volume xviii.,

First Half (for January-June, 1897
;
issued in January, 1897, and

containing iv + 201 pages) ;
both these volumes being substantially

bound in full buckram and suitably lettered. Professor Moore
further reported that volume xviii., Second Half (for July-
December, 1897), is nearly all in type, and will be issued as soon
as the Proceedings of the present meeting can be printed.

It may here be added that the Whitney Memorial Volume,
printed at the joint expense of the American Oriental Society,
the American Philological Association, and the Modern Language
Association of America, for distribution to the members of these

three organizations, is now ready for publication. The Directors
have ordered that the copies for the members of the Oriental

Society be provided with an extra general title-page stating that

it is issued as volume xix., First Half (for Jan.-June, 1898), of

our Journal, and with a suitably lettered label or panel on the back
to correspond. The special title-page of the book is as follows :

"The Whitney Memorial Meeting. A report of that session of

the First American Congress of Philologists which was devoted
to the memory of the late Professor William Dwight Whitney, of

Yale University ;
held at Philadelphia, Dec. 28, 1894. Edited for

the Joint Committees of Publication by Charles R. Lanman. Bos-
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ton: Published for the Congress. Ginn and Company. 1897."
It contains the addresses of the occasion, the text of the letters

from foreign scholars concerning Professor Whitney; tin

1 program of the Congress; and a chronological bibliog-
raphy (in 360 numbers) of Mr. Whitney's writings, with lists of

biographical notices and of books concerning him.
President Gilman reported, on behalf of the Directors, that,

as Professor Lanman was unable to serve the Society longer as

an editor of the Journal, they had appointed Professor A. V. W.
Jackson, of Columbia University (to serve in Mr. Lann

stead), and Professor G. F. Moore, as Editors for the year 1 SOT-
OS.

The Treasurer, Mr. II. C. Warren, had called the attention of
the members to the fact that the present income of the So.

could not sustain the rate of expenditure involved in the fore-

going orders of the Directors; and he accordingly recommended
a curtailment of the publications of the Society, and in particu-
lar that the Journal be issued only once a year, as a volume of

about three hundred pages, instead of the present annual four
hundred pages. After due discussion of the situation, and to the
end that the new experiment of prompt and frequent publication

might receive a fair trial, the Directors ordered that no change
in the manner of issue be made for the ensuing year ; especially
in view of the fact that the balance to the good in the trea-

allows us to continue this course for some time longer without
actual deficit.

The Librarian, Mr. Van Name, of Yale University, presented
his report through Dr. Oertel. The report showed that the acces-

sions to the Library of the Society during the year have been 65

volumes, 07 parts of volumes, and 137 dissertations and pamphlets.
The whole number of titles is now 4017.

The Committee appointed at the last meeting to consider what
measures may be taken to promote the Study of the History of

Religions, reported by their Chairman, Professor Gottheil, that

after mature deliberation, and with the approval of the Directors,

they recommend :

1. That the American Oriental Society establish a special Secii-.n.

devoted to the historical study of religions ; and that persons interested

in t hcse studies be allowed to join this Section upon the payment of two
dollars per annum, and be entitled to a copy of all printed papers which

fall within the scope of the Section.

! hat a Secretary be appointed for this Section.

8. That at each meeting of the Society at least one session be set apart
for papers devoted to the work of the Section.

4. That the Section co-operate as far as possible with the American

Committee for Lectures on the History of Religions.

This report was adopted ;
and upon the recommendation <>f tin-

Directors, the following amendmm ts to the Constitution and

By-Laws were unanimously adopt*
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In article V. of the Constitution, after the words "a Recording Sec-

retary," the words " a Secretary of the Section for the Historical Study
of Religions," were inserted ; so that the article now reads :

ARTICLE V. The government of the Society shall consist of a Presi-

dent, three Vice-Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording
Secretary, a Secretary of the Section for the Historical Study of Relig-

ions, a Treasurer, a Librarian, and seven Directors, who shall be an-

nually elected by ballot, at the annual meeting.

A new article was added to the Constitution, viz.

ARTICLE XI. There shall be a special Section of the Society, devoted
to the Historical Study of Religions, to which section others than mem-
bers of the American Oriental Society may be elected in the same man-
ner as is prescribed in Article IV.

A new By-Law was added : viz.

X. Members of the Section for the Historical Study of Religions shall

pay into the treasury of the Society an annual assessment of two dol-

lars ;
and they shall be entitled to a copy of all printed papers which

fall within the scope of the Section.

Professors G. F. Moore, Jackson, and Gottheil were appointed
a Committee to nominate officers for the ensuing year.

After a brief recess (11 to 11.15), the following gentlemen
presented papers : Hyvernat, No. 19; Bloomfield, No. 3

; Oertel,
Nos. 34, 36, 35

; Moore, No. 32
; Scott, No. 42

; Grimm, No. 8
;

Haupt, No. 14. At ten minutes after one, the Society adjourned
for luncheon at the residence of President Gilman.
The Society re-assembled after luncheon Friday, and received

communications from the following : Schanfarber, No. 41
;
Gutt-

macher, No. 9; Rosenau, No. 40; Lanman, No. 28; Johnston,
No. 23

; Gottheil, No. 6.

At five o'clock, the Society held a public session in the large

assembly room of McCoy Hall, and Professor Lanrnan gave an
account of some of the principal classes of monuments of archae-

ological interest in India, illustrated by pictures thrown upon the

screen, and spoke especially of the Bharhut sculptures which
have been identified with stories in the Jfltaka Book.
At 5.45, the Society adjourned to Saturday morning. In the

evening, about thirty of the members dined together.
The fourth and last session began at 9.45 Saturday morning.

First came the remaining business. The following persons,
1

recommended by the Directors, were duly elected :

1 The full post-office addresses are given in the revised List of Members at the

end of this volume.
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As CORPORATE MKMBKRS.

Prof. B. W. Bacon
Rev. Dr. Charles W. E. Body, General Theological Seminary, New

York City.

Dr. A. Boissier, Geneva, Switzerland.

Dr. W. Caland, Breda. Netherlands.

Dr. Paul Cams, La Salle, Illinois.

Mr Clarence H. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mrs. Oliv.-r Crane, Boston, Mass. (Re-election.)

Mr. Lee M. Dean, Yale University
Prof. James F. Driscoll, St. Joseph's Seminary, Dunwoodie. New York.
Mr. \Vill>erforce Eames, Lenox Library. New York <

Mr. M. B. Fanning, Duxbury, Mass.

Dr. W. H. Furness, Wallingford, Pa.

MUs Ellen R. Giles, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Mr. Louis H. Gray, Princeton, N. J.

Mr. K. J. Grimm, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. R. P. Karkaria, Bombay, India.

Mr. H. Kaufman, Baltimore, Md.
Miss Elizabeth T. King, Baltimore, Md.
Rev. P. H. Land, Baltimore, M.I.

Rev. Robert Lau, Union Hill, N. J.

Rev. L. B. Longacre, Spuyten Duyvil, New York. N N

A. O. Lovejoy, Oakland, Cal.

Rev. J. R. Mahoney, Baltimore, Md.
Dr. Lawrence H. Mills, Oxford, England. (Re-election.)

Rev. Donald J. McKinnon, Washington, D. C.

Mr. J. A. Ness, Baltimore, M.I.

Mr. Murray E. Poole, Ithaca, N. Y.

Mr. William Popper, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rev. W. Rosenau, Baltimore, M.I.

Mrs. Janet E. Ruutz-Rees, Wallingford, Conn.

Prof. F. K. Sanders, New Haven, Conn.

Rev. T. Schanfarber, Baltimore, Md.
Rev. Dr. Claudius B. Sprmvr. Denver, Col.

Mr. Thomas E. Waggaman, Washington, D. C.

Miss Maria Whitney, Cambridge, Mass.

Mrs. W. D. Wliiin.-y. N.-w llav.-n, Conn.

Dr. Thomas Wilson, Washington, D. C.

[Total, 87.)

Df (iilman annoip the I )j rectors that, Professor
-on being unable t<> unlrrt:ik- tin- work of an editor, tin- con-

of the .Journal tor tin- n-uing year will rusted to
-sor 6. F. Moore.

The M' tin- So.-irty will 1> lu-1.1 iii Kastrr week,
1898, beginning Thursday, Aj.nl it. . i:h-r in Chicago

ford, as may be subscM|ii< ntly .Irtrrimiir.! Ky tin- Dir.<tors.
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The Directors recommended that a committee of three be ap-

pointed by the President to take such steps as may seem desira-

ble to secure candidates for membership in the Section for the
Historical Study of Religions, and to report to the Directors at

their next meeting. The recommendation was adopted. The
President appointed Professors Toy, Jastrow, and Gottheil such
committee.

It was resolved to request Congress to allow the duties on

books, scientific instruments, and works of art to remain as in

the existing law. The President and Secretaries were empow-
ered to prepare and present such a request.
The nominating committee reported, and by unanimous con-

sent the ballot of the Society was cast for the following officers

for the ensuing year :

President President Daniel Coit Oilman, of Baltimore.

Vice-Presidents Dr. William Hayes Ward, of New York ; Professor

Crawford H. Toy, of Cambridge; Professor Charles R. Lanman, of

Cambridge.

Corresponding Secretary Professor Edward W. Hopkins, of New
Haven, with Professor Hanns Oertel, of New Haven, as his deputy.

Recording Secretary Professor George F. Moore, of Andover.

Secretary of the Section for Religions Professor Morris Jastrow, Jr.
,

of Philadelphia.
Treasurer Mr. Henry C. Warren, of Cambridge.
Librarian Mr. Addison Van Name, of New Haven.
Directors The officers above named : and President William R. Har-

per, of Chicago ; Professors Richard Gottheil, A. V. W. Jackson, and
Francis Brown, of New York

; Professors Maurice Bloomfield and Paul

Haupt, of Baltimore ; and Professor Henry Hyvernat, of Washington.

On motion of Dr. Adler it was

Resolved, That the American Oriental Society has heard with pleasure
of the proposed catalogue of Egyptian papyri and monuments

;
and

that a committee of five be appointed to co-operate with the Smith-

sonian Institution in collecting a catalogue of the Egyptian material

preserved in this country.

The committee was appointed : Dr. Cyrus Adler, Professor

J. H. Breasted, Professor H. Hyvernat, the Rev. Dr. William C.

Winslow, Dr. G. A. Reisner.

The business finished, the reading of communications was
resumed. The following gentlemen presented papers : Carr, No.
5

; Lau, No. 29
; Ness, No. 33

; Bright, No. 4
; Johnston, No. 24;

Hastings, No. 10; Smith, No. 45; Land, No. 26; Jackson, No.
21

; Scott, No. 43; Bloomfield, No. 2; Haupt, Nos. 11, 15 and 12.

The hour for adjournment being now close at hand, the papers
numbered 17 and 18 (by Hopkins), 46 (by Reisner), 30 (by Love-

joy), 47 (by Torrey), 38 (by Prince), 48, 50, and 49 (by Watson),
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and 27 (by Lanman), that is, for the most part, papers of mem-
bers not present, were read by title, and with or without a brief

statement of their contents.

The following vote of thanks was unanimously adopted :

The American Oriental Society desires to express its most sincere

thanks to the authorities of Johns Hopkins University for their kind

invitation and reception ; to President Oilman for his pleasant hospital-
it i*>: to the University Club for its courtesies; and to the Committee
of Arrangements for their effective services.

At 12.15 the Society adjourned, to meet Thursday, April 14,

1898.

At a meeting of the Directors held immediately after adjourn-
ment, the following gentlemen were appointed to represent the

American Oriental Society as Delegates to the Eleventh Session

of the International Congress of Orientalists, to be held in Paris

from the 5th to the 12th of September, 1897 : Professors Bloom-
field and Haupt of Baltimore ; Professor Jackson of New York

;

and Professors Lanman and Toy of Cambridge.

The following is a list of papers which were either presented
at the meeting or announced for presentation. They are alpha-

betically arranged according to authors. But papers No's 16, 22,
and 39 do not appear to have been formally presented.

1. Dr. Cyrus Adler, U. S. National Museum
;
A proposed Cat-

alogue of Egyptian papyri and monuments.

2. Professor M. Bloomfield, Johns Hopkins University ;
On the

position of the Gopatha Brahmana in Vedic Literature.

3. Professor M. Bloomfield, Johns Hopkins University; On the

ing and etymology of the Vedic word viddtha.

4. Professor J. W. Bright, Johns Hopkins Univer-ity ; A

ridenre in Anglo-Saxon and Helnvw phonology.

5. Rev. S. J. Carr, Catholic University of America ;
On a

hitherto unknown treatise of Thomas of fidessa on theNatniiy
of our Lord.

6. Professor Iliehard Gottheil, Columbia University ;
Persian

iii Aral'

7. Professor Richard Gottheil, C<luinl>ia University ; Note
I >r. Torrey's article in the Journal of the Soci. 170 ff.

8. Mr. K. J. (;Hmm, Johns Hopkins I iplj

tie liturgical appendixes in tli<- Psalms.
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9. Rev. Adolph Guttmacher, Johns Hopkins University ;
Unin-

telligible archaisms in the Authorized Version.

10. Dr. W. W. Hastings, Springfield, Mass.
;
The permansive

in Assyrian.

11. Professor Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University; The
pronunciation of Hebrew.

12. Professor Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University; Ptole-
maic Psalms.

13. Professor Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University; Baby-
lonian words in Ezekiel.

14. Professor Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University ;
The

amplificative plural in Hebrew.

15. Professor Paul Haupt, Johns Hopkins University; The
unicorn in the Bible.

16. Mr. L. K. Hirshberg, Johns Hopkins University; The
Brahma Somaj movement in India.

17. Professor E. W. Hopkins, Yale University; The Punjab
and the Rig Veda,

18. Professor E. W. Hopkins, Yale University; Notes from
India : (a) Bridles in sculpture and painting; (b) Buddha's woolly
hair

; (c) The veiled Jain at Biidami
; (d) Wooden fences in

India
; (e) The Anandashram.

19. Professor H. Hyvernat, Catholic University of America;
The Coptic versions of the Bible.

20. Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, Columbia University;
Note on play within play as a dramatic element on the Sanskrit

stage.

21. Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, Columbia University;
Brief Indo-Iranian contributions.

22. Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, Columbia University;
The Amesha Spentas or Archangels in Zoroastrianism.

23. Dr. C. Johnston, Johns Hopkins University ;
The origin of

Cuneiform writing.

24. Dr. C. Johnston, Johns Hopkins University ;
The scape-

goat.

25. Professor Morris Jastrow, Jr., University of Pennsylvania ;

Nabopolassar and the temple to the Sun god at Sippar.

26. Rev. P. H. Land, Johns Hopkins University ;
Verba invol-

untaria in Semitic.
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27. Professor C. R. Lanman, Harvard University; Indian Prov-
erbs in Pali Sources.

28. Professor C. R. Lanman, Harvard University; The discov-
>f the birth-place of Gotaraa Buddha.

29. Rev. Robert J. Lau, Columbia University ;
On some Baby-

lonian temple records in the Library of Columbia University.

30. Mr. Arthur O. Lovejoy, Harvard University; On the n

ing of the Buddhist technical terms

31. Professor Duncan Macdonald, Hartford Theological Semi-

nary ;
Job and Muslim cosmography.

32. Professor George F. Moore, Andover Theological Seminary;
The Arabic version of Genesis in Lagarde's Materialien.

33. Mr. J. A. Ness, Johns Hopkins University ;
On the meaning

and etymology of the Sanskrit root ~L

-or H. Oertel, Yale University ;
A new MS. of the

Jaiminlya Brfihmana.

35. Professor H. Oertel, Yale University ;
Did Sayana know

the Jaiminlya Brahmana?

36. Professor H. Oertel, Val. Tuiversity; The funeral cere-

mony according to the Jaiminlya Brahmana.

37. Rev. Dr. J. P. Peters, New York; The geography of the
K u jhrates.

38. Professor J. D. Prince, New York University ;
The syntax

of the Assyrian preposition a*

39. Professor J. D. Prince, New York Univ A liaby-
Ionian Cylinder in the possession of the New York UniverH.

40. Rev. William Rosenau, Johns Hopkins University; Sub-
mit ute* for the Tetragramraaton in the Rabbinical writings, with

ial reference to /

1 1. I J.-\ . T. Schanfarber, Johns Hopkins University; Notes on
Psalm xvi.

Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, Ka.ln.u, renn.; The English
words in Malayan.

43. Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, Radnor, renn. ; At larce in Poly-
nesia. [The laxness of phonetic laws in the Polynesian languages.]

44. Professor Henry Preserve.! Smith. Lakewood, N. .' :

Mohammed's impulse received f>..m < lnistian or from J<

sources ?
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45. Professor Henry Preserved Smith, Lakewood, N. J.
;
Two

brief notes on Arabic subjects : (a) "The guilt of the husband-

men," Bochari, i. 6
; (b) The two messengers, Koran, 36. 12 ff.

46. Dr. G. A. Reisner, Harvard University ;
Old Babylonian

systems of weights and measures.

47. Dr. Charles C. Torrey, Andover Theological Seminary; The
origin of the words * Troubadour ' and *

Madrigal.'

48. Rev. W. Scott Watson, Towerhill, N. J.
;
A leather roll of

the Pentateuch.

49. Rev. W. Scott Watson, Towerhill, N. J.; The etymology
of the name Baalbek.

50. Rev. W. Scott Watson, Towerhill, N. J.
;
A Samaritan man-

uscript of the Hebrew text of the Pentateuch, written A. H. 35.
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Number of Members of the three classes (20 + 275+42=337.)

SOCIETIES, LIBRARIES, ETC., TO WHICH THE PUBLICATIONS OP THE AMERICAN

ORIENTAL SOCIETY ARE SENT BY WAY OF GIFT OR EXCHANGE.

I. AMERICA.

BOSTON, MASS.: American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. : American Philosophical Society.

WASHINGTON, D. C.: Smithsonian Institution.

Bureau of American Ethnology.

WORCESTER, MASS : American Antiquarian Society.
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II. EUROPE.

AUSTRIA, VIENNA : Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschafton.

Anthropologische Gesellschaft.

PRAGUE : E5niglich Bohmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

DENMARK, ICELAND, REYJAVIK : University Library.

FRANCE, PARIS : Socie"te* Asiatique. (Rue de Seine, Palais de I'Institut. )

Acade'mie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.

Bibliotheque Nationale.

Musee Guimet. (Avenue da Trocade*ro.)

Ecole des Langnes Orientales Vivantes. (Rue de Lille, 2.)

Socie'te' Acade'mique Indo-Chinoise.

GERMANY, BERLIN : Koniglich Preusaische Akademie der Wissenschaften.

KSnigliche Bibliothek.

GOTTINGEN : Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

HALLE: Bibliothek der Dentschen Morgenlandischen Gesell-

schaft. (Friedrichstr. 50.)

LEIPZIG : Koniglich Sftehsische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

MUNICH: Koniglich Bairische Akademie der Wissenschnften.

Koniglich Hof- und Staatsbibliothek.

GREAT BRITAIN, LONDON : Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland

(22 Albemarlest., W.)

Library of the India Office. (Whitehall, SW.)
Society of Biblical Archeology. (87 Great Russell

St., Bloomsbury, WC.)
Philological Society. (Care of Dr. F. J. Furnivall,

3 St. George's Square, Primrose Hill, NW.)
ITALY, FLORENCE : Societa Asiatica Italiana.

ROME: Reale Accademia dei Lint

IERLANDS, AMSTERDAM: Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen.
THE HAGUE: Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land-, en Vol-

kenkunde van Nederlandsch Indi?.

LEIDEN : Curatorium of the University.

NORWAY, CHRISTIANIA: Videnskabs-Selskab.

SWEDEN, UPSALA : Humanistiska Vetenskaps-Samfondet.

RUSSIA, ST. PETERSBURG: Imperatorskaja Akademija Nauk.

Archeologiji Institut.

III. AM

CEYLON, COLOMBO : Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

CHINA, PEKING : Peking Oriental Society.

SHANGHAI : North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.
I M.I A, BOMBAY: Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

CALCUTTA : The Asiatic Society of Bengal.
The Buddhist Text Society. (86 Jaun Bazar St.)

LAHORE : Library of the Oriental College.

JAPAN, TOKIO: The Asiatic Society of Japan.

JAVA, BATAVIA : Bataviaanch Genootocbap van Knnnten en Wetenncbappen.
TURKEY, CONSTANTINOPLE : Imperial Ottoman Museum.
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IV. AFRICA.

EGYPT, CAIRO : The Khedivial Library.

V. EDITORS OF THE FOLLOWING PERIODICALS.

The Indian Antiquary (care of the Education Society's Press, Bombay, India).

Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlaudes (care of Alfred Holder,
Rothenthnnn-str. 15, Vienna, Austria).

Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung (care of Prof. E. Kuhn, 3

Hess-str., Munich, Bavaria).

Indogermaniache Forschungen (care of Prof. W. Streitberg, Freiburg, Switz-

erland).

Revue de 1'Histoire des Religions (care of M. Jean ReVille, chez M. E. Leroux,
28 rue Bonaparte, Paris, France).

Revue des Etudes Juives. (Librairie A. Durlacher, 83 bis, rue Lafayette,

Paris, France.)

Revue Arche'ologique. (Rue de Lille, 2, Paris, France.)

Zeitschrift f iir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft (care of Prof. Bemhard

Stade, Giessen, Germany).

Beitrage zur Assyriologie und Semitischen Sprachwissenschaft. (J. C. Hin-

richs'sche Buchhandlung, Leipzig, Germany.)
Orientalische Bibliographie (care of Dr. Lucian Scherman, 8 Gisela Str.,

Munich, Bavaria).

The American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal, Good Hope, Illinois.

RECIPIENTS : 295 (Members) + 57 (Gifts and Exchanges) = 352.

REQUEST.

The Editors request the Librarians of any Institutions or Libraries, not

mentioned above, to which this Journal may regularly come, to notify them
of the fact. It is the intention of the Editors to print a list, as complete as

may be, of regular subscribers for the Journal or of recipents thereof. The

following is the beginning of such a list.

Andover Theological Seminary.

Chicago University Library.

Harvard Sanskrit Class-Room Library.

Harvard Semitic Class-Room Library.

Harvard University Library.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

OP THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

With Amendment* of April, 1807.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I. This Society shall be called the AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

ARTICLE II. The objects contemplated by this Society shall be :

1. The cultivation of learning in the Asiatic, African, and Polynesian lan-

guages, as well aa the encouragement of researches of any sort by which the

knowledge of the East may be promoted.
i he cultivation of a taste for oriental studies in this country.

3. The publication of memoirs, translations, vocabularies, and other com-

munications, presented to the Society, which may be valuable with reference

to the before-mentioned objects.

4. The collection of a library and cabinet.

ARTICLE III. The members of this Society shall be distinguished as cor-

porate and honorary.
ARTICLE IV. All candidates for membership must .be proposed by the

Directors, at some stated meeting of the Society, and no person shall be

elected a member of either class without receiving the votes of as many as

three-fourths of all the members present at the meeting.
i ICLE V. The government of the Society shall consist of a President,

three Vice-Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Secretary, a

Secretary of the Section for the Historical Study of Religions, a Treasurer, a

Librarian, and seven Directors, who shall be annually elected by ballot, at

the annual meeting.

ARTICLE VI. The President and Vice-Presidents shall perform the custom-

ary duties of such officers, and shall be members of the Board of

Directors.

ARTICLE VII. The Secretaries, Treasurer, and Librarian shall be c offlcio

members of the Board of Directors, and shall perform their respective duties

the superintendence of said Hoard.

ARTICLE VIII. It *hall U- the duty of the Board of Directors to regulate
the financial concerns of the Society, to superintend its publications, to carry
into effect the resolutions and orders of the Society, and to exercise a general

supervision over its affairs. Five Directors at any regular meeting shall be

a quorum f<> r doing business.

ARTICLE IX. An Annual meeting of the Society shall be held during
Easter week, the days and place of the meeting to be determined by the

Directors, said meeting to be held in Massachusetts at least once in tone
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years. One or more other meetings, at the discretion of the Directors, may
also be held each year at such place and time as the Directors shall determine.

ARTICLE X. There shall be a special Section of the Society, devoted to

the historical study of religions, to which section others than members of the

American Oriental Society may be elected in the same manner as is prescribed
in Article IV.

ARTICLE XI. This Constitution may be amended, on a recommendation
of the Directors, by a vote of three-fourths of the members present at an

annual meeting.

BY-LAWS.

I. The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the

Society, and it shall be his duty to keep, in a book provided for the purpose,
a copy of his letters

;
and he shall notify the meetings in such manner as the

President or the Board of Directors shall direct.

II. The Recording Secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings of the

Society in a book provided for the purpose.

III. a. The Treasurer shall have charge of the funds of the Society ;
and

his investments, deposits, and payments shall be made under the superin-

tendence of the Board of Directors. At each annual meeting he shall report
the state of the finances, with a brief summary of the receipts and payments
of the previous year.

III. b. After December 31, 1896, the fiscal year of the Society shall corre-

spond with the calendar year.

III. c. At each annual business meeting in Easter week, the President

shall appoint an auditing committee of two men preferably men residing in

or near the town where the Treasurer lives to examine the Treasurer's

accounts and vouchers, and to inspect the evidences of the Society's property,

and to see that the funds called for by his balances are in his hands. The

Committee shall perform this duty as soon as possible after the New Year's

day succeeding their appointment, and shall report their findings to the

Society at the next annual business meeting thereafter. If these findings are

satisfactory, the Treasurer shall receive his acquittance by a certificate to

that effect, which shall be recorded in the Treasurer's book, and published

in the Proceedings.

IV. The Librarian shall keep a catalogue of all books belonging to the

Society, with the names of the donors, if they are presented, and shall at

each annual meeting make a report of the accessions to the library during

the previous year, and shall be farther guided in the discharge of his duties

by such rules as the Directors shall prescribe.

V. All papers read before the Society, and all manuscripts deposited by
authors for publication, or for other purposes, shall be at the disposal of the

Board of Directors.

VI. Each corporate member shall pay into the treasury of the Society an

annual assessment of five dollars
;
but a donation at any one time of seventy-

five dollars shall exempt from obligation to make this payment.

VII. Corporate and Honorary members shall be entitled to a copy of all

the publications of the Society issued during their membership, and shall
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also have the privilege of taking a copy of those previously published, so far

as the Society can supply them, at half the ordinary selling }>

VIII. If any corporate member shall for two years fail to pay his ansons

ments, his name may, at the discretion of the Directors, be dropped from tin-

list of members of the Society.

IX. Members of the Section for the Historical Study of Religions
shall pay into the treasury of the Society an annual assessment of two dol-

lars
;
and they shall be entitled to a copy of all printed papers which fall

within the scope of the Section.

X. Six members shall form a quorum for doing business, and three to

adjourn.

SUPPLEMENTARY BY-LAW.

I. FOR THE LIBRARY.

1. The Library shall be accessible for consultation to all members of tli*

Society, at such times as the Library of Yale College, with which it is

deposited, shall be open for a similar purpose ; further, to such persons as

shall receive the permission of the Librarian, or of the Librarian or Assistant

Librarian of Yale College.

Any member shall be allowed to draw books from the Library upon 1 1..

following conditions : he shall give his receipt for them to the Librarian,

pledging himself to make good any detriment the Library may suffer from
their loss or injury, the amount of said detriment to be determined by the

Librarian, with the assistance of the President, or of a Vice-president
;
and

he shall return them within a time not exceeding three months from that of

their reception, unless by special agreement with the Librarian this term
snail be extended.

8. Persona not members may also, on special grounds, and at the discre-

f the Librarian, be allowed to take and use the Society's books, upon
depositing with the Librarian a sufficient security that they shall be duly
returned in good condition, or their loss or damage fully compennn
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TO CONTRIBUTOR.

Fifty copies of each article published in this Journal will be

forwarded to the author. A larger number will be furnished at

cost.

Arabic, Persian, Syriac (Jacobite and Nestorian), Armenian,

Sanskrit, Tamil, Chinese, and Japanese fonts of type are provided
for the printing of the Journal, and others will be procured from

time to time, as they are needed.

NERAL NOTICES.

1. Members are requested to give immediate notice of changes
of address to the Treasurer, Mr. Henry C. Warren, 12 Quincy
Street, Cambridge, Mass.

2. It is urgently requested that gifts and exchanges intended

for the Library of the Society be addressed as follows :

" The

Library of the American Oriental Society, New Haven, Connecti-

cut, U. S. America."

3. For information regarding the sale of the Society's publica-

tions, see the next foregoing page.
4. Communications for the Journal should be sent to Prof.

Geo. F. Moore, Andover, Mass.

CONCERNING MEMBERSHIP.

It is not necessary for any one to be a professed Orientalist in

order to become a member of the Society. All persons men or

women who are in sympathy with the objects of the Society
and willing to further its work are invited to give it their help.

This help may be rendered by the payment of the annual assess-

ments, by gifts to its library, or by scientific contributions to its

Journal, or in all of these ways. Persons desiring to become

members are requested to apply to the Treasurer, whose address

is given above. Members receive the Journal free. The annual

assessment is $5. The fee for Life-Membership is $75.
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